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the figure at morethem $.60 
million. ~ ~.: . . . . . .  , 
~-This increase caused Comin- 
co to cancel plans to buildits 
road section. 
AS it is, the first SectiOn and 
the one leading south to Eskay 
Creek is expected to cost,$35 
million, said a spokesman l for 
Corona, the company that has 
the controlling interest in Prime 
Resources. 
vestment as risky but noted that 
the•the poteatial size of the 
Prime mine makes the road con- 
struction worthwhile. 
TERRACE --  If you've been a 
victim of a:break-in this year, 
you're not aloue. 
Policesay there's been an in- 
crease in :  break,and-enters at i 
homes' and businesses in the 
first three months of the year. 
,We 've  had quite a rash of 
them so}far, close to 70 in the 
Terracelhrea,'~ saidRCMP Cpl. 
Don Wo0dhouSe." :  : 
He said: the alarming rate of 
break.ins prompted..RCMP to 
Const.. L~r~-Burke '-,~Of the' 
detac~i iP~ eti~riff.ln~sdga- 
tion ~Servic~s" S~rious' crime unit 
-- to tackle the problem. 
"Oldham and'Burke have• 
now either laid charges or have 
solid leads in well over half of 
those cases," W0odhonse said. 
About 80 per cent of the 
thieves are juveniles under 18 
years old, he added)and most 
of the gOodS arebeing:sold for 
money, to buy alcohol or drugs. 
i 
About 80 per cent of 
the thieves are juveniles 
under 18 ye'ars old and 
most of the goods are 
being sold for money to 
buy alcohol or drugs. 
!~They're stealing, things like 
jewelry,: VCRs,-und loose 
change,!, Woodhouse said. 
The  increased activity isn't 
confined toany particular area, 
he added. '!We've drawn a map 
of it, but the=:e'sn0 pattern. The 
locations are all oyer town, with 
res.idences and bfisinesses alike 
: RCMP have recovered some 
~. 'stolen'/goo'ds but  mint '~ items 
; ~ have b~n"~old by the time they 
/ :make,arrests," <' ~ [[' 
,' ,Most Of: tlle.!thieVes got in 
/ i t~oukh ~u~ed ~kindows or 
doors .  ,~ . :~ . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  -, 
i',.:...i~MP,~s~Y.--residents and 
:~ib~ine~s~oWi~ers should: • ...-, 
i J  ~t Make sure doors and win- 
,,~d6~s are,10cked or secured: 
,Z~/.':, .. , / : .  . .  ' , . . . .  . ~ "... 
Fishing fees 
made easier 
TERRACE -- Although it'll be 
easier fog out-of-province 
tourists to buy special fishing 
licences needed for some local 
rivers, there are still fears some 
may stay away. 
As of last year, out-of- 
province anglers have to buy an 
additional additional for some 
rivers at a cost of $10 and $20 a 
day depending upon the river. 
Visitors either bought a 
number of days he chooses 
within a specified 14-day 
period. 
Another change sees the 
replacement ofseparate licences 
for Class I and Class lI and 
Class I1 waters by a single 
licence with a check-box for the 
appropriate designation. 
Describing the changes as 
"excellent", Bob Park of All 
Seasons Sports said, "At least 
i ~ :'/:* .'Mark',valUablesand: have a I. 'i~h~9.t.:owoer ,s a lot ea~!e£p it has, 
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.: . cO~id r011/ba¢i¢:!.pnbllc s~t6r 
¢o~itradsimd Wage incre~es, 
: ;:, :;The i~valkotit .is- a symbolic ,
i :soild~ltY w l th ' s~ar  protests 
i' actOss'i.the/proVince, T rrace . 
>, :DimirlEt: Neachers' Auo¢iatlon 
' ~ '  ~;'C ' .  ' . . . .  ~.. ~,~... 
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14.day licence or a single one they (the ministry) listened to 
for each day they wanted to us." The flexibility in the new 
fish. system would "cure the pro- 
That ~ system was criticized blem of rain-outs," he added. 
because: Although the dally $20 imd 
the entire two weeks was too ex~. 
.pensive, pa~.iculai'iy when poor 
weather or water conditions 
migM>make fishing impossible 
on a d~ty for which the angler 
had already paid; 
* Given good conditions in 
the evening, ~,visitor might 
decide to fish the next day. 
Although fishermen usually 
wanted to get out on the river 
early, they had tO wait for the 
licence• sales outlet to •open 
before they could do So; and 
0. Buying daily licenc.es meant 
extra paperwork and frustration 
for anglers... ~. , . 
The ministry has now decided 
an out-of.p/0vince angler can 
purch~e a single !icenee for any 
Mill word 
awaited 
TERRACE -- Orenda Forest 
Products expects to hear this 
week if its plan to build a $365 
million pulp and paper mill 
south of Meziadin will be ac- 
cepted by the provincial govern- 
ment. 
The government can either 
approve the project in principle 
"pending Orenda receiving all 
necessary permits or order more 
detailed studies. 
Orenda submitted its plan 
earlier this year. It wants to use 
wood it already has under 
licence in the Stewart area to 
manufacture magazine-quality 
paper. 
Government officials have 
already made their recommen- 
dations aud the final decision 
now iestS with the provincial 
cabinet. 
t; 
most of last year's complaints 
concerned the inconvenience of
the system rather than the extra 
f e e .  
Steve Nickolls of Northwest 
Sportsman is not so optimistic. 
Pointing out visitors would be 
faced with the choice of paying 
to fish on most Terrace.area 
rivers or fishing the Kitimat 
River -- it is not classified -- at 
no additional cost, he suggested 
they would likely go for the lat- 
te r . . . .  • ' .  .... .. 
And i f  they did, Kitimat is 
where they would 15robablystay 
and spend their money. "" 
Recalling Albertans who had 
fished the Skeena for many 
years told him l~t  ye~. they 
would not be returning to fish 
the Skeena if the cliarg~ were 
still in place, Nickolis added, " I  
guess we'll see if they show up 
this time." 
-T---- 
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build roads to the standard the Hwy37 that's going in this sum- 
ministry (of mines) wants it 
built to unless you have a big 
(mining) project," he said. 
Projected construction costs 
two years ago of just over $6 
million for 32kin of road rose to 
more than $30 million by this 
year, said Johnston• 
"That kind of cost is out of 
mer. It's going to be built by 
Prime Resources which has pro- 
perty in the Eskay, Creek area 
with financial help ~ f'Lom the 
provincial government. 
Johnston said road access to 
the Iskut isn't as critical to 
Cominco as it is to other com- 
panies in the area because it is 
One of the original theories 
behind having a road leading in 
from Hwy37 was to encourage 
trade and commerce with Cana- 
dian companies and not those in 
Alaska. 
Cominco was one of the com- 
panies that helped pay for the 
engineering and environmental 
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ments following las t week's an: charge.companies.for.the.wood valuable .timber fin the. area TERR&~E:  - - .  The iogging can make money in the 
Iskut area is if the wood is ex- 
ported," says. a contractor .who 
has worked there before. 
Ray Halvorson said it's too 
expensive to haul the wood 
from the area to the nearest 
milling facility. 
Instead, it'll have to be truck- 
ed to Stewart for export, he 
said. 
Halvorson, he was a]so the 
Progressive Conservative can- 
didate for Skeena in the 1988 
nouncement that a road will be 
built from' Hwy37 intO the 
Iskut. ' 
"It's really sad that the Wood 
will have to be exported to make 
it work," said Halvorson. 
,'Even if the road is in place, 
the hauling distance is so great 
and the expense of supplies and 
fuel and keeping a camp is so 
high," he added. 
Halvorson said the prospect 
of logging in the area also rests 
and how much they'llbe charg- 
ed to usethe:road; : 
He Said domestic prices'for 
• wood, even during profitable 
times for the  forest industry, 
won't provided enough:money 
. for loggers unless they can ex- 
.port some.of what they cut. 
• Halvorson has been in- 
terested in the area for the past 
• 20 years, logged it briefly in the 
mid-1980s and has wanted a 
road there for the past 10 years. 
' +through. which the road will 
ran, the greatest timber value i s  
further.down the Iskut Valley to 
where there are no immediate 
plans to build a road . .  
The provincial government 
• already acknowledges the 
economics of logging the Iskut 
area through an order-in- 
council for the Hwy37 region, 
It states that a logging com- 
pany can automatically export 
up to 45 pe r cent of its cut. 
Claims issue publicized 
T E R R A C E  - -  Northwest 
residents will be exposed to a lot 
of information about land 
claims in the next little while. 
The plan, says a public rela- 
tions consultant working for the 
provincial government, is to 
keep residents informed about 
the progress of negotiations to 
settle the Nisga'a land claim. 
A pamphlet is being readied 
~ for publication and public fneetinss are in the works, says 
~- I~ynda Croton. 
~.. "We hope togive the public a 
bettersense of what is going on 
and what the negotiations are 
all about," she said. 
. The public relations plan is 
being prepared by a committee 
Consisting of Cronin, a 
representative from the Nisga'a 
Tribal Council and a represen- 
tative from the federal govern- 
ment• 
It was formed last year when 
the province announced it 
.would enter talks already under- 
Correction 
TERRACE --- Connie Johnson 
is an instructor of the Terrace 
.~mti.Poveny Group Society's 
cook training program and not 
a student as identified in the 
April 10 issue• 
way by the federal government Cronin said meetings will be 
and by the Nisga'a to settle the 
latter's claim to 9,000 square 
miles centered on the Nass 
Valley. 
Cronin said the three parties 
realize the importance of public 
information given the settle- 
ment topics under discussion• 
An agreement signed last 
held with specific groups to give 
information on whatever may 
be under negotiation at any 
time. 
The parties in the talks have 
agreed to keep specific 
negotiating positions confiden- 
tial but that still leaves room to 
give out information, she add- 
month lists Nisga'a self govern- ed . . . . .  . 
ment, ~t io~;  natur~v-~!so  planned .are more 
resourc(~'~ ~ fi~ka'tion~s gener31"~ubU£meetnngs f~tur f '  
among :the" '~0pics to : be ing representatives ot:the three 
negotiated over the next two parties at which p~ple.can'ask 
years, questions. . 
AS well, companies can apply 
for permission to export up to 
lO0 per cent of what they log. 
Soft, + Easy 
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For over twenty ears, Nutri/System has helped 
change the lives of thousands of people. Our program 
Is 100% nutritionally balanced, safe and effective, 
The FlutdlSystern team of spedallsts gives you the tools, 
guidance and IndMdual attention ecessary for you 
to lose weight and live a healthier, happler.llfe. 
A .~P~S.oP[~J~0 
SYSTEM. First we 
help you set your 
indMdual weight. 
loss oblecttves and 
All EDUCATI~O. 
SYSl"F.J~ Education 
Is a big part of the 
NutrilSystem pro- 
gram• Through clas. 
sea and our HuU'l/S~tem beha- 
vlour counsellor, you'H learn how to 
change end improve your eating 
habits. Once you're down to your 
Ideal weight, we stay w~th you for 
a full year to help yo u maintain It. 
A SUPPORT SYS- 
checking your progress through- 
out your program. 
~ A SYSTE~ FOR SUCCESS. Hut-I; System emphasizes eaUng real food. With 
our nutritionally-bal- 
anced meal plans you don't have to 
a~qh portions or count calories, 
when you've completed your 
program, we help you make a 
smooth transition from our meal 
plans to you~ 
Call HuM/System today for a free no-obligation consultati0n. 
"Mlnimt,'m 30  lb. It~'ogram to qualify. Si)e¢,ial Off~ does not Include COat of 
Nut r l /~ys~nl  food and cremation. New clients only.  Valid at part~l l~tt lng 
cenl fea only;  F.x~roa AlOft 241~I .  
CALL  NOW AND LOSE 638-1800 TERRACE 
SPRING:FIX-UP TIME! or new construct ion 
! . , , , . 
o o o ® o o . o o o o o o . e o e o o  c o o  
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• , . :EFFECT NOW! e 
e eo  e oeo  e l se  see  • • ee  • e 
Pavlng'Slon~=i--~. 
~ ~ ~ ,  ~ 3'SPiecespersq/ft'l 
iN0 C010ur Red, grey & tan i 
~ m ~ 0 L . ~ ~  0, Grey 0rC010ur Un i .S t0ne: [ , ,  , . , 
4 H=gh Grey or C010ur 
Uni.St0ne P~vers. 
DETAC~ • ' , , ,. CONCRETE SLABs-;  : ] ]~  YOU TO ATTEND THEIR i ] ~ +  Sc0red/Ram '' L ~ ~ 7 : 
" - I / : : ! : ] . : :  :~.Gfey0r . .". . /  . ,~-~Grey : ' Spring Regimental Ball i /~  ~ : .~ /Rod/Tan  . /  : + ~/  24"x24"x2" L/ ] .2. .  :,,~Y.:.' .16'x16"x2.5' / • " . F../ , Patio • 
Ter race  C iv ic  Arena  ' : , ~ -  + .. ~-~-~ :::- , :J~'~&"..-~ 
Cocklail's:6'•0Op.m, Supper: 7:00 p•m. Dance',9:0Op.m, .. :.. :~ Bicycle Stand 
EXCELLENT MEAL &DANCINGTO LiVEMUSIC ,~: . . ~l~nt:~ Ma$° ::"/ re) *~ (10r.qne 10 spd. Tite) 
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE AT  3/$5 .00  " " , , '" 
i : NOW OPEN TO SERVE YOU. J ' T ICKETS AVAI l [ABLE 'AT  $80/COUPL IB :  i;~! • }.: ~ r,. : " , ~ 
AT TE l i l IACE  D E T A C H M E N T  638,4)=33 .~ ::, ,.'~: )+~., Wlt h;,:,Brloks, Blocks, i~on~'."Chlmneya,.  Relnforetng t00~ off wi th  payment  at 
" l  +~? '! ' Steel, Cement, Lime, Orout~:8ono:Tubee; Blasting Sand and . ,.+. . . - -  ~' - - . ! 
Pdce.]ncludem: Comp]ImentaryWlneGlass TableplctureWlnes : + ~,,;!:": /~::: i)Many.. Qt~.p.~__Cp_n.s~¢tlon . . . . . . . .  SuppWi,s::'AtS~::+~=iaUe'mmd,ana.. . " orave~. +!. , : : .  ,, t lme, ,  or, purcnase . : : i '~ ,  ,,, 
ii  i:ili)ECHO CONCRETE &BRICK :, 
' Clkeq' . ImIPalmMe:,o.Tmnraee.l lC.p |9 , |  Bal l  + ++::.i::~.•i `+;. .~ ' i i '~ : . : : : ! ! ! : :S i i~  [~ '~/"  ::i;i')~:43;K;i|~:iA;e:"i~lli~'eca' B C : . -  ' iFon~dy elmira'concrete, 635"91  91  
..+... • . ,., ..~ . . . .  + . . . .  + . "~4. . , "~[~r  ,, ' ' " '+ *', i ' ~r n i 
I , _ [ i  I l I t l  I t  i i  .. + , 
~;.~ 
Draws To•Be Made For Several ~c i~g Door Prizes . :, :, 
IProeeedo to  10hr.. I I ,E .M,  Lee Foundation.for ~ ". ,;:~; 
.... . c=,,~,,,. ' PJ~,b 
Pure ones honoured 
IQBAL SINGH BHINDER and other Ioca! Sikhs noted the founding of Khalsa, the pure ones, at a 
ceremony in front of city hall April 13. The order was formed in the 17th century by Guru Gobind 
Singh as a defender of the Sikh religion. Thereafter, each Sikh male carries the name of Singh 
which means lion. Five symbols -- a kirpan, long hair, a bracelet, a comb in the air and long 
shorts for riding horses -- made the order distinctive and served as a rallying point in their cause. 
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, school builder 
TERRACE - -  Local building 
trades union members are going 
to be asked not to work on a 
school district building project. 
Fred Glover of the B.C. and 
Yukon Building and Construc- 
tion Trades Council says the 
school board erred last week 
when it gave a $607,000 con. 
s t ruc t ion  cont ract  at 
Kiti-K'Shan school to Tri-City 
Contracting of Kamloops. 
Tr i -C i ty 's  workers are 
represented by a union Glover 
said signs contracts that favour 
the employer more than it does 
employees by paying lower 
wages and benefits than do 
most other agreements. 
Although the Canadian Iron, 
Steel and Industrial Workers 
Union (CISIWU) won bargain- 
ing rights to Tri-City workers 
ear l ier  this year, it's not 
recognized by traditional con- 
struction unions. 
They say CISIWU acts more 
in the interests of employers 
than it does workers by signing 
what they call "sweetheart" 
contracts. 
Tri-City's bid to build three 
classrooms and make renova- 
tions was the lowest Of eight 
submitted for the project. The 
next bid was $25,000 higher. 
" I 'm disappointed," said 
Glover. "For four per cent dif- 
ference, our tax dollars would 
be a lot better spent (on another 
firm)." 
Last year, local union 
members were asked not to  
work on the United Buy and 
Sell store built by Tri-City. Its 
workers then weren't organized 
by any union. 
"We can make it very dif- 
ficult for Tri-City to operate in 
this area," Glover said. 
Glover said the provincial 
employment standards branch 
found that Tri-City didn't pay 
its workers overtime on the 
United Buy and Sell project and 
failed to do so on another pro- 
ject in the northeast. 
""They have a record of 
employment standards viola- 
tions ... It's a sorry day for the 
northwest," he said. 
The school distric~ wants con- 
struction work to begin in a 
couple of weeks and finish this 
fall. Most of the sub-trades lin- 
ed up by Tri-City have union 
contracts. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper said trustees had to ac- 
cept the Tri-City bid. 
"We considered that there 
may be labour problems as a 
result," Cooper said. "But we 
felt that legally we had no 
grounds to refuse the bid. We 
can't just say 'We don't like 
you.' " 
She said the school board 
must take the lowest bid unless 
there are very compelling 
reasons not to. 
"He  (Tri-City) was the lowest 
Fred G~ver 
bidder. He was bonded. He did 
everything correctly with 
respect to the bid. And he was a 
union contractor," she said. 
'*We had no other option but to 
accept it." 
Probe continues 
case certainly isn't dead." ' 
Woodhouse and two other 
local officers have been working 
with Prince Rupert's RCMP 
subdivision and Vancouver 
police's serious crime unit on 
the case for the past several 
months. They now have all the 
information on the case entered 
on a computer system to help 
organize and cross-reference 
what they've collected. 
"We believe we have put 
together Monica lgnas' last 
hours fairly solidly up until she 
was picked up by the vehicle," 
Woodhouse added. 
RCMP have also been trying 
to trace a B.C. iicence plate 
number obtained from a witness 
placed under hypnosis. 
TERRACE - -  The RCMP 
could be getting a little closer in 
their 16-year-long hunt for the 
killer of Monica Ignas, 
The 15-year-old Terrace girl 
disappeared from downtown 
Terrace in December of 1974 
while hitch-hiking. Her strangl- 
ed body was found in a wooded 
part of Thomhill the following 
spring. 
A massive investigation atthe 
time failed to solve the murder, 
and investigators didn't make 
significant progress again until 
a year ago when some new tips 
• came in. 
"We have surfaced some 
suspects and there's an ongoing 
invest igat ion into these 
people," RCMP Cpl. Don 
Woodhouse said Friday. "The 
To,em,  I 
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Someplace there's a lawyer working 
on a plan that'll give more than one per- 
son in the province fits. That plan is to 
make the host of a private house party 
legally responsible for the  actions of 
guests who may drive away impaired and 
have an accident causing death or injury 
to another person. 
Already there's an increase in the 
number of  court cases relating to the 
respons ib i l i t i es  o f  l i censed  
establishments allowing their patrons to 
drive away while impaired. 
The art o f  law is to take decisions 
from previous court cases and use them 
as a base for new legal actions. It won't 
be much of  a stretch for a good lawyer to 
transfer the responsibility of licensed 
establishments to party hosts. 
And when this does happen, it'll be a 
new way o f  keeping the drinking driver 
o f f  of  the road. The criminal implica- 
tions of  impaired driving have been so 
all those willing to listen. 
Consider one of  the statistics gathered 
by RCMP since the beginning of  the 
year .  The  average breatha lyzer  
blood/alcohol content reading was .17. 
That's just over what's considered the 
legal .08 limit. And it's just the average 
- -  some drivers blew way more, others 
blew less. 
To put it another way - -  the average 
male of average weight has to have three 
drinks to reach the .08 level. The body 
burns of f  alcohol at a steady rate. All 
this means that the average impaired 
driver arrested by the RCMP has':been 
consuming an alarming amount of 
alcohol before climbing into a vehicle 
and driving away. 
If  that person isn't yet deterred by 
fines, imprisonment or common sense 
and continues merrily along on a per- 
sonal death wish, the prospect of  a host 
being responsible is a worthwhile addi- 
tion in the campaign to stop~drinking 
• 3 . . . .  " II 
Can the premler 
save her party? 
publicized that the message is routine, and driving. Some may consider it unfair VICTORIA-- Six cabinet '~: ~," ........... 
The more enforcement there is, the more that one person becomes responsible for ministers let their names tand ~.~~.,.~,,:.=~~,~::.~l 
q%l .8, people are arrested. Education has pro- another's actions but in the real world, fOrformer,premierinterim' leaderBiilthevanderday .. 'From the 
bably reached and has had an impact on that'sl i fe. Zalmresigned, ThesLxwere C ~ ~ , :  [ ~ . . . ~ ~ | l ; i  "T Elwood Veitch, Mel Couvelier, apital '* Recessiofl? Norm Jacobsen, Claude Rich, by,  Hubert Beyer mond, Russ Fraser and Rita ..... i in 
Johnston. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - It tookthree ballots to whit- -.-,'..~ ................... - ........ 
• me ean when aneavy oepenoence :-'.Spriftg istraditionally heralded by the Y ~-,. tie the choice down to Fraser ~d&~ffainl~ What)i~. ~;,', i '  
on forestry caused great hardship as that,,::;~d JohnSton and on the P~einiert3ohnstoniwas,reluc-, .~ ~otmd' o f  b irds returning from down 
South. But there's another predominant 
sound in the air this spring - -  hammers 
and saws. 
Despite the recession that's affecting 
Eastern and Central Canada and points 
south, the area economy is doing 
reasonably well, 
Business and commercial construction 
is more or less continuing the pace set 
last year and new homes and residential 
renovations are going ahead. 
The situation is very different from 
industry slumped. Nowadays the ar~a 
economy is more diversified. The loss of 
forestry jobs has been made upby  other 
sectors. 
What's happened is a more balanced 
economy. A dip in one sector is buffered 
by another being steady or increasing.• 
But as with all balancing acts, cons- 
rant care and attention is needed to 
maintain a proper level. It 's something 
to remember. 
Just don't do it 
Bifocals ! Ar  
Transporting oods to a dock 
in Kitimat is said to be more 
economic than to a port in 
Prince Rupert. But any saving is 
offset by ocean mileage 03 
miles to Prince Rupert, 133 to 
Kitimat), and an extra pilot's 
salary. I'm told one pilot can 
the underside of wharves. 
Kitimat will build on one-third 
of the estuary; replacing lost 
habitat with man-made mud 
fiats planted with eel grass. 
That's akin to ripping out the 
bathtub and making do with 
Wet-Wipes. 
guide a ship into Prince Rupert, i~. I foresee tax dollars being 
whereas two pilots are needed to 
berth a ship in Kitimat, 
Cargo ships take 20 minutes 
to an hour to come to a: full 
stop; they are not about to offer 
door-to-door pick-up and 
delivery seviee, So it's foolish to 
say, "If the operation of one 
port is disrupted for some 
reason, the other port will be 
able to handle some Of the af- 
• sunk in an uneconomic port in- 
frastructure, a la Tumber 
Ridge. Then we'll be forced to 
Complete the project, regardless 
of projected subsidization, on 
the grounds too much is in- 
vested' to scrap it; that calls to 
mind James Bay Phase !, and 
the dani building in southern 
Saskatchewan. 
:. :We have another ski hill on 
fected cargo." our'do0rstep. 
How often do avalanches 
close Highway 167 :For more,  
than a few hours? Yet to avoid 
those delays, we'shbuld~buiid •a ~ [[[~[~[~[~[I 
$63 million stmidby port? , : 
Federal fisheries wants,",to 
know more about he e f fe~of  • 
dredging a~d Cons)ruction o!,::i: 
deepsea ber~hslonifish' habitat i:.~-~ 
The =isite: ch~J~n :.ii/,(~, .' es tu~) ,~. ! " : - '~  
where  her6ns: and- other " ~  
waterlife dive!T0'!'iheir dhiner'to 
depths 0f thi/tYi feeC ~ thno 
risk ,of conk~ i~dt: heads' on 
"There's so much American 
competition for port business 
that Canadian ports cannot af- 
ford to do anything but be ex- 
tremely co-operative with each 
other," says Patrick Reid, Van- 
couver Port Corporation chair- 
man.  
Nonetheless, the Terrace- 
Kitimat Port Society with its "I 
know Something you don't 
know" is fomenting an- 
tagonism and suspicion• So far, 
port proponents have even 
thwarted CBC Radio (Prince 
Rupert's) staging of an open-air 
debate. For weeks, con side 
debaters have been lined up like 
weekend shoppers returning 
through Blaine customs. 
The society appears to be 
made up of gung-ho developers 
shy of hands-on shipping know- 
how. Sure, they have the back- 
ing of Dave Parker and the pro- 
vincial government. For 
whatever that's worth, given the 
Socreds blind faith in Vander 
Zalm until Hughes reported. 
They also claim to have private, 
secret investors good for the $43 
million construction costs. 
Political clout is harder to sell 
than consultants ~ fi.ndings, 
Their prospectus i long on en- 
thusiasm, short on data. What 
little data they' have, they're 
reluctant to share, Little 
wonder. It says Kitim~,will be a 
redundant~'~. portS! 52- like 
Mulroney junketing :with a 
back-up jet - - ,  siphoning 
precious jobs fr0m~,,Prince 
Rupert's half, empty fa¢ifitY. 
/f0urth ballot, Johnston 
became premier by a 21 to 17 
vote. For better or worse, the 
Social Credit caucus entrusted 
the!eadership toVander 
Zalm's most ardent supporter. 
From the start, Johnston 
hadmade it clear that she 
: would not make any deals with 
her colleagues, Initially, caucus 
members were looking for so- 
meone who'would undertake 
notl to run for the leadership at 
the July convention because 
having served as premier for a 
few months would give that 
candidate an undue advantage. 
But former attorney general 
Allan Williams told the caucus 
that such a deal wouldn't 
stand up to constitutional 
scrutiny. The fieutenent- 
governor, he said, could not 
swear in an "interim premier." 
The final showdown between 
Fraser and Johnston would in- 
dicate that the caucus ,battle 
was all along between Vander 
Zalm loyalists and Vender 
Zalm opponenm Fraser was : 
. on of VanderZalm's early 
crities~ '" . . . .  :. 
At the height of the abortion 
controversy, Fraser was so 
browned Off with Vender Zaim 
that he left Victoria inthe 
middle of a sessi0n and Went 
on :hbliday'to' some tropical 
destination. Nobody knew 
where he "was until he showed; 
up again with agreat an. 
Whether those who opposed 
Vander Zaim all along, at least 
rant' to cell for such an in" 
quiry? Would Attorney 
General RUss Fraser press for 
One?Would the truce break 
down? 
Some Of the potential leader- 
ship candidates may also resent 
the advantage Johnston is 
gainingby holding the office 
o f  premier for three and a half 
months. 
Asked whether she thought 
that by serving as premier she 
• would have an inside track, 
she said she hoped so, if she 
decided to run f0~ the leader- 
ship; I <~m't imagine Claude 
Richmond being too happy 
about hat statement. 
BUt askle from whether or 
not Johnston will throw her 
hat in the ring, she's got quite 
a job on her hands in the,next 
three months. The Socreds ex- 
pect herto improve the party's 
chances for the next election. 
To a degreei.she will succeed 
in.bringing the party back up 
i8 thepoHs. The question is 
whether it's going to be 
enough to give the Socreds a
chance of winning.)My guess is 
no. ~ , 
',.,, By not having Vander Zaim 
lead them into the election, the 
Socreds will improve their• 
standing. Some of the core 
support hat left because of 
Vander Zahn will come back, 
bgt it wonYt be enough to beat 
theNDP. 
In a :two-partyraee, and 
that's what we will have, 
in private, will get al0.ngwith despite the Liberal and 
the former zalmolds remains' whatever.~ther factor, no par- 
. . . . . . . .  v... m. momenf. ~ ty.can w~n with onlylits core 
, ~O U~ - "~p.  ~ '~ '~ u .v  * ' " ' " "  " '  '~  ' ' " + '  ~|  " ~ ' " i ] '  ' ' 
there's a tt~ce' "":,:"" ' "; .~ ' suppo~.'.'It s not the,stau ch 
"=-:-:uut t-'*" < ~wond~r"what . . . .  would":' : S(:kt~ "O~:~.al6ds:'NDP:: SUl~ 
happen if there appeared to be porter thit will decide the dec- 
a need,for,,a pubii9 inquiry in- tion, The swing ivote will tip 
tO form e~.ipremler,Vahder the scales in ':fa-v0ur of either 
a . . . . . . . . .  . , ,  , .  
v 
. 
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iJ~t~, ~nd.~l'can't see it, tip in,,, 
• ) ; .  ) f .~  . . I  . . . . .  
f~/dur:ofihe So.creds,.~: -.~= . 
Too much has happened in
the past four and ahalf years 
for the uncommitted voter to 
forget. There were too many 
scandals and too many con- 
troversies. There are few 
groups among the voters who' 
were not at one time or 
another subjected to wholesale 
insult by this government. 
One of the final legacies ,
Vander Zalm left his party is 
the final destruction of the 
myth that the Socreds are bet- 
ter money managers, a myth 
they are now despi:rately tryng 
to revive. ' 
When the Socreds~fied the 
legislature a few weeks back, 
tails between their legs, haying 
failed to produce a budgetin 
time for the new fiscal yeari 
not even being able to say 
when a budget would be 
presented, all their claims 
about being fiscal experts were 
refuted. 
And the quiet burial the 
Socreds gave their favourite 
piece of legislation, the Budget 
Stabilization Fund, didn't do 
anything tO enhance the 
government's badly bruised 
fiscal image. 
If British Columbia did well 
these past few years, it was. 
because conomic terms were 
favourable. If we learned :~ 
anything these past few years it 
was that this province can sur- 
vive anything, even a Social 
Credit government led by Bill 
. Vander Zalm. , : 
For the life of me. I can't 
see how Rita Johnston or any 
other Socred premier could 
possibly erase all the bad 
memories of the past four and 
half years in the next few 
months. The S0cred goose ap-:: 
~ars to be cooked. : ,. 
" 
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i{i~/"': , ' : "Te~.~IH ' Io r  Baseball has asked council tO approve Plans 
0 'develop .::,:~t up toeight ball dkiinonds on Vacantland between 
. :: North. Eb ,y St. and Galr Ave. (Immediately behind Northern . 
:Lights Studios). • " • • , " ' ' : 
. ',. the. proposalhas Wompted il ne~ihbourhOod : 
,i resident to object. Wh~ makes thtsobJeetJon a little different 
.,~is,itcomes from a nine-year-old J./..:... ~ ,  .. : - 
• % Jeff Belingbroke's l;Jtt~r: (boRom .right) oppodng the:- 
"development was read out at a recent counCil meeting. 
" Intrigued, Malcolm Baxter of TAeTerr¢ce Standa~! Vislted 
-Jeff to f indoutmore. " "..- .:: ::"- : " ' .. 
• . • . . - . . .  • . / 
: TERRACE - -  Arrival at Jeii 
• Bolingbroke's.Gair Ave. home 
finds him ready and eager to 
show you just what it is he is 
".trying to save and why it's So 
.important to him and 'his 
friends. 
Jeff has apparently been 
thorough in preparing his case. 
Hi~,mother says he walked the 
entire area the previous evening. 
carefully mapping out the route 
we,.wi!! take-so nothing of am- 
portance is missed. •
In no time we are out the 
door and striding purposefully 
down the street on the. beginn. 
ing of a half hour walkabout. 
During that time, we tramp 
well.worn trails winding 
. through stands of young trees, 
pass 'open, heath-like areas and 
enter the darkness beneath long- 
established, second growth 
trees. 
Throughout, Jeff points out 
.... Je f f  Bolingbroke 
drop. • • " '" 
• :'.From there, it's :on to the 
:cHmbing..tr~, .a'.giant in the 
midst of 'youngpines, ~ts well- 
spaced- brenell~.., offering 
, easy route skyward. He  .says a 
favourite game here is to edge 
out along its stron~ast branches 
- -  "You have to :walk lightly" 
- -  grab the top of a n~b~ pine 
and. then. • 'shin down to the 
ground. ~. . . . . .  , 
• And then therets the fuscina. 
tion-ofthe two-and three feet 
anthills wan~ng with in. 
dustrious insects, the open area 
which in summer is thick with 
tall ferns:-- a. perfect refuge 
during games of hide-and-seek 
- -  and thesecond growth stand, 
called the "peacefu l  
place...beeanse hardiy anyone 
goes there." 
Of course, every Eden has its 
serpent and for Je f f  and 
friends it's the dirtbikers who 
frequently mar dowh the trails. 
"They ~ don't even ~stop, you 
have to jump out of their way," 
he says. 
But in the end, not even the 
thoughtlessness of  these 
trailhogs can diminish the kids' 
love of this haunt. 
For to take Jeff's R uided to,ur 
of his special places ~ totakd a 
step back in time, to .be remind- 
ed of the secret places of 0ne's 
own childhood and the wonder. 
ment and joythat were to .be 
found in the simplest',things. 
Of course, none of the above 
detracts from, Terrace Minor 
Baseball's case the city, and the 
bench area in.paxticul~, needs 
more ball diamonds. " 
. Look at the number of people 
..... , ," : ' . Terrace.Standard, W~lne~lay, April 17, 1991 - Page A5 
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,FACING THE AXE? Nine-year-old Jeff Bolingbroke and his friends fear this favourite climbing tree 
might be lost to them if plans to construct baseball diamonds on land between North Eby and Gair are 
approved by the city. So, Jeff decided to do something about it - -  he wrote a letter to council (below) 
explaining why the area is important to them and asking.the development not go ahead. 
" ~ ~ -  ~q~b ' ' " 
- ' • . ~ J :~  t ,  ~ , -, , . 
3roblem 
ar Sir: 
(esterday. was my first 
it to Mount Layton 
.tspringr. I decided to use 
wheelchair because the 
ility is ~so large and my 
,bility is not so great. 
['here is a wheelchair ramp 
~, unfortunately, there is 
handicapped parking 
tce. So the ramp isn't of 
tch' value because parked 
's block the access to it. 
[ was with a friend and she 
rked my car in the parking 
3t closest o the door so I 
,uidn't have far to walk to 
: into the building. And 
die she was getting the 
~eelchair out for me (in 
~er to push it up the two 
:ps in tO the building) the 
neral manager drove up. 
ffortunately, we had park-' 
in his reserved space. 
So my friend pointed out 
~, mobility problem and the 
accessibil ity of the 
heelchair ramp. 
~netheless, he wanted his 
trking space. But 
ntleman(?) that he was, he 
~eed to let my friend 
dead the wheelchair just so 
ng as she'd move the car as 
~n as it was unloaded. 
And now I wonder if a 
heelchalr amp was only 
flit to comply with a 
~ilding code. Hmmmmm? 
Joy Lennox, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Editor's note: In reply, 
~ount Layton Hotsprings 
...anager Harry Rosenbrock 
says there is a handicapped 
parking space. It's on the 
other side of the ramp from 
the space reserved for the 
manager and on the day in 
question was already oc- 
cupied. 
the. kind of. features :an adult living up there; the:lalck:of~any 
would walk by without  eve~ suchfacilityin,them~a',andit's, i , i  ,#~[t /g~, l , ;  ~ i 
noticing, the things that make 
this a special place for this and 
other youngsters in the 
neighbourhood. 
There's the pit, a five feet 
deep, six feet across hole in the 
ground..'Where are four ways 
in and out of here,'.' he ex- 
plains. "But my favourite isthis 
one," he adds, leaping .out to 
grasp the lowest branch of an 
aldergrowing out of the hole 
and swing out" almost horizon- 
tally'before letting himself 
~-! :  
r ~ t. ' : " m I 
~J~IACE -- Terrace Minor 
Baseball's G'MB) plans for a 
new ball park on the bench 
would eventually see eight 
diamonds constructed on city 
land at the end Of North Eby St. 
and adjacent School district pro- 
perty.: " 
Initially; only two or three 
fields and  accompany ing  
washroomswould be built on 
the city/and with that number 
being increased to five at a later 
date, :If the' city succeeded in 
ipurchasin8 the school district 
• loh~that would eventually be the 
~. site for the final three fields.. 
:! All diamonds Would be built 
:wlth'3!pitching mounds and  
~: regiiiatiOn.: fence, distance for 
ii ~ ; "nOt :so f tba l l .  
L!lfi ' its~.rmuest~ TMB said 
not hard. to .s~'they, l~ve,~.a. .  .. -,~:. , ~T~I~,,.~. . . . . . . .  " ~ : :  ' 
~int.  " . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  
It's also inevit~blethe,com- ." ,..:.'i:t:~./:,.!~ .~t t~d ' .~_  ' 
munity will contmue to grow in ....... .¢. . . . . . .  ~ ~ .:.  
the future and,. as it. does; . . '!:" !..1.:/![, • - I//[ ~)0 
special places like Jeff's must - : : " :  :~':. :::./: - [Zv, 
. . . . . .  "" . . . . . . . . .  ~ '  /O ' ' Y / I  eventually succumb.!6' develoP- ": :: ::.. 1 ~ ;: ,. :: .:~'-, ~- . .  . . 
Theshameisthatih'anysuch " " . :1':' "; ( ~ " .  ~1~"  " • '." ~ .t. l ~ ~ .n " . ,. U B ~ ; . . . .  : . . ,  
• . ,  • . ,. . . . . . .  .,.'. ; .  - '  ~ .'" , : /  r r -~¢ ' - . : . :  . ,  : ~OC4~ 
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city had as yetmade no commit- ::':':":t'~:' : t /a ' / '  ' ....:~1 : :^1 ,  " : -~/  C : -  -h!:: ,T '  
menttoTMB:on:itstpr0poul : . . . [  ~ : : .  "~.~1 [ - ,us.  ' '  .: ~ , '~  '1 ": MOt:; i . .  : . .  . 
and'hisde .partmentwasin~e /,,.1 . ! :~ . . '  ,. / "  .[: :•  ~_•  - .  . . . . :  . r , /  L, ~'::, : -  .1 :: 
midst of asu~ to:l~mge ] , - - ! :~c 'eQ.  ::. • ,, .~:.~-6~11 :A  ' , IC ee>~: ,  " " 
ndghbou!hoM~' t iont61t . , ' . -  : '1 . " -  , . .  ,.:~¢:: : , . . .  '. ~ ; 'e ]~.e  ; - .  : " ' ; " '  ~"• 
. . • . . . '  , ~ . . . '  ~ ;.: . ; .  . .. , o  1 , - :v :~-  . , . .  ' .~, : ,~ 
. He said restdents had until t . R£  -7" ;' ' :~' ' /) "/'~e7 ~ :" 
April 20.to 'make. the i r  Views. ' .... ~ ~m ~ :" I 1 ~ ~ "  , .... ' '  " ' ~' , '  " ' ' 
known at which ti~e the results :) : 
wouid be tabulated and a report Years  / 
/ 
i PErERDENN~ 
Council~declded-to refer'Jef-' .... :. ;.,. " ' ~  
frey "BoHngbr0ke:s letter .to ".Its i: :.:.~ .:i :-(" ., . ' 
Community. and Retry..' tlon. see,-: ::./::. 4 r' : : : ' : " & 
vices COmmittee and" tlie" ap  :-". ', ' 
prnpriateadviso~y commission;, '::/ : :  " ,  ' 
destro " ' 
We, the people o f  the f~:  
tint 
to :: know; :. We 
, mother r earth 
vere; Like-the 
i ~ and  ~h,  Ilv. 
ind . i t  wulthe 
, ; . . . . . -  
!/.. 
i 
. ::i~:. !::- ..... 
: :~ : :~"! : [ i  '%|" "~ '~ ~ . . . . .  i h i l l  i I i 
Timeto:get  tough a ut the land 
•' Port Simpson is overwhelm- the information I've of the first nations and many 
ins. What was once a , gathered from time it was 
beautiful hill full of green . clear cut up until now. 
t~ee~ h now a hill full of Being a forest worker for 
~umpe, The same goot for ': three years, I have a good 
"',the other skk of the hill, !t,s :: ; / ;?8rip -: on : mismanaged 
' : .~ml~i i .  ' : :~,:~ ;:i.,reforestation pr~ur~;  . .  
• ' , i  , . . . . .  -. ::.", : i .Land • preservation", is in  
! :  we, me peol~e or me:: . t/::.Lluesdon .in many parts of  
~h~t,n~fJon$~ Bre • vital/ , ' lhis province ~d ~ country. 
" .par t  Of theland and still",:; :;, I t ' s  like a predat0r.andprey, 
• with the predat0r/~al~vaYs 
are in most parts of this .,., ~k ins  and wal'ti~./f~r~an 
,l~rev/nce ' and country. ~,/i~, OPPORUnltY to jump?at any 
: "" ' "' Port:. ;';:i!~Lch~mce ' that is:,:~iY~ : to 
~ : Reforestation in levitate ,virgin 1~ 
::iSlm~on IS not up. to i~,' :1 . .~. .4 ~d ,,.~,.,,,~ ..... r•¢*~'~,;/'~;~ ,.. !~ 4:',- . . . . .  
~:.:: |mow this for a tact,'.from ii'ThlS is very ~ft  
" . , ' :V  : 'C : : "  ,' . . .  : 
, . , ,  -;4 ,i • 
other people of British Col- 
umbia to take and plunge 
and rock the provincial 
government's boat so it may 
recognize the problem could 
"develop into something over- 
whein~ng and beyond its 
control, ~" :
Pr~rvadonlsts should get 
tou~:and tighten up so 
that' we may preserve what 
little we.have left for the 
future, i~i'(..!/~ ~. 
/~::: YoU :~know,. it's never too 
, Col. nations, are .a vital' part Of 
the land and still are in most 
~tives, pans  of this pmvlnce l ind  
ons,;' ' : But: there h a deviatlon., 
, r~ i  '.' What I mean h t im the i~  
' : :v ~- i  Vmdal 'govemmmit im,  t very - 
~we convln~ing ~about land .  
pn~nrv~on. You :see,. the 
provindal gevernment will ,  
elaborate on,Iob' m~Jon'.".. 
iV..: • , . , ,  . . . ,  ,~ :~. . , ,  . . .~,  , , . ,  . 
• Mr. Rosenbrock a ls 'o  ..t~'s 
hewasn't very mobile that 
day. He was on crutches 
because of a torn ligament in 




On March 28, it was stated 
on the BCTV news that 33 
sawmills closed in the State 
of Washington. Four thou- 
sand loggers in the City of 
Aberdeen alone were laid 
off. 
The IWA spokesman 
.~tatad 20,000 loggers' jobs 
were lost in the State of 
Washington. 
These sawmills did not 
create shutdowns and lay 
offs because of economics 
but because of the spotted 
owls and the conserva- 
tionists. The lay offs are not 
temporary but permanent. 
After 20 years in the woods, 
cont 'd  A7  
About 
letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad. 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~lrnstlulces. . . . .  
Th~tk you letters should 
be submitted to the ',Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter Will 
be edited or returned to  the 
it:now,::. • 
• ~,. ,:.:'.~ , . . .  , , .  
rky Pine P,,e ": ,.., ., . . . '  , .;.e. ;, '. '  , . . . :" :.~'--.-""';:' i i . . , , .  < ,.-..~.. • . .~>f ,,~,;~ 
• 7-: • 
i l  . . . .  '., !'-~7':i::i. , ' ; " i :  
. .  . , '  " ' . - , '  + '  : . ' : :  : , .  , . 
~.'%,~2. : / . - : .  : ,.~ ,: : ~ 
". ' • j :~>E~ N
GET S E C O N DOPI I -  :i:: .... :
~ :':L:~7::!~[I.:::E: : ; . - .  m ' :-. :: : :'.~.~, 
, ,!i, iFRE E :  i ' ' 
i~ t~:  ! : : :~:~. 
. ,  - :'! . . . .  + 
,. . .  . .. ., ....:-....,:.~ :,-:~,,:'.'~::~,-:. 
WHISKASCAT FOOD : J: :~:I:PEDIGREE:LPAL DOG FOOC !i':~.~ :: 
Bu,  FREE i' ~ ::~B u '~: r "  I FREE::: FOR: ::AT: 
::STEAK ',,: <,::i~:;i~:7?!: : :',:;;
" " ' " '-":':"; ,' :'I "7:' ~ ' " 
i : . . . .  , . '  ,!:; ,..-. 
• Asst. Flavors LB.  I " ~ E .J i ': ' l l .  i ' : ~.;; : ~' ~. ~ ~ , :+ ' I . . . . . .  r " , . 
* 125  gr. * Family Pak $6 .59 /kg . .  i ,  ,' *~8 Pak":- ' , : ; , , '  ~]: : , "1:;, '.' ; t :  :~;.,i~,:, Ti:'.:",~!.';~: .'-., .: >" 
"- ' , t  
COD FISH & CHIPS 
Fraserva le  1 
• 750 gr. Pak  
o L IMIT2  " ,.. 1 . r "" : i :" : i 
• Add lUona l  quant i t ies  . 
. :sold a t  $3 .49 ;  :,~:: : . .  , 
"BULK .~ :~:i:d : 
= Hamburger ,  : : i 
• Hot  Di:)O : : .  i 
or  sweet  Green  i 
99 
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C i:L 
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KAISER ~ BREAK '  I i 
BUNS O:IDI i: ST: ;: l B::~N ':~I 
eshBake IW:II!~ I',SAUSAGES::! ~ !   m wi: I Fr 
o12 Pak . '  1 -  .' ' ~ . ~ ~ ." •'  ~ ' l :  : r " :: F 'mI IYP  h P ~  ' '~:~,'' 5".'.:' '~ m '  " $3 'gS lkg~ ' ';: i
STORE HOURS: 0 
Monday . 9 am ,:g pm 
Tuesday 9 am, 9 pm 
Wednesday 9 am, 9 pm 
Thursday 9 am • 9 pm 
R kiay 9am.gprn 
Saturday 9 am. 6 pm i~ ' 
Sunday 10 am. 6 pm 
CHIMO HOME 
DELIVERY, 
Service avallcble 7 days a week 
SENIORS FREE 
we ram, k ~ l  to m 
q.ntltm ,- seny ne nd~ 
•/ " ;  
,/ 
++~:+++l~'mm L . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . .  l I~ .+, ,+ i  .~. . . . . . .  i . . . . .  • I .  ~>+ ~ ,: ++ :;i ~ ;,~i , , - - . - - - - - - . - - - -  -.++++:.,,:.+ 
+, ,: + . . . .  , +.: ~+!+ +~+++  lStOrlC site 
  '+! <olann ne m a headWay,+ 
f ~ C E  -- The first phase • It.was an ideal sp~t o doso, government. : : '; .,. of/interPretive s igns an.d a 
' ~t~f'~'a  national historic site at  .because paddlev~he~'~e~s' h~d ~b + Although tl~e two sides igned l;r.~ihvoose m serve .as an inter- 
Kits¢las Canyon could open as be.unloaded -- their cargo was a memorandum of understan- c~t~e', .said Kitsel~ 
~ ly  :as b~ext year, •say Parks ferried around the canyon by an ding last Thursday, IngliS said band~manager!Wflf MeKenzie,. 
~a~i i )~nners. ,L  ~ ...... . .... 'aerial t ramwdy-  and  lined the final alFeement is probably ; More i~ IonghouSes, trails, 
~?A p~ki~glot and developed 'through the canyon, i 'i ' at least a year or two away;/,,totem poles, .: and • vie~;points 
; tral.'l i0~th~ canyon east of town The  band has historic "It'l l he :their; Site;'" he ~ said. could 'be added in  subsecluent 
8:fi+,itt(~.~E~na River that's ih'e :+ photographs .:/. of ,the, tramWay "Our primary: focus is :helping / :stages; .: ~(i'-' .:i ,i d *r " 
~_hisibric,~h:ome of the Kitselas .and the remains of the fortress., protect:the:cultdral and natural, ., The band:|s-alsoistarting to 
, ~ib~d+mightbein placefor"the- And ingli:q Said reSearchers have resources as~nu'Ch~ possible." build aL!5-house subdivision, 
-~:.summer of, 1992; Canadian also found "extensive dr- When thelfirst stage is com- called Gitaus, near'the park, 
:!:/Parks Service area superinten- chaelogical remains" on the plated next summer; the historic along with.possible retail and 
i!dent.Pat Inglis said. , Site. .... i ~ site should have trailsi a system commercial outlets.. 
.~;. Inghs and' other federal. Petroglyphs -- figures carved 
goVermnent officials wee'here atint°r°ck .-exist on two mouth of thecanyon. At'- N e e d s  s t  u .d ied  last-week to continue planning 
for .the site, which is located on 
!~:ireserve land, with Kitselas band 
• ~managers. 
!i-~.Archaeloglcal studies have 
~found~<-- evidence of nativelndian 
~habitation *~ atthe site going back 
_: ~5,000' years; inglis added, and 
:~:ithere are unconfirmed reports 
;~:of even older use of the rote. 
*:c~:';~"That's fairly significant in 
~ilWestern Canada," he said. 
: The:canyon was used by the 
~Kitselas during the. fur-trading 
!-!:!and colonial period -- as well as 
i~ the~:pre-colonial period -- to 
~ control and tax trade on the 
heir fortress Gitlax- 
the north shore of 
1- lr~ rr~r 
chaelogists also found remains 
'of longhouse corner post.% 
totem pole remains, evidence of 
cache pits for food Storage, and 
the remains of the fortress. 
"The site is beautiful and 
Very pristine," Inglis added. 
"You can walk through old 
mature forest and really lose 
yourself. It's almost something 
really, spiritual. That's the 
magic of theplace." 
The agreement both sides are 
Working+~toward will see Parks 
Canada take part in' restoration 
and devel0pmentof he site, but 
ownershipwill stay with the 
band. The costs will split • bet- 
ween the hand and the federal 
I,ETTER  
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD " "  
+,++:H i.s on ly fau It 
i::wa+s+ being Dutch ! : :  
~: Dear Sir: good Christian morals, and 
• i~: ::~i, Hubert Bayer wrote last that he not happened to be 
'! .week+in his column, " I  wrote an NDPer. 
.... ~ii a'  column at the time four, It was not against he in- 
• ~ ~i:~years ~ago suggesting that terest of any B.C. citizen that 
~ i~?f i rs t  generation-immigrants Bill sol d Fantasy Gardens. 
~;~shouldn tbe able to hold the They were just looking for 
6f+premier or prime 'rocks to stone him to deql[h, 
: i ~J~"minister.', . . . . .  like Hitler did with the Jews. 
i~i-ii:+:i~:,/Well,::many. English im- + " Bill Ho!~burg, 
:-.-.:+~.:~migrants econd class~"'~ :.~ :"; ~ :~. '~  ~:!:(~'-'; 
::+ :+i+~::citizens? + . I J I 
~:++ '  :,])ill Vender Zalm came to ~ • ~: , ~]]~,, 
" ?  + ~ • l ~"  , ~"+ Canada s a young boy with ) ,~ ~ / 
N 
/ 
TERRACE - -Three ,  local Hennig.- 
groups want to interview 1,000 
Women to find what services are 
available and what are not. 
Once that's done,:~he groups 
can then work on, filling any 
gaps, says Karla~H(mnig of the 
local women's ce~re. • + 
It, the KermJde Frienship 
Society and' Ksan Society 
recently received a$10,000 pro- 
vincial Brant +for the project. 
They're nowlooking for a co- 
ordinator. 
The project also involves 
looking at past studies, said 
i| 
"What we want is a def'mitive 
study. We'd like to act right 
away but first this needs asses~=- 
ment must be done," she said. 
Initial ,impressions are that 
there aren't enough day care 
spaces, women who don't speak 
English well have problems in 
obtaining service!; and transpor- 
tation is lacking for women who 
don:t live downtown, said Hen- 
nig. 
Once the*survey is completed, 
there's provincial money 




Practice Every Monday From 
7:30 p.m. - 8:1 0 p.m. Jr. Table 
8:20 p.m. - 9:00 p.m, Sr. Table 
9:15 p.m. - 9:45 p.m. piping & Drumming 
Meet at the Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
Anyone Interested in playing or learning to 
play call Audrey Kerr at 635-3726 
PIPING SEMINAR 
APRIL 27 & 28 AT N.W.C.C. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 




,," . ~. ," "~ 
B!C, :.Wide Inventory Sale 
Sat., Aprii 2O 
,,v, 4 (}° /0  °,, • PASSENGER ' ,up & LIGHT ; 
~:~ TO TRUCK 
TIRES 
~ ~+i+:++ ~%OFF + 
:+ +Op CUSTOM 
, WHEELS 
' !Contract Tire Drag Car 
+ ~i?Ott~+ DiSplay 
• ,Balloons For+The I 
• Free Hot Dogs! 
~ •  LOtS Of 
Door Prizes 
TO~'O ' J  
Toyo  T i re  
presentat l  
On Hand 
" f 
. . . . . . .  LTD.  
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Great Breaks on all 
NEW CARS & TRUCKS 
Come in to McEwan GM 
and say 
" " Br r - " " '  Give Me A 
McEwan's 
Weekly Special 
88 GMC 3/4 TON 4x4 
- Automatic transmission - AM/FM cassette 
-Tiltsteering Stk. No. 90801-1 
- Balance of GM warranty 
 ow,. =11 995 00 PRICE EVER | [] 
Super Used Values 
83 Oldsmobi le  ~ *  
stau0, wagon..$3,995. 
84 Chev Cavalier 
4 door .............. $2,995 
87~m~0~.28 T-r~0f~i:~ 89 FordFl~O=41~_C,h~li,,l, llqra ;Gill 
equipped .: $11,98§ 88 GMC S..dlmmy 
89 Cavalier 4 dr., auto, Fully 
AM/FM equipped + S13,995 
mssette . . . .  $8 ,995  - '  
90 Jeep YJ Islander 
86 Pontiac Parlelenne 
Brougham ...... ...$9,975 i l ,000 km. $14,990 
85 Ford SCab 
Automatic . . .  $8,980 
81 Jeep 4X4 89 Pontiac Firefly 
Red..: ............... $5,995 Auto, Canopy .... $2,990 
I "  For,, L'r~ I t~  I 
894 dr,, A/C Pontiac .......... 900oS6,990. ~ _  88 Celebrlty Eurosport PL/ W 
Ti~/CiuIse ....... $10,995.  
4x4, F /L . . .  S14,990 I 4 
$10,990. 89 GMC RAIIZ ~I~I( "I 
door,... 
Air/Cassette,88 Topaz 4 DOOrs 12 pass~dt~8,990 I 
.... 8,995 .  so Chov =A Tm!4x4 I 
06 Pontiac Grand Prix Brown ............ $12,980 I 
Full/Load. I 
Brougham ....... $10 ,990  - - 99 Chev Ext-Cab 4x4 I 
89 Tempest . . . . .  Fully equip.. $18,990 I 
NO,  ~ut0VG. . .S lg ,ggg  88 Ford Club Wagon I 
1~ Pass ........ .$12,9801 89 Pontiac Firefly 
Blue, Hatchback $5,950 89 GMC Ext-Ceb S-16 
83 Pontiac J-2000 H/B, 4x4 ...... $11,68| 
auto., only " "  
5!,000 km .. $5,950 88 Chev ~ T. 4x4 
White: ............ $12,980 
86 Plymouth Horizon 
4 door $3,985 89 Crew Cab 4~4 
. . . . . .  Brown ............ 16,990 
"~ 88 Nlesen Pathfinder 
I HUUI~ 3•:*!>, , `  - " " " - -  4x4 . . . . . .  $14,990 
88 Chev Aatro Van 
fu,y . -~17-675 equlppeo . . .  v , 
86 GMC Sierra Classic 
Loaded 
• 44,000 km..  $9;996 
ALL TRADES ARE WELCOMED OH 
NEW-& USED CARS & TRUCKS 
• !McEwan 
The Bright Spot on Highway 16 West 
Oui:~f Town Customers ~ TIME.NAGAZINE 
. , ,pl+m cd  Co.ect 
635-4941 OUALIh' OaER 
. AwA,0Wm,E, 
. ]  • 
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CONSTRUCTION conti hues on the new Trigo building on the 
corner of Kalum and Lazelle. That's Bill Latvonen workingon 
the elevator shaft. The building has a basement and two floors 
and is engineered so two more floors can be added. Three 




TERRACE - -  Three local 
businesses are preparing to 
move to new quarters later 
this spring. 
Sears, Avco Finance and 
Elegance Fashions are all go- 
ing into Francisco Trigo's 
new building on the corner of 
Kalum and Lazelle. 
They'll be taking up 'the 
first floor of the structure 
which has two floors and 
basement, each 10,500 
square feet in size. 
Sears and Avco will be 
moving from locations in the 
where it's been for 17 years. 
Sears manager Bob Buell 
said the new quarters will be 
50 per cent larger than the 
size of his current store. 
Avco manager Mitch 
Stolarchuk said new premises 
follow a move to modernize 
all of that company's offices 
while Cecile Lechasseur of 
Elegance Fashions said her 
store will be slightly large in 
size, 
As well, Trigo said th'e 
building has been engineered, 
Flagwork 
• • so that two other storeys can I shopping centre just across . . . . . . .  ! 
| the Kaium from the new oe aoaea when neeoco. 
[ : building while,, Elegance He's met city parking re- 
fash ions  _will be moving quirements b~b,,uying two 
~r~m its ~Kalh~m '' ~/emrs~s""lots ifear the :D,alt~ Queen; ' .-" ::: 
O UT AND ABOUT ] 
TERRACE -- One of the city's 
finance companies i moving. 
Trans-Canada Credit, now 
on Park Ave. near the library, is 
moving between Great West 
Life and Paul Clark's op- 
tometry office the second week 
of May. .  
Manager Darren Smith said 
the move is necessary because 
the office needs more room. 
There are five employees. 
Trans-Canada Credit is own- 
ed by Central Guaranteed 
Trust, the third largest business 
of its kind in Canada, which in 
turn is owned by Central 
Capital Inc. 
Trans-Canada has been ad- 
ding an employee a year here 
for the past three years. 
The provincial environment 
ministry is looking for nomina- 
tions for its 1991 environmental 
awards. 
They're given each year to in- 
dividuals, groups and organiza- 
tions in recognition of efforts to 
protect and enhance the en- 
vironment. 
'*~ There are six categories -- in- 
dividuals, youth groups or 
organizations, communities or 
municipalities, business or in- 
dustrial, environmental educa- 
tion and communications or 
media. 
Each nomination should be 
accompanied by a 250 word 
description. There's a May 1 
, deadline and nominations 
should be sent o Minister's En- 
vironmental Awards, c/o B.C. 
Environment, Public Affairs 
and Communications, 810 
Blanshard St., Victoria, B.C, 
V8V IXS. 
, k** 'k 'k*  
Two companies are becoming 
involved in using plastic col. 
leered from municipal.blue box 
programs,on  the lower 
mainland. 
Merlin Plastics Supply Inc. 
will collect he plastic from milk 
jugs, margarine ~ tubs and the 
llke and turn it lnto/pelle~'; 
They'll then be sold to. Dow 
Chemical which will .,then-. sell 
them for use ,in itemssuch,as 
motor;o i l  contalnerd!:!i/itnd 
drainage tries. ~'~ '
Merlin will receive $279,500 
from the province to help it ex- 
pand. 
*** 'k 'k 'k  
Air B.C. is delaying plans to 
provide airline service from 
Vancouver to Smithers. 
The company had wanted to 
begin flying April 7 but has 
delayed the service until May 12 
because its introducing new air- 
craft. 
Air B,C. will use a 50-seat, 
TERRACE-  Overwaitea 
Foods will soon be shipping us- 
ed paper bags fromits northern 
stores to a Prince George pulp 
mill for recycling. 
The company now ships the 
bags to a Vancouver Island pulp 
mill but keeping them in nor- 
thern B.C. at Canfor's Prince 
George mill will be cheaper, 
says Overwaitea spokesman 
Dennis Kinsey. 
He expected the shipments o 
the mill to begin as soon as 
Overwaitea establishes its own 
collection and transportation 
system; 
Kinsey said it makes ense for 
recycling efforts to take place as 
dose to their origination point 
as possible. 
In the m e~mtime, plastic bags 
collected at Overwaltea stores 
will continue to be shipped to 
the lower mainland where they 
are turned into pellets ~d then 
convened back into bags. 
And, Kinsey adds: 
• Overwaitea col lects  1.5 
million plastic bags and 200,000 
. paper bags every three months. 
• The collected plastic bags are 
handsorted before being turned 
. " iV  : ' : ' - -  " ' 1 ' " "~' ~: ;" ~"' ~" ~" ~ ' : : '~cA I I 'T 'BRKATH|  PROPK.RLY 
t a KOS Dogs 0"'  - ' " , ' ' ' ' ' ' "  
~to pellets. 
-* Only about 25 per cent of 
I 
bags collected can be process 
fight away. 
• The remaining 75 percent' 
have to be washed add cleaned.. 
• Pellets nmd~i, fr'om .recyCled 
bass amount o only ! Per cent 
of ;the those used to make .new 
bags, - . . 
• Overwaitea produces 90 
million plastic.bags a year. 
• 1'here's a national goal to 
have packaging material con- 
tain at least~0 per cent recycled 
material.. : ~, . .. • " 
e That  :mettns Overwaitea 
would have tb ,collect 30 times 
the amount' oi~ usable bags it 
now colleCs t0 ~meet that goal. 
• -Paper bags ar~ more popular 
in the north than in other parts 
of the province: "~ 
• The theory bel~dnd that is 
forestry Workers \supporting 
~eir industry by. hsking for 
paper bags at airport~. 
XEROX Canada-Ltd. 
: " Announces . . .  ~ 
.Spdng '91 Product Show 
April 25; Inn of the West . . . .  ,~. 
" 9 am - -  7pro ~.., 
Come and see the latest in fax technology, - 
business coplem and high speed dupllcatorsl 
Open to everYone, 8o come down and see us1 
FOR MORE !NFORMATION CALL CHRIS AT 635-3323 
XEROX... The Document Company 
)0 TERRACE - -  City officials are working on a computer pro- 
gram to pick out companies rE 
they do bus'm~ with who don't 
have a busim~ss licmee. O0  
The system will "flag '~ a . 
company that should have a 
business lieeace whenever ache- .] 
que for services or goods is 
payable, says !deputy licensing [ 
ins or p~ul Gipps. ~!~ [ ...... 
Canadian-made Dash 8-300 on T] ~!::.. 
its Vancouver.Smithers run. 
"*****  Terra Equip nt Sales Ltd A major mining company will L explore anlarea of the Iskut co me • 
Valley/that~ once contained an 
operating-g01d mine. 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Skyline ,Gold Corportion, '"~ 635-6384 
which ran the Johnny Mountain 
mine until last year; said Placer 
Dome Inc. will work on its pro- ! i  I 
perry this year. ") 
Placer ean earn a 6O per cent DO YOU HA EA CHILD TURNING 
ON OR BEFO APRIL Z0, 19927 • n .2 m."ono.r = RE two years. 
Work planned for this year ~.~!•!. 
includes 6,000 feet of diamond ~:i,: 
• YES  i;fgr KINDERGARTEN registration !!i~i.i 
• " " (flrstyear priniary) " ~,;~ 
i;i; 
WE KNOW YOUR TIME 
IS PRECIOUS 
Let us deal with those dirty diapers 
Have your thought about FRENCH IMMERSION? .I~ 
This program enables your child to learn a second language 
while studying the same subjects offered in the regular ' 
English program. \ " ' ~,. 
• , Who's ,l oible? 
AnY:~hild!normally eligible forEng]ish kinderg 
(now called 1st and 2nd year primary)Is eli... . . . .  
Immersion/Prior knowledge of French .is not a req~!rement,. 
• Does it maffer if nOone athOrn ~r Environmentally Fdendly 
~,'Free Home Delivery Twke A"We~k 
100% Cotton DiapentWith bsy Velcro Tabs 
0pen Mon- Thurs 9.6 Fd - Sat,~9-6 
t , :  
IHORTY CpANTS~iapeC:E_ yv/_c_e - 
No. This progarn wasdesigned for cl 
~ /You  may register your 
"k KitLKShah •Pdmary i , 
':./635 3' ii 5 . , " ' 
F.~ i more/~! In f la t ion .  0n.~!the Frenc! 
,• i  <:~ i~+i :  ' ¸ ¸  . . . .  • ,  
i!?' 
• i i 
+~'.': ' r '  , , ? ,  
• 
i , . •  
, .  • • 
! i + :: + •.  •;  •. • 
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FABRICS AL SPORTING , SAVE I 
 oo°s 1500 Including Golf, Fishing, Hunting, + ~ CI 2 ~ METRES Exercise Equipment, Camping andBa l l  Sports. L H'gh qU~IyRtY'~v" we$~th'~t~'es'stant It " 
; . , OFF REG. PRICE 
GET ONE 
" FREE 15% 
!FF ' .PRICES, 
~ P RIC I E ~ E  k~,, .~k~ 
12.99 
"PRICES INCLUDE GIS.T," 
Any bike in stock I 
:) overS100.O0 i CHOOSE FROM MANY 
STYLES AND SIZES I 
One per purchase | 
"PRICES INCLUDE G.S,T.'~ ~.i! 
DISH SETS 
Service for four.• 
".o. =9.. 
 i!16.99 
"PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." 
/ 
MENS' JEANS 
Massive assortment, including" 
:: " ." nam.ei'brands ' ';'* ,"'-' EVERY MONDAY 
20,010! Soup A.nd Sandwch 
"PRICES" INCLUDE G,S.I~. '' i . . . . .  Onl,/ • 
2.50 
': EVERY WEDNESDAY 
EVmYTUESDAY Spaghetti & 
!FOR 1 Meat,Sauce 
BW Any Dinner Item AH You~Can Earl 
++°~°°°" 3 00! Second Dinner FREEI lit 




Coats, jackets, hats and caps. 
40% 
OFF 







"PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." 
~ ,  ,, I ~ EVERY SATURDAY & - - - -  ~w,~,,0,~ .,. ~u+,~ SUGAR VIDEO STYLEHOUSE ~w,~,,u,~o,~ - " -'~- ,.r,,. ,,,-~.-, ~a.z Hsn i: H S 1Oko. bag .  "GARDEN 
CASSETTE.  MINI BLINDS Salad Bar Fndavsl ~, ":9-~ =' ONLY 
_ 6 99 PLAYERS ALL . .  ,. ~,,,c,o~.,,o~. S~URDA¥ ~.M. ,o,~,o~io ' ,+,+=,.--,'~ WEASEL" °.,, ++++,+ . SAVE ~ " 01  ~J~"  Or FIshermans Rattor &" mll,Olt, E , , |  ~1 RW~le?'~ll~°;'8 
50 00 !12 '+ m .o ,..oo0 a 
• 3 .  
PRICE 4 99 - = -  Any model in stock, Plus p i c k  . . . .  "PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." ' your chOice of any movie to ' i GOOD FOOD! GOOD DAILY VALUE i, II 
30.00 with your purchase, FREE. 'iPRiCES INCLUDE G,S,T," [ COME JOIH US FOR LUNCH t , "PRICES INCLUDE G,S,T," 




OFF MANUFAC; ~ 
REG. PRII~E':: 




007 !15 0, ,nsu.a+ Reo. $74.99 included, full size ranch cad style. : RIO. $209.00  ! 
99:11239 O0 r 0FF'RE~. P"'CE ~ 5'  4 ~ . 
OF ANY IN $1 cKI r 'o "PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T:" 
"PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." | "PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." 
O BRENTWO0 BEACH WEED EATER 
QUALITY I GAS BBO 8" model 1200. 
WORK BOOTS i,~ +.,+.o.,°o.°+,.+ TOWELS . . , . .  
i'BIg Ben", leather, steel toe, sOOace, heater Indicator, cle~rvlew 
window, porcelain odlls, propa~ cylinder Massive Assortment, Only 
8.00 
"PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." 
23.99 
"PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T." 
A 
+1 ~,: pp. .T 
GOOD ,AS EVER... PRICES INCLUDE G .S.T. ] 
PAY (Registers deduct G.S,T., then add P.S.T., so you don't pay P.S.T. On G.S.T') APPLICABLE PROVINCIAL TAX , I ! : 
Y ~i 
4. . "  
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C,ty n woul . . . . .  ; 
add to: annual  
TERRACE. - -  Local residents Because they were not used as be less - -  perhaps 'even . I 'e, ] " I I 
have the chance this November much, residential streets would eliminated altogether " .if i.the, ~ ~ ~  ~ [[] ~ i~ l  ~k] [ l~ l~Jh~H.~ [~]1B]  [~ ~ .  
to:vote for higher taxes when last longer, require less frequent property owner . was', already.. ~5!~; !  • ~ ~  ~ :=-- -_ ----:_ __ 
the city takes its road tax pro- repaving and therefore average paying for an LIP. WI/ere L IP .  ~'~:~ : ~ : ~  ~ - ~ - - - : -  - - -  -- -- - - - ~. 
posed to referendum, . • out at a lower annual cost. charges werea l ready  .beiitg [~%+ .: '  ~ 2 ~  [~ " " " ~ ; ! > . i  |+ 
.If. the voters approve-.the That, he added, would not .be levied, he  explain'ed,..that l~+~' ~ . . ~  ~. : :~  | ' 'r~'ff "rl~'lr. I f  'N '~g '~ 'g] )  ]r T~,4r - .::~. I 
plan, the city saYs it wil lbe asia ' the case with roads servicing in- amount would be :deducted. ~:  .... . :". ' ~ \+ . . . ~  I~ j r  ~ ,~ j [~ j~~J l .~ ,~.~ . . ,:~i. ~1 
t o embark on a 2S-year program ;: dustrial or commercial centres,. + frOm road tax' figure; . ~ .... :.' . [ ~  ~:  ~ ~  B t ~ ~  ."'..~",,i~ 
to ipave a l l  gravel roads a i ld  ' : I f  the  25-year plan and 8;2 " In the case o f  a ;residential 7 m  
rebuild .existing sub-standard per cent tdx hike are accepted,- property on the port ion o f  | ~ - - - .  /~1  
paved ones .  , . skeena Cellulose would payan Lazelle paved underan LIP last: . } ~ ~ ] [ : d .  i l  ~ l l . t ~  .g :~, 'Ut lU l l t  y • . .  /A  II 
:..".The. road tax plan. would extra $56,500 per y~r  and .a . year;there would bang t~.m-.: .  [ ~ ~ .  i [ ~ ~ , =  r]t~ ~ i .~7:  .i / / [  I 
eliminate thesystem of Local smart ousiness in me aowL[own crease. ' -- +.. " • I _ a ~ ~  ;~ l i  I I 1 ~ ~  ~'~'~A'* \ ~ '~ I II 
Improvement Projects fLIP] area approximately $500 r~,ore. That would remain the c~e ~ t ~ ~ ;  ' - ;~ i  [] I ~ ' • • "' ~ / /  . I [] 
now i -  , , i ,o,,  ~.1"p~ .,,a for Owners Of larger residential t'or 20 years, the us:ual period B i ~ ~ :  ~: -- " " " / /  ' ! II 
"" ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nt  is specific :~eas  alxd annr0val  propertzes would face a tax in- over which LIP payme . ~ ~ : : ~  i ~  ,~  . / /  .... :- I I 
,;~,,,,, +,;~;,,, ~M..,,o ,~ , :  ho w crease of $100. spread. The prol~erty owner . II'l \ ~ " . . ~ . . _ ~ _ ~ "  ' • ~ : I II 
pt:operty fronting roads that However ,  Chr i s tensen  woum then oegm paymg zqe  , . . . . . .  . . o . ,  I I  
Will be paved " pointed Out, the increase would roadtax. : , Stew Chr idensen  II :1:1 
• " 'A l l  roads would also be curb- ' ' ~ i. .' m " I I P  . . - ~ s l o n s  on any re,moo - - 
ed,and gutter&l w i ths torm ~ m  f~ r"IGT/ I"I  + 
drainage being inst !¢d.where II a , ,a  ,  ov-v 
nec .e .~ary , .mus  eumznaung au . . . _ _  • • • • . ' • . .~'" • I ~ l o ~ . i ~  re,quested . 
roaosme aztcnes. I I _ _  _ l  _ _  ~ J l . .  ~ l ~ ,~ ~ II m .L .~m. ~ i ~ t  not requlrecl, and the . 
:.City engineeripg director ~ I I  r£1~l l ' l _~ gRI:"DI II I  : [UU ~ e!¢0met°attend" 
Stew Christensen: Sa ida  firm ~1.1  a ' a v ~ m ~  v ~ ~ ; .  " I "  . . . . .  . -- ,. 1 - :  ' 1 ~ . ~W~dnasdavAorl124 " 
r°adebttdrSe~eachyeai':wi.iltcal~i°w TERRACE - -  Although pavin, 4800/49~.Twedie,  520015300 report :,ndii:}ltes 44  .block+ :. ~'lm~tsnoe!~ayLodg e " r .~ m . ' : ~ ~ ~ m  
to oe • p anmng, a reouc zo • . " ,  • • - "  . . . . . . .  • • ' 3251 Hwy 16 " . 7"00-.11"ou.pm ~'u, 
; .  , . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . : .~ / ' .  . . . . .  , .  the .c,ty.s remaining, gravel Hang]and and the:3300 blocks (ll.4Rnl) failm:l, to.  achieve a. ~ ~ P r r p l  ~o, ,c  forum 
UI ' I~ I I I~  i i l l l l lllmlllilllUlilw iV+I .O  " • . . l " r t i  " " ' ' " ' " ' ' - -  . . . .  1 l 
.~  .. . . . . .  ¢ ,~.= . . , . . ,+  roads wall be a priority if the o f  both Apsley apd Atwood ra ng.aSove.55out  o f  100 ] ~ i i ~ F o r u m  cont'd a, .d f . . . .  . . , , ,  . . . . . .  ~,-~ . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  .. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . l _ ._0a, ._ . l~bhcF.o  
numerous -otholes proposed 25-year pavmg plan ~s That would leave 22 blocks • Agmn, +these blocks were ~ _ , 
. .  . t , .  . . "  . . . . .  approved, it Will be more than (4.2km) of gravel roads still to ass igned a pr ior i ty with Prince Rupert Wednesday June 5 .  . 
• He estimates me cost oz me ' ' ~ " 480  /4  The HI hliner Inn 2'00 - 5"00 m u on House + . . . . . . .  f ive years before some blocks be tackled, inc lud ing2700/2800,  0 900  . Agar ,  _ . . . .  g . . . . . . .  . . :; ^p__  ~e. . . . . . . . .  
pr.o,.gram at apPr0x~m..~tety ~,  see black-top. Evergreen,; 201~/2100 Xalum 4700/4800/4900.Ha!liwell' and I • "U1~!"rs.t-~vewest : .~ .~Ur~l~.  uu''~r+'"'''- 4 
mmton annuauy to  me year . . . . . . . .  '; _ __  Faced with 18km of  unpaved and 4700 Davis,Q ~ :. 4600.Laze!le,b¢i0g; iamong the I ' : . " • " ' 10:00 am ~ Public Forum cont d 
;/aJlO lnat  WOUl(1 De enougll to _ : . .  _ . . ,  streets, the engineering depart- Paved roads in ~the city were nine blocks giyezia IMority one I ' : ': 
reouua aria pave tour large ~,, . . . . . .  merit has put together a priority also evaluated b~sed oil. • ~rack- rating. All but t~/o:blocks of  the I . ~ . ~ ~. , ,  ,,.ffi .~.,,-~ * 
mOCKS each year. " • list which takes into account ing, pot holes, ~vaterpuddles, " remainder are giveni~riority two I . " . : . . . .  "- ] .~C:~I  . l i nk ]  I ] ' . .  
The proposal  calls for population densities and traffic heaving and rideaSility." The status. ' . . . .  " l ' ' ' '  L " +'; £ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ " 
$400,000 of that annual figure volume. ' ~ " " ' • " '+ | i ' : ] ~P] r~/~k '~ '  ' ~  • . . . . .  ' 
to' come f rom general revenue That  list targets 32 blocks - -  O A A I A & I I  ~ l O ~  q~ ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ [ ~ 1 ~ l  | : " " " £ , ~ ) k D J L ~ J ~  " " +:~: '  
(taxes), with the.balance being approximately 5.5km - -  as Oll,/UI1 tJf ICIIOI O I I I t ,  DII  3 . ; :  ;. . iet'spndabetterway ' ~ 
~e~S~rdatct~r~°a~lg~xm;uP;a~en~t3 eUacbernOn'~prt~lntl~sgl~lq:dt~g e TERRACE- - ' Loca l  resident m0torheo~..ethesclet. iS +! n Ikk  ' Formore lnf° rmat ionc°nta ,  c I' / L  
an 8.2 per cent increase in the future."  Examples are Birch Miros law Kumpol t  is the winner As e , o " y '  pan  - [k~.  + British Columbia Round Tao e ' I I  
mill rate. Hi l l ,  the 4800 block of Dairy on o f  a weekend for tWO at a Van-  ing a carnat ion selling drive ' !~k~ On the Environment and the Economy' l~[ r  
E~plaining why the extra the bench, 4500 Straume in the couver Island llotel as the Mult i -  later this spring. • • '~k~ Suite 229-560 Johnson Street /~V 
revenue would be collected in horseshoe and  5000/5100 pie Sclerosis Society continues Tickets for_the m0torhome " ~ . .  , ,Victoria, B.C. V8W3C6 ~ / J  
that wa rather than bein bag Graham on the south side efforts to raise money, for, can oe oought from memoers o l  ~ ' ~ .  : , , ,~  . . . . .  M .  ~ V  + 
Y " g " ' ' h h o o f  E l  • ' " . t '~uwou~'~uu"  ed on an L IP ,  C,risten,~e, said " Priority two roads - -  45 rese~r, ch and ,uppo~-servlces. !he  Brot er OJ d e¢!ri¢al " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  
the intent is to ensure those pro- blocks totalling 7 9km - -  would His ticket was pan oz a draw workers  aug zrom lOttery ~~-~~' -_ . . .~w . 
parties generating the greatest be, slated for paving within the leading up to the selection of a counters at the Skeena Mall and - - , " 
amount of traffic paid more. next five years. These include person who'l l  win a new at Woolworth. ~: 
0 
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Rally fever 
LOCAL CUBS filled the arena banquet room April 13 for the 
annual kub kar rally. Steffan Fisher of the 6th Terrace Cubs is 
shown here readying a car he designed himself. Three win- 
ners go on to Mackenzie next month for more competition. 
,?, , 
::!Workshops for 
special people .-. 
• i/: i ~ i :: 
• -,.: , : - . . . .  
: . . . .  
IBRRACE - -  An overview of 
rograms and services available 
3r~,challenged children and 
tei~', farailies is one of thetopics 
) be covered by speakers at a 
N prthwest Community College 
@orkshop set for this weekend. 
• Ent i t led .~4eet i t t~the  
si0ns are sp61isored [Sy th~'~ol -''
!ege's Early Childhood Educa- 
tion (ECE) department. 
ECE c6-ordinator Joan 
Turecki said the Friday evening 
will feature guest speakers Dana 
Brynelsen, provincial advisor 
on Infant Development pro- 
gams in B.C. since 1975, and 
Cathleen Smith, ECE (post- 
basic) co.ordinator at Douglas 
College for thePast 17 years. 
The meeting starts at 7 p.m. 
in rooms 2001-2002 in the col- 
lege cafeteria building. All are 
welcome. ..... 
The following day, I0:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., there will be 
a series of workshops which she 
said would be of interest to 
those working with children in 
infant programs, preschools, 
daycares, schools and home set- 
tings. 
. Because space is limited, 
Turecki advised those wishing. 
to register to do so as early.as 
possible. For more information', 




TERRACE -- Workshops for [I 
young writers in the area con- 
tinue with.visits by two authors 
next week. 
Lynn Hancock ends trips to 
Hazelton, Kitwanga and 
Stewart with an appearance 
:here April 27 at the public at 2 
p.m. 
, She'll be in New Hazelton 
and -South Hazeiton schools .. 
April 22,,Hazeiton High School 
and John Field Elementary in 
Hadton April 23, at Kitwanga 
Elementary-SecondarY ApriL24 i. 
and in KitsegUkla nd KispioX' : 
April 26,:., 
Ellen White will be in Kispiox 
and Mericetown April 22, Johd 
Field Elementary and South 
:Hazelton Secondary. April 23, 'L 
,Kitwanga. : ,Elementary- 
• secondary April ;24# Stewart:, 
' Elementary and Me'zi'dian 
;Pr imary April 25 ,and 
Kltsegukla nd New Hazelton :~ 
April 26, . " r 
" 7=The development of Youth:' 
, authors here tS marked by a 
ii. ~week ,series. of'.Work~ops ~;- 
~i undei~vay •that ~ar¢~ being '"con. | 
.! ducted by Irene Watts. ' .:,'.,. ;. I 
' :  'There is no charge or re#stra- •I 
• Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 17, 1991 - Page A 11 
Fire demos/ Spon sought • sors  ' • . ;: , ::;;~TEBR~CE --  Miss' Terrace and speaking contest July 21. 
" .... :,,:; :~ ~: "Pag~mVorganizers are looking " ' 
: : : for :two m0respons0rs. 
to be held :: ': :: ': i ' -youngwomen who want to take 
TERRACE --.The two ,local 
fire • departments• . will 
demonstrate their ' craft :~:next 
'.weekend. as one of the 'event~ 
marking emergency 
.preparedness week here. 
Members of  the Terrace and 
of the Thornhill volunteer fire 
departments :wiil put out fires 
'and :show Spectators :how, they 
rescue peoplefrom Vehicles, .i' 
The week, says local Provin'. 
cial Emergency • Program co- 
ordinator Ray Tank, is designed 
to let people know that planning 
is important i n .  dea~ng"::with 
disasters, ' . . .  
~'Most People thinkof search 
and rescue When they think of 
the Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram. But it's more than that," 
he sa id . . . . . .  " .~. ' 
Those .involved in d~g 
with disasters list flooding, a 
major motor veh!cle accident 
involving .hazardofis chemicals 
and lost persons a~ the top three: 
emergeticies that could face area 
residents.' 
Tank said the configuration 
of the Sande Overpass ranks 
high on his:list of where an acci- 
dent involving transportation f 
haz.ardous chemcials could take 
place. : . . . . .  
Emergency preparedness 
week runs from April 20-27 and 
also features displays ~from 
organizations involved in 
emergency planning in the 
Skeena Mall, a display of an 
emergenc~ hospital and a school 
art contest. 
The fire and vehicle extrac- 
tion demonstrations take place 
at the Skeena Mall April 26 at 7 
p.m. and April 27 at 10 a.m. 
People can look at the 
emergency hospital facilities at 
the cadet hall at the airport 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 6-9 
p.m. April 22, from 9-noon, 1-5 
p.m. and 6:~0-9 p.m. April 23 
and from 9 a.m.-noon April 24. 
i The displays are at the Skeena 
Mall the evening of April 26 and 
all day April 27 while the school 
art can be seen at the Skeena 
Mail and the Terrace Shopping 
Centre April 20-27. 
part have already been lined up. 
Crowning night takes place 
July 28 with a fashion show be- 
ing held 'July 7 and a luncheon 
Workshops for  the can- 
didates have already started and 
a list of community events in 
which theywill take part has 
been compiled. ' 
More information isavailable 
from Price at 635-2546 or 
Yvonne Moan at 635-3503. 
An invitation to a public seminar: 
Educational Materials 
For Forestry Education 
in Schools (K-12) 
F.eaturlng L.inda Co~from the Council Of Forest Industries. 
Unda, a former teacher, was on the organizing committee for 
the recent international educational conference, EDUFOR. 
. ' , , 
Tuesday, Apdl 23nl, 6:30- 9:30 pm 
Room 2001, N.WmC;C. 
No Admission charge • 
t Sponsored by: 
Canadian Women 
Canadi  men : in T imber  
in 'Smber  Terrace Branch 
• ~. , . ,~g  -.- ................. 
,! ~ ~  ~ l  
~ ~l~l l~  ~~; - -  
i5,: ::2:... '
Nlcole Wdght a~d Ssrena Kosendlak were the lucky 
winners in the Terrace Shopping Centre's "Find The 
Easter Bunny" contest. 
Congralulalion; from your fiends at the 




S INCE 1910 
463?' Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Shopping Centre 
635-7440 
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i FUN- FUN- FU5 
I .,,.o...oo,° 
eve w Wednesday, 
~ except Statuatory Holld~ 
' 2 for 1, 
bring a fdend 
I . 
m 798-2214 
All pools dnd slides are 
I 1 ALL DAY 2 for 





DOES YOUR• ORGANIZATION 
$ NEED MONEY $ 
MASTER FUNDRAISERS SEMINAR 
. in the mountains 
COMING SOON 
MR,~ •RONALD M, McCLORY 
: ..... -President, F, undraising: Divislon 
• .,.: • " The Mart in:Group,  
• • Toronto Ontario 
:ii ,. !,:{:. ! !.. ', Pi;olelssional Fundraising Trainer 
': : : ' ? ? ,/ : ~ !: ' "  Public ReJallohs Strategist '. 
• Y ":~luhteeitsmirainlng IorAnnual Campaigns 
" .  ; ; :  Membqrshlp Deve!opmenl' Piogram 
, .~. . -  InclUdes) A cc~m...l~xxlali0n, meals, 
:' , evening:entedalt:~meht and/Seminar materials. 
i t  • t / . . . .  CALL ~94'3~85 :!' 994"33i3., 994-3489 
; .':, Wells&~,Otsttidqi ki ~rce 
!, " : .  i.Whlto•C.( +I 
~' Oranoe.Troet'nt~ n J 
! 
m n n m ,~m m m 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Purolator Courier is pleased to 
announce a new, energetic, service 
minded team who offers Air or 
Ground service to Canada, U.S.A. and 
International. 
New Area Supervisor 
Will Be Pleased To Assist 
you With Requirements 
LET YOUR SHIPMENTS ;: 
-GOE-_ WITH THE WINNING TEAM! : I.
YOUR 
COURIERS 
If '  
• ! From left to right: Bert Wright, Lee Blngham, Lyle Knudson j j  ,-o-, 
' For Fast Re onse 
.HeO. WU/llMaV, 638 1455Terrace i 
632-7783 Kltlmat " 
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Potluck delight 
THERE WAS lots of food April 6 as the local multicultural 
association held its annual potluck supper in the arena ban- 
quet room. That's Jean Limin cutting a cake. She was one of 
many volunteers who made the evening enjoyable. 
1 . . . .  * 
D I ~" onusn  I sessions, :: .... , , , :! l .  _,.cOlUmbia.,..:.: i 
boosted,.   ': : • : ;~  i"o04.Os'z'Oogo' Pam'/c/pacr~ 
TERRACE ; Mgls Memorial 
hospital has received a $49,800 ~ ' : " 
provincial grant o continue and 
increase the frequency of clinics 
for diabetics. - 
Hospital spokesman Michael 
Leisinger said it can now hold 
more clinics for diabetics so 
they can test heir blood glucose 
level at home. 
That training is required in 
order for the medical services 
plan to pay for test stripsused 
at home and caused a largede- ' 
mand for the workshops. 
Their sucess,i they also pro- 
vide general information on  
diabetes, was demonstrated by
the significantly ower rates of 
hospitalization among those 
who had taken part in them, 
said Leisinger. 
Standards set for hospital ac- 
creditation also required it to 
put on more clinics, leading to 
the request for more money, he 
said. 
Upon training completion, 
diabetics received a certificate 
good for three years to qualify 
for the medical services plan 
financing of the test strips. 
that's 'now running below 
capacity. . 
Westmin's McKnight also 
said the company is continuing 
efforts to rent its mill to other 
mining companies. 
These include companies with 
properties in Alaska and in 
Smithers, said McKnight. 
Mining company hopes to 
dump $18 mullion debt 
TERRACE - -  Westmin 
Resources will become the sole 
owner of the Premier gold mine 
in Stewart if a debt forgiveness 
plan is approved. 
Pioneer Metals of Vancouver 
now owns 40 per cent of the 
mine but can't pay westmin, 
which owns the other 60 per 
cent, a debt of more than $18 
million. 
That debt would be 
eliminated if the deal is approv- 
ed. 
Approval is needed by 
Pioneer's major creditor to 
clear the debt off its books and 
follows cash flows problems ex- 
p~enced by the company, " 
i:pioneer's ability to' pay its 
.share of the Premier develop- 
ment costs was hampered when 
the project cost more than ex- 
pected. 
The mine opened in 1988 at a 
cost of nearly $95 million. It 
didn't make money in 1989 or 
last year, bringing total 
development costs to nearly 
$120 million. 
Westmin spokesman Bruce 
McKnight said. his company has 
already written off the debt ow- 
ed to it by Pioneer Metals. 
"We're going to eat it. The 
amount is down to zero and 
we're not counting on it," he 
said. 
Pioneer Metals acquired the 
40 per cent from the Silbak 
company when it amalgamated 
its interests. 
Pioneer would still receive a 
one percent net return from ore 
smelted from the Premier pro- 
perry and five per cent of net 
profits from the property. 
This is the second time a com- 
pany has turned over its share in 
; the property tb~Westmin in eX- 
change for debt forgiveness. 
Earlier Canacord Resources 
turned over its 9 per cent share. 
' k**** 'k  
And .while that's going on, 
Westmin expects to begin min- 
ing a nearby property later this 
spring. 
The Tenajon property will 
provide ore for the Premier mill 
.~kimping and sl~arving. 
F REE 
REGi$TR/~T ION 
SAVE $18 n ( indudes  G.S.T.) 
Say yes to real, delicious food 
mornlng, noon and night. 
To bring Weight Watchers to your 
workplace, Call 1-800-663-3354. 
Join byApril 27th at these convenient imes and locations: 
•C.: 
• For I Please 
• U:~:~ ; - . .  : " " " , : ~'~ %.~ " 
v lu  and Mulo~..,ded m ntOocaUonu Io4"lxepeyment, ©WCght Watchw= International 
[nO. (1991) ovet~' Mi JM WI I~ Wltch~¢l blKlemgrk, Wltghl ~ of BdtlIh Columbil ~1~ ,I 
':, Do the Noonwalkl.Stcp ouffo~ ~ snack, 
"step out 'for a b~ath of air.."-" 
i . : .  And take a bite out of a long day. 
.Mako yonrmvo, 
, ,.., ,J 
LESS!. 
' Mattresses for less... A LOT 
:/Furniture & , 
, COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION l ] g t  DIRECT FACTORY pURCHASES ' DISCOUNTS HUGE MANUFACTURERS; , ,  1 .LUW l 
, BRAND NAMES 
' ros  
..... ' Prices as low / 
Terrace OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: ~ II 
Monday-Friday 10 am- 9 pm ! 4730 Ke i th  Avenue Saturday 10 am-.6 pm 
635-4111 Sunday Closed 
| 






18", 19'.', 21", 23" frames 
Simano SiS shifting 
10-speed Mountain Bike 
Cantileve, r brakes 
. .Rc  ..0o : 
Sierra %t.%,.: ,a 
All men's and 
Tea g rn 'nente  .. , 
• R l tchey  Mod Quad t i res  ~ - 
r Parts and 
AccessOries 
Kono Titanium : S'"oo 




Fully collapsible. Carries two children 
Max. load, 100 pounds. Bug. Retail Plgg.00 
s385 
Bicycle Shop 
at Kalum Motel, 5522 Hwy 16 W, • 635-9555 
Sales • Rentals • Service 
I ' .  
t 
,ii  lilSchools ' budget 
! holds the line ::: 
TERRACE - -  School board toria to cover the costs of ira- won't get as much snow next 
trustees passed a $36.1 million plementing the Year 2000 pro- year," Cooper sa id ,  ;;~ 
budget last week that avoids gram, and for computers and The school district also has to 
~: ~ jOr  program cuts, but offers technology, pay for some ofJtS polic~' deLl- 
!..: lifile else. The budget includes a 5.8 per sions - - l ike opting to go below 
': i ':There are no dew initiatives, cent increase, in teachers' Victoria's minimum class size 
There are no cutbacks in in- salaries, although that calcula, rules. The new budget takes 
it iatives," said secretary- tion depends on what happen s more than $100,000 out of other 
: treasurer Barry Piersdorff. in  local contract bargaining areas to go toward the leasing of 
. ,~It' s basically a hold-the-line when talks resume May 4under portable classrooms, which the 
:, budget . "  
For the second straigh t year 
• .since new school finance rules 
were enacted, local trustees 
decided against holding a tax 
. referendum to  raise more 
lone y, z~ing:taxpayers would 
reject it .~ , ' " 
: The board received a ").6 per 
cent increase in grants from Vic- 
t0ria this year --substantially 
more than the 3.75 per cent hat 
had been predicted in January. 
"Th is  year  was quite 
reasonable, but we don't •know 
from one year to another how 
much we're going to be dealing 
with," school board chairman 
Edna Cooper said. 'YYou can't 
budget, for what you  don't 
know." 
• There could also be some ex- 
tra money coming in from Vic- 
• , .,. the guidance of mediator Vince 
Ready. '
Although there  were no 
substantive cuts to programs, 
Cooper said nume.rous pro- 
posals didn't make the budget. 
A million-dollar "wish list" 
-- including everything from 
more student ravel money to 
security systems for schools and 
libraries - -  largely went out the 
windoW; ~ " 
"We would like to put things 
like more computers in the 
schools," Cooper said. "But we 
have to  go with the absolute 
bare essentials." 
One area trustees did cut was 
the services and maintenance 
side of the budget. They've 
planned for lower expenses in 
snow-clearing, utilities and 
telephone bills. "Hopefully we 
• ;Cut t ing  plan 
to be unveiled 
TERRACE --  The results of six p.m. at the Inn of the West - -  
months work will be on view can pick 0ne up at the district 
tomorrow when the forest ser- 
vice Presents a plan of how it 
wants to blend logging in the 
Thunderbird area with other 
uses .  
Although this will be the last 
meeting of its kind, Norm Parry 
-- co-ordinator of this Kalum 
Forest district project - -  em- 
phasized the public would still 
have a say in future decisions 
through an advisory committee. 
On the committee will be the 
forest service, provincial en- 
office on Keith Ave. 
Anticipating it would hold its 
first meeting in early May, 
Parry said that body would 
review the plan and make 
recommendations to forest 
district manager Brian Downie. 
"It will help us with some grey 
areas and will be a sounding 
board for different ideas," he 
added. 
It will also be asked to com- 
ment on the effectiveness of the 
public consultation process used 
for the Thunderbird area and 
,vironment ministry and federal what changes, if any, should be 
fisheries department,: ~' .~t~iZ ~madeXo r future such ~ercisesi:: 
. .St i~regional  d i s t r i c t :~~ t th i s ' :~ ,  he~: ~aid, thi~!~ ~ 
Sandy Sandha ls  anu  "tB. committee's mandate will last 
representatives from industry, one year. However, that could 
natives and special interest 
groups. 
Parry said anyone wishing to 
see a copy of the Thunderbird 
draft plan prior to tomorrow's 
meeting - -  it takes place at 7:30 
be extended if required because 
of unfinished business. It could 
also provide a model for future 
forestry advisory committees in- 
cluding, one covering the entire 
Kalum district. 
L • • .  
provincial government won't 
pay for because the students 
could be fit into other 
classrooms. 
"That adds up pretty fast," 
Cooper added. "There were a 
lot of good, innovative pro- 
posals onthe list. But those ~'e 
the sacrifices we have to make 
to maintain the class sizes we 
have." 
Some of the capital items that 
did make the budget include 
$48,000 for two new staff cars 
and a maintenance van, about 
$30,000 for a system to link 
computers between the schools 
and administrative offices, 
$23,000 toward the replacement 
of a school bus and a $12,000 
photocopier atthe board office. 
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I HAIR GALLERY | 
4711 D Kelth ~ 635-3729 
You're Invited To 
THE NORTHWEST REGION 
• ~ OF THE 
NORTHERN, REGIONAL 
- HAIRDRESSERS ASSOCIATION 
•. 
~:~ ~' t / ; " ,  " ~'" -" ' ........ ; , "  ~ . . . . . .  ' 
::; ?~ : !~  I~N 10F'~HE WEST:*  :~:,::: 
~'~/ ~:':~' * :  / TERRACE :~ . ~ .... 
Sunday, April 28th, 1991 
with Guest Artist: 
BYRON CHAN 
Competitions: Visual, Open Men's Commercial, 
Evening Classics (After 5), Fantasy Total Look 
Anyone Interested in having 
their hair done in the Hair Show 
April 28th by Byron .Chan,  
please come to "Hairwaves" 
4646 Lakelse Ave., a t  4 :30  
p .m.  on Saturday, April 27:. 








.55 - .63 carat. Brilliant cut 
diamond. Urnlted quantities. 
OlfeM tin May 15 at only 
=1,895 
SINCE 1910 
4137 Llkadm Am.  Tm,  11,11-7441) 
~ Tm • Illk1111 
241 City Cradle. ~ • 1514113 
See The Latest Models At Skeena Mall's 
Fore ign  Car 
Show 
April 19 & 20 
Vehicles presented by 
Thornhill Mazda, Hyundai & Subaru, Terrace 
"rGyota and Terrace Honda Sales 
4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
THE LAST OF THE 90'S 
These Vehicles Have Got To Go! 
Featuring: 
1990 Fifth Ave New Yorker 
i ! 
• , ,, Ride  A l l  The  Ri.des(ALL DAY) .  ~ g ~ws 
i-~i~~ , 13 P.M 9 P.M.~ ~ i:~::,  ~ I !~.:~ ~i: ' , Voya ers ,  Sundance/Shadows, 
I_ ~,~ ~ :., HaJorR es On y - -  $17,00 NO REASONABLE 
. . . .  I ~'~': ~:;I ]:ii:,: :K~ nddlo Rides Only S!l,00/ , I  OF! ER REFUSED! n . After 9p,m. wristband can be turned i"ifo 
must be on ' ) I , ~ B a n d  your wrisL , ' 
TERRACE CURLING~RINK 
APRIL 25-28 '  ,., 
,, sponsored by ROy al Canadian Legion (Terrace) 
# , 
Full size 4x4's 
i, Terrace Chrysler 
dlr. No. 5958 4916 Hwy, 16 ;35-7187 
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l storage Containers 
l HOusehold Needs 
((I:Y i i i!ii: ~i~ i?i!: i!iill i~: i ~ iil ~ !!i! i ii: ~!~ :~ii ¸ !!:~ ~:i ~::~; 'i !, +: ~ i  i 
~(+. :~ 
I iAK ~, +i! 
+,e+sl Cut  f rom ~a++il 
98 
Ib Ib 
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At Safewa+y Woe nHOnOwr e... L, ompetitorS ,,oupons 
Items Carry In Stock ' +~ 
Reg., Fin 
; .  ~. ;+ . .  
~a 
HONEY HAMS 
Olympic. Sliced or Shaved. From Our In-Store DelL' 
4.14/kg . . . . .  ~ : :  
.9 per!O . . . .  
STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m, - 6 p.m. 
Sale prices effective Wednesday, 
Apr!! 17 to Saturday, April 20. • 
OCEAN'S TUNA 
Chunk Light. In Water. 184g. 
+++.i "':~ . " " 
ea 
+ ~; LUCERNE 
:~,/~ii!i~iiiii: ~, (:YO G O U R T 
: :;;;~!;',;!!'i!~i!ii~';ii!;:ii '+ Reg., or Light. Assorted. 175 g. 
+, . -  
5!2.00 
I I I 
t 
We it all to, a o ether¢ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -  :. . . "  . ? /%:+ . ,+ . .  
WHAT'S  
.UP 
APRIL 10 • MAY 4 - -  Ins ights '  
91 is a showcase ofdynamic art 
by the young artists of Kitimat. 
Paintings, drawings, Indian 
design, graphics, photographs 
and collage can be seen a.t the 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
from April 10 to May 4. 
APRIL i3 & 20, 1991 -- I 
Storytelling . techniques ] Workshops. Apr. 13 a 1:30 p.m. and Apr. 20.10:00 a.m. For teachers, parents.. Limit: 14 
Registration now. 638-8177 
APRIL 16 - JUNE 25, 1991 -- 
Adult Bible Study. We invite all 
who are interested in a women's 
bible study to join us Tues. mor- 
nings 9:30 - it a.m. at Knox 
United Church. Free childcare 
will be provided. 
,k ~. ~r'k "~ 
APRIL 17, 1991 -- A meeting to 
makeplans and preparations for
"Music 91", which will be a part 
of Riverboat DaD this year, is 
being held in the auditorium of
the Royal Canadian Legion in 
Terrace at 7:30 p.m. Anyone ln- 
tereeted in being a part of or 
wishing further information on 
this exciting event is urged to at- 
tend. 
, ~e ~" Sk ~r ~" 
APRIL 17, 1991 -- Skeena 
Junior Parents Advisory Com- 
minee meeting will be held on 
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. at Skeena 
Junior Secondary School. All 
parents and guardians welcome. 
For further info. please call 
635-5617. 
APRIL 17, 1991 - -Com- 
municating With The Ones You 
Love. Sometimes the hardest 
people to communicate with well 
are those we love. An introduc- 
tion to basic ommunication and 
meta-communication techni- 
ques. Lots to learn while having 
fun. 1:00 p.m. Women's 
Resource Centre. 
APRIL 17, 1991 -- Hom~based 
business meeting 12 to l:~b p.m. 
at Gims Restaurant 635-9415. 
• APRIL 20, 1991 -- Northwest 
Development ~ Education Assoc. 
ishaving its annual general 
meeting Saturday at I p.m. in the 
Library of the Skeena Junior 
., ~,,~;;hcKd.~ All" members and 
"'~.folm~[r memO..s, ar~' w©t.~m¢, 
' 'bui' we' wo~Id like to invite 
i everyone interested in'develop- 
ment and third world issues to at- 
tend. An informal social will 
follow. Call 638-8393 for more 
info. 
• • sk'k ~r • ~ 
APRIL 21, 1991 -- Th~ Terrace 
Beautification Society isholding 
its 6th annual G~bathon, 2 -3:30 
p..m.' Start up point is 
McDonalds parking lot. Free 
garbage bags and prizes. Join the 
Trash Attack by resisterins at
the Terrace Standard, CFTK. 
Terrace Review, City Hall or just 
show up on the day. Everyone is 
welcomel 
APRIL 24, 1991 -- Homebased 
business meeting 7:30 p.m. at 
Gims Restaurant 635-9415 
~r 4t ~ ~'k 
APRIL 24, 1991 -- Socially 
Transmitted Diseases. With the 
emphasis on AIDS in our media 
we forget hat there are many 
other diseases transmitted sex-" 
ually. Join Donna Jewel and 
learn about ways to avoid these. 
I:00 p.m. 
• . ,~/k, ~ ~t • 
APRIL 26, 1991 - -  Film after- 
noon "In Bed With An 
Elephant" an exploration of 
Canada/U.S. relations through 
the years. In light of the pro- 
blems in lraq, a timely subject. 
1:00 p.m. Women's Centre. 
• ~'k'd' 'k ~ 
APRIL 27, 1991 -- Lyn Han- 
cock, author. Saturday, 2 p.m. 
• at Terrace Public Library. Free. 
All welcome. 638.S177 
: - "APRIL 27, ~ll, 1991 --:Terrace 
' ] Pipes &Drums piping seminar t 
[ NWCC. Anyone interested can 
call Audrey Kerr at 635-3726. 
i [ ~,.; ~Tbe Terrace Standard 
= ~ 
. -~f fe rs  What's Up as a i :~iUbl le service to its readers and community 
, :,. org=nlmtions. 
" :,::~hls column is Intended 
~fei:~n0n.proflt ~ organiza- 
-,. i l oumnd' , those  events fo r  
• ~'!':Tom~t Our production 
" • ,  : . ; ;d~es ,  We,  ask that any 
~ii;~ ,,iteili': for:What's Up be 
~'~u~mittedby noon on the 
' ,  i~&Y: ;  preeeding, the 
i :~e ln  Which li is to ap 
:~.i~Tor contributed articles, 
i~thedeadline Is $ p,m. on 
" i i  ~ '~ th~::i'•preeedlng THURS- 
~,' DAY,.,".. . . . . .  
~'~ :' ;i; ;Wedso lak that an sub- 
:"'~"" i ~ii'don, be ~ : __t~l_u a~ tYPed' or 
The Skeena Zone 1991 Drama Festival takes to the middle-aged British man living with his elderly mother. 
stage tomorrow evening and promises an exciting line- Alone on the set Weston will draw you into his world, 
up with entries from all clubs - -  Smithers, Terrace, sitting in his bedroom while telling you, "We ran into a 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert. bit of Mother's past yesterday". , 
Terrace Little Theatre brings two pieces to the PBS buffs will appreciate this pl~iY-- It's companion 
festival. One is a popular choice for directors and ae- piece, BedAmong the Lentils, starring Maggie Smith, is 
tars, Talking With.,. directed by Karla Hennig, The  regularly shown on Masterpiece Theatre. 
other is from Talking Heads, an acclaimed BBC pro- . " 
duction in England. The author, Alan Bennett, starred- . . Northwest thespians gather here  th i s  
in  the TLT entry from the series, ,4 Chip  in  the Sugar  weekend for the annual Skeena Zone Drama 
directed by Merry Hallsor, 
Talking With.,. will :open the Festival as a showcase . Festival. Marianne Brorup- Weston, a 
piec,¢; This play received a standing ovation the first member of Terrace Utt/e Theatre, provides a
time it ,was ever performed in the southern USA. The : Iooklatwhat wi l l  be  gbing on. 
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Drama fest begins tomorrow 
citing to go and see what the On Cue Pihyers of Kitimat 
author is Jane Martin, although there is much specula- 
tion about that, since "Jane Martin" doesn't actually 
exist~ The name is an alias for someone lse, or a group 
of someones, or...really and trulY, no'one knows who 
wrote this playl . 
Ten women come out, one at a time, and tell a story 
about their life. This is a play that will hit you above and 
below the belt. It will make you laugh, cry, smile, 
remember - -  and parts of it will surprise you in ways 
you cannot imagine. 
You will see young, old, married, single ambitious, 
retiring, thoughtful, religious, beautiful, wierd and 
wonderful women. 
A Chip in the Sugar is Terrace's only competitive en- 
try in the festival. It stars Alan Weston, who plays a 
have done with this gem. 
Harbour Players of  Prince RuPert comes to festival 
with a classic, The Brute by AntonChekov (the play is 
sometimes called The Bear. This romantic omedy is a 
short one-act piece, set in 1900 Russia. The basic story 
evolves when the widow Popoff is visited by an angry 
Mr. Smirnoff, who has come to collect an outstanding 
debt. 
As it turns out, Smirnoff becomes attracted to the 
widow and;..sorry - -  I can't ell you the rest, because I 
have to see it first. With its turn-of-the-century 
costumes, it should be a visual delight, one I am sure 
you won't want to miss. 
Gaven Then is one of the best directors from Bulkley 
Valley Players, and his Boiler Room Suite should please 
new and old theatre goers. The plot revolves around 
three street people who have taken refuge in a boiler 
room one evening, They compare their dreams and their 
expectations withtheir present life. 
"This is a real Canadian drama but it has its wonder- 
ful light moments" says Then, "a  real actors piece". 
The acting must be very strong for it takes great skill to 
jump in and out of the characters they play. The show 
makes a strong statement about society and culture 
without preaching." 
The Skeena Zone Drama Festival will be held on 
April 18, 19 and 20 at the REM Lee Theatre. Be sure not 
to miss it. 
Weston, an accomplished actor with many TLT plays 
to his credit plays Graham, which he admits is a real 
stretch in terms of style and depth. To date, the TLT has 
no plans tO restage A Chip in the Sugar so please don't 
miss what is sure to be an incredible performance. 
From Kitimat comes Love Letters directed by Tina 
Watchorn. Love Letters is a play about - -  what else - -  
two people reading love letters to each other. The piece 
can be done very simply, with just two actors and their 
respective stack of love notes, or...well, your guess is as 
good as mine.•. 
But just let me tell you that this play has recently 
become extremely popular, and been performed on 
Broadway with several 'big' name stars. It will be ex- 
Students shine in 
Legion contest 
Phillips (intermediate poem), 
Kyla Rice (junior essay) and 
Diana Teiexa (intermediate 
essay). 
From Kitimat, Paula Ponseea 
placed second in senior essay 
and Stewart's Sherrie Burnett 
was named runner-up in the in- 
termediate poster class. 
The six platings was the best 
result achieved by any zone in 
the province, Crompton said. 
The contest asks students to 
produce a poster, essay or poem 
on a theme appropriate to 
Remembrance Day. To reach 
Local participation in the 
Royal  Canad ian  Legion's 
Poster and Literary contest 
began only three years ago, but~ 
already northwest youngsters 
have emerged as talents to be 
reckoned with. 
"We seem to have outdone 
ourselves and we certainly out- 
did the rest of the province," 
said Legion spokesman Peter 
Crompton in confirming six 
zone students -- four of them 
from Terrace -- had scored suc- 
cesses in the provincial leg of 
the competition. 
Prom Terrace, Mary Brophy 
THE L TERARY TALENTS of Diana Teiexa (left to right), Mary Brophy, Timothy Phillips and Kyla Rice ^^t- s=,,,,,,a ;,, ~'e ~""" . . . . .  • . . . tuu,~. ~ v . . . . . . .-. a,-,-,.,,.=.,,,,,-, the provincials, entrants must 
m the prov,nce ,n the organ,za helped:the.local zone of the Royal Canadian Legion outshineall others "-:"class While thii,'iplace finishes first go through at both the 
tion annual Poster and Literary competition. , were achieved by Timothy branch and zone level. 
:Pagea ntsays thanks 
On behalf of the Miss Terrace - '  
Pageant committee and con- 
testants, I would like to !say 
thank you to the many generous Th 
]people who have come out 'to . ere" - Nearly 110 people are out on the streets of  Terrace and 
help and enable us to hold this ; by  I l l •  . '~  [ / '~y Thornhill this month as the local unit of the Canadian Cancer 
year's event which has the YvonneMoon ~ / ~,~ ~ n n e on Society conductsits annual canvass. 
theme "My Fair Lady". Loca l  chapter president Nel Lieuwen said the local effort 
has a goal of $12,000. 
She said the canvass began with approximately I00 on sale. We hope every one of 
them will be sold out! So, 
ladies, get your hats ready and 
come out to the Strawberry Tea 
and fashion show. 
I hear Brenda and Ed 
McEwan now have a new little 
• wrestler lathe family - -  Brenda 
just had a new baby weighing in 
at just over 101bst 
t-.k .k ~ '*  
The Terrace White Cane Club 
is asking for assistance from the 
publ ic .  The 12-member 
organization for the blind or 
visually impaired need sighted 
volunteers to help them become 
more active and participate in 
more local events in and around 
Terrace. 
Those volunteers could help 
by providing transportationfor 
afternoon outings and assisting 
in the organization of get- 
togethers uch as crafts ses- 
sions. 
The White Cane Club is try- 
ing.to increase public awareness 
and ~each out to other people in 
the community who also have 
sight problems -- there are ap- 
parently up to 40 people in the 
area with vision problems. Any 
such individuals are invited to 
come out to their next meeting 
on May 14, 1 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre on 
Park Ave. 
For more information, phone 
Evelyne Robinson (635-7015) or 
Phyllis Cornfield (638-0412). 
Cont'd B2 
volunteers but that more have come forward to cover the 
Thomhill area. 
"We're pleased with the response from people who want to 
help," she said. 
Lieuwen added that the unit would appreciate having all 
routes covered and money handed in by the end of the month. 
Money raised goes toward research and treatment of  
cancer. 
The society sold 300 bunches of  daffodils March 28 to help 
meet its $12,000 goal. 
In the north, the society spent nearly $200,000 for emergen- 
cy aid for more than 200 people in the last year. 
Research and treatment has steadily reduced the death rate 
from ce, ncer over the past 30 years. 
The survival rate for children's leukemia is now 65 per cent 
compared to 4 per cent in 1960. 
For bone cancer, the rate is now 60 per cent compared to 8 
per cent in 1950. 
For testicular cancer, the rate is 94 per cent comp~ed to 57 
per cent in 1950. 
Smith on a spit 
Usually be's one of those dishing it out, but this time Doug 
Smith will be on the receiving end at a roast being hosted by 
the local chapter of Big Brothers, Big Sisters. 
This golden opportunity for past victims to redress the 
balance takes place Friday, A~)ril 26 at the Inn of the West. 
Tickets for the dinner Jwd dance event can be obtained at 
Elan Travel or Sight and Sound. 
Operation trash attack 
While the disappearance of the long winter's snow is always I 
welcome, there is a downside - -  it reveals all the litter that has 
for months been hidden from view. 
So, once again, the Beautification Society is asking the 
community to get into the spring-cleaning mood and join in 
its sixth annual Garbathon. 
It takes place this Sunday, April 21 beginning at 2 p.m. in 
the MacDonald's parking lot. Enter as a team, a family or 
just an individual, it doesn't matter. 
And if yon choose to wear some colourful form of garb for 
the event, that's fine too. It might even earn you one of the 
many prizes to be handed out to participants. Garbage bags• 
will be provided for all who take up the challenge. 
• if youhaven't already done so, you can register at the Ter- 
~race Standard, Terrace Review or CFTK offices. . ::::. 
c ~ k / ,  " . • " " 
The pageant will begin July 7 
with a Strawberry Tea and 
fashion show at the Elks Hall, 
2:00-$:00 p.m. Chairperson 
lrina Slavlk has put together a
beautiful afternoon. 
On July 21 all contestants will 
take part in a luncheon and 
Speak-Off at the Inn of  the 
West, 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
And on July 28, the finale --  
Crowning Night - - takes place 
at 7 p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Lynn Lagace, Miss 
Terrace 1989, is chairing this 
event which will be emceed by 
Dang Smith. 
Also very busy right now are 
workshop co-ordinator Rhonda 
Buffer and pageant chairperson 
Chrispina Cote. 
All events are open to the 
public and tickets will soon be 
I WITH EVERYONE THINKING about the environment, Sherri Kutas feels she's doing her pit oy us,rig 
her bike and attached wagon to get around town. She is seen above with daughters Elalna, 6, and 
I Santrina, 4. Sherri has used her special mode of transportation for three and a half years now and 
transports theglrlsto' school, i:hurch,!shopping and outings to the park:Many a time she's also beeB;!' ; 
askedfor, a rlde~byotherchlldrenl i . : . : :  .. . '.":'::.i: . . . . . .  : : . . . .  " 
~, . . . . . .  . - .~ . ,a .~ ~.~ ....... ~_- ~-_, ~z-~.e~ ~_~'~. . ~  ~ ~'~ -~:'~:;'- . . . . .  ~ ' " '~  
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Pro jec t  racy: L ,:: i 
. 
Last week, Project Literacy Purcell said the next step will be While noting the program 
co.ordinatorNatPurcelloutlin- to match tutors with learners, will probably "start slowly" 
ed the need for the program To do that, he will first inter- with no more than 10 students 
here in Terrace. In this, these- view those interested in taking and tutors, Purcell added, 
coRd in a two-part series, he ex- advantage ofthe opportunity o "We're hoping for a domino ef- 
Future depen 
"upgrade and  home their feet, that the first time round 'plains how the program will 
work. 
Now installed in an office on 
Lakelse Ave. in the Tillicum 
building - -  Nat Purcell is now 
in the midst of training the firs( 
batch of volunteer tutors who 
will deliver the program. 
That, he said, began last Week 
with a three-hour information 
meeting for prospective tutors 
during which they learned why 
illiteracy is a problem, for 
whom it is a problem and what 
Project Literacy hopes to 
achieve during its first year of 
operation. 
This week, they are taking 
part in a five day, 15-hour train- 
ing session which teaches them 
what methods have been shown 
to work with particular 
learners. 
Their •training completed, 
From B1 
skills" to discover "who they 
are and what their needs are," 
Explaining the iml)ortance o f  
the former, he said past ex- 
perience had shown better 
results were achieved where 
people of similar backgrounds 
were brought together. 
Purcell said teaching initially 
would be on a one-on-one basis, 
one to two hours per week, over 
a three and a half month period. 
Instruction could take place at 
the project's Lakelse Ave. Of- 
fice but more likely at the 
learners' home --  or wherever 
they felt more comfortable. 
After one month of opera- 
tion, he would also try to set up 
weekly group meetings "in the 
hopes this will hit the people 
who might not be getting as 
much as they can out of a tutor- from there would depend on 
learner situation." what it was able to achieve, 
+ Purcell emphasized. Although 
: the  ministry of Advanced 
More Moen 
Any one-time square dancers 
who would like to attend the 
jamboree that's coming up, 
maybe you'd better dust off 
those dancing shoes. 
The big event akes .place at 
the Carpenters' Hall on the last 
weekend of the month. Friday, 
Apr.26is a fun night, be~'aning 
at 7:30 p.m.; Saturday offers a 
workshop (2-4 p.m.), dinner (6 
p.m) and dancing beginning at 
7:30 p.m.; and it all winds up 
Sunday morning at Mount 
Layton Hotsprings with a no- 
heat breakfast and aqua- 
dancing. 
Guest caller will be Delmar 
Carter from Clearbrook and 
host caller will be Carol Glen. 
For more information phone 
Bey at 635-7868. 
~ime to:get, xeady: to ,go.out 
at~d b~uy some fresh local honey; 
freshly baked bread, muffins 
right out of the oven, fudge, 
herbs and bedding plants. 
Those are just a few of the 
things you will find at the 
Farmers' Market which opens 
for the first time this season on 
Saturday, May 4. 
The location will he the same 
again this year --  on Davis Ave. 
opposite Lower Little Park hut 
the association is working hard 
on a new look -- adding shelter 
for vendors. 
Northwest CommunityCol- 
lege's welding and machine 
shop is constructing the frame 
for the shelter and a power 
hook-up is also planned. 
It costs $5 per Saturday ($50 
for the season) to set up a 
"table" at the market and more 
information can be obtained 
f rom Lena Chapplow 
(635-5750). 
Les and Diane Watmough 
will be heading for Fort Steel --  
a IO-15 minute drive from Cran- 
three or four people really get 
what they've come for and 
spread the word to other pc'o J:' 
pie." 
He said that would provide 
the momentum for a second 
teaching session scheduled to 
begin in early September, one 
which would see more tutors 
and learners being brought into 
the program. Plans also call for 
two more such sessions he#nn- 
ing in January and March 1992. 
Each of those sessions would 
be preceded by tutor-training 
workshops. The program's ex- 
perience to date would be of 
particular benefit o volunteers 
taking part in those workshops, 
he added. 
Where Project Literacy went 
:: : Education had provided money 
+: : :: : ~ for the first year of operation, 
J j: : :  ~;-: : he said none had y~t been ear- 
l I : • marked for subsequent years. 
brook --  next month for the Although the ministry had in- 
wedding of son Albert. to Noln dicated it would accept appliea- 
Punter of Cranhrook' The tiers for further grants early 
ceremony will take place in Fo/'t next year, the success:of those 
Steel Heritage Park. applications would depend on 
Saturday, April 20, 1991, 12 noon " 
for Bill's Towing, Houston 
• Just East of Houston on Highway Cres. 
1973 Mack c lw 750 Holmes Wrecker, 325 diesel power 6.speed. 
1980 Ford FOC0 SA c lw 500 Holmes Wrecker, 370 V8 5-plus-2 speed 
1979 Ford Fe00 SA c lw 500 Holmes Wrecker, 379 V8 4-plus-2 speed 
1983 Chev 30 with Jerr-Dan 17' Alum tilt bed car carrier. ! 
1975 IHC 2500 Series backhoe loader with cab. 
Two wheel trailer with flat deck. 
&.axle trailer, 24' flatdeck 
Ph ps Zero Start 12 and 24 volt begat start gas pow0red. ~:. ~ , i ~, ~,-+, + • , .  +~. , , .  + + ~. :~ : , . 
4 truck radios, base station, pagers andiantenna. ," +,~ ':~;~ ~" " '  
, .  V ,  - ~ , 
HD truck dolly : 2 storage vans 
Wrecker acces, and parts Speed air qompressor 
2 sets self-loading dollies 20-ton shop press " + 
Truck chains Gas powered air compressor 
Flagging equipment Coats 1010 tire changer 
Truck and trailer axles Karcher hot pressure washer 
Jacks Sanfax steam cleaner 
Flares Cutting torch and cart 
Dry boxes Tidy tank and pump 
Hand tools Mechanical tools 
5-piece sectional chesterfield 22 cu. ft, cheat freezer 
Zenith 25" console TV 14 ou. ft. upright freezer 
Hitachi 20" colour'rV 4x8' pool table 
Bunk beds Chest of drawers 
Treadmill exerciser 4x18' swimming pool ",, 
Plus many Items too numerous to mention 
~TERMS CASH ~r 
Persons paying for major items with uncertlfled cheques may be re- 
quired to leave the Items on the property until your cheque cleer~ 
the bank. 
KERRS '  AUCTIONS 
SaL Afternoon Games 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 + 
Fd. - Sat. Late night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
I ,  
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL ..AISLE CONCESSION R.R. 1 Kerr Road, Telkwa, B.C. Phone 846-5392 Lunch on the grounds Not responsible for accidents 
I ~r~i~iNU Barry Adamson 
CARPET CLEAHIIIG 
~ .  , Free I 
I 
~. . ,~  , Reasonable ! 
~ , '~  Prices I 
~r b .~,  Truck Mount I
OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED" i 
~hl rDamagl  Re~ocatlen I
~635-355.8 ~1 
V get Fm+ ~t~O~ ~tm~ 1
SKEENA ZONE DRAMA 
FEST IVAL  
Ter race  '91 
Nat Purcell 
the results to date. 
And while finding learners 
with "the courage to come over 
here" was crucial to the success 
of Project Literacy, broad- 
based suppo~ was just as im- 
portant. "We need the support 
of everyone in the community," 
he stressed, adding without hat 
the program would probably 
d ie . .  
With statistics uggesting sug- 
gesting one in five people have 
"trouble reading at a very fun- 
damental level", there is little 
• doubt Proj¢~ Literacy is need- 
ed. 
;~ /  •~. ~ .+::+: . •i.!:: ~ ! 
+ ...... • .. . . . . . .  +,~/,, ..... •,'i' i, ~ "1 
,CORRECTION., 1 
"Fishing Fever i/: t 
LCR 400 ID shown .' i 
should be LCR 400, .  We i[ 
apologize 'for any. Inconve- ] . 
nlenco. , ,:.J._ 
~ ' ! ) 
O,n, o,,w..,.,=,,o...,.-,,:30.,:oo,.m.,o.r,:3o :1':oo p. . J 
'FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 638-0644 or | 
: . 638-1603 J 
AUCTION SALE LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO PALACE APRIL, 1991 APRIL, 1991 
1%errace 2 Kermode 
Minor  Friendship 
Hockey Society 
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Terrace Terrace Kermode 
,: A|hletic Minor  Friendship 
Assoc. Baseball Society• 
14 Order of 5 Canadian 3 Terrace I Royal Purple Paraplegic 
Association 
Blueback i Shames N.T.C. 
Swim Club Mountain Terrace. 
Ski Club Local 
10 11 747 
"Air Cadets 
Terrace • Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics Search & 
Rescue 
17errace 1 Order o,+ 
Royal Purple 
Blueback Shames 
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r : / • 
• I/i ~/II, i L; ,ii!/: + 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
L , 
MD53 H iGH OUTPUT STEREO SYSTEM 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL & CABINET  
• 50W + 50W Power Amplifier • 5 Band Graphic Equalizer • Digital 
Tuner • Programmable CD Player • Semi-Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable 
• Dual Cassette • 3.Way Tower Speaker System 
,799,, + -) + '  +/!', 
• presents" gAV[ $~20= ~+ 
• +~ Apr i l19  ,, i .  ~ " 
i o.o :? : + :Boder  R m SUi , H ITACHI  (Tumtableoptjona,) 
o, =,=  oo, ce  OP  u , 
. . . .  
' " " ' . ' 3 .cve~,swcbs~s20:  , ,  : ,  
I I ' I I I  I I I I I I • : ' ,~  [+ ~ , ' /  ! . , , . r I. . I  + 
~~,~ i~ . . . . . . . . . .  " • . . . . . . .  + + • 
. . . . .  , i 
] 
D OF VALUES HITS TOWN 
Th ks l ar l  
: , , , : 
Dear iSir: 
r HOW many of us have 
heard many positive things 
about our Terrace Am; 
bulance Crew? 
• Well, our Cub Pack would 
like to  tell you something 
positive and in the meantime, 
give a special bouquet to 
everyone that works therel 
In December, we called the 
Ambulance Station and ask- 
ed about them putting on a 
very basic first aid course for 
our Cubs in the New Year. 
Without hesitation they said 
they would be glad to do it. 
In  mid-February, three 
ambulance attendants came 
tO teach our boys, I believe it 
was a very worthwhile ex- 
perience for all involved and 
our boys learned first aid 
while having fun. The first 
two weeks were teaching and 
practical, the third week was 
an exam consisting of a writ- 
ten and a practical test. They 
also: arranged a mini First 
Aid compet i t ion with 
another Pack in town. Not 
only was this a great learning 
experience through "hands- 
on" education, but it was a 
marvellous opportunity for 
parents and leaders to get to 
know our ambulance atten- 
dants. 
To do all this six people 
donated 1½ hours per week 
of their free time for three 
weeks. They also arranged 
and prepared the exams and 
the first aid competition, 
which meant giving another 
two hours of their off-hours 
on a Sunday afternoonf 
And they want to do it 
again next year with an ad- 
vanced course for the older 
boys and a beginners course 
for the younger boys. 
So, a special thanks goes 
out to Mike Dwyer (he's the 
ringleader) Scott, Melodie, 
Tom, Laura,  Bruce, 
Maryann and Heather from 
the leaders and Cubs of 4th 
and 8th Terrace Cubs. 
And remember, next time 
you see an ambulance or 
their crew, you are looking at 
a group of dedicated and 
unselfish people. They also 
play an important ,and~i~Uc~ 
heeded role inour Comm(ini- 
tyl " ., ........ 
" : "  Yourssincerely, 
i Linda Perry 
Dear sir: 
The Terrace Montessori 
Childrens' House Pre-school 
would like to thank the local 
businesses whose generous 
donations helped us raise 
$400 which will enable the 










Whtrtver you. move the Welcome 
WelI~ ~ostas$ is the right person to 
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The Ministry of Crown 
Lands 
will be having a 
PUBLIC MEETING 
April 24, 1991 
at the Inn of the West 
Terrace at 7 :00 p.m. 
to discuss the new 
Commercial Backcountry : 
Recreation Policy 
Contact: Ed Opal 847-7334 
DISCUSSION PAPER AVAILABLE AT: 
MLA CONSTITUENCY OFFICE, 4663 
LAZELLE AVE, TERRACE, B.C. 
Playing safe 
HELMET DRIVE, Cassie Hall student Wayne Nussle was among the approximately 150 throughout Ter- 
race and Thornhill who. were fitted for new bike helmets last week, Safety campaig n organizer Rose 





Its original membership hav- 
ing been mislaid, the Nisga'a 
tribal local is asking all Terrace 
residents of Nisg'a ancestry to 
get in touch so a new list can be 
drawn, up. 
Spokesman Frances Stanley 
said it is estimated there are ap- 
proximately 300 potantial 
members living here "but we 
probably don't have half of that 
-nowi" : . :  • - . . . . .  
'! ~"~~h~'. ~membership research 
I drive is also a prelude to the 
opening of an office in the com- 
munity. Once that office is 
operating, she explained, the 
local will likely be making ap- 
plication for various grants. 
The greater the membership, 
the more likely such applica- 
tions will be successful, Stanley 
added. 
Anyone qualifying for 
membership of the local is ask- 
ed to phone either Stanley 




)(,,~ i/ .,~ )
v . . . . . . - /  ' .' , " /  
• / Dahy'I Name: Allan Anthony Saunders I 
/ "  Dale & Time of Birth: March 23, 1991 .at 11:46 am : 
Weight= 7Ibs. 5 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Greg & Oarla Saunders 
Baby's Name: Jessica Brooke 
Date & Time of Birth: March 23, 1991 at 5:42 am 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 8V= oz. Sex: Female 
Pamnb;: William & Nikki deHoog 
Daby'l Name: Joshua Edward Mark Tolek 
' Date & Time of Birth: March 23, 1991 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 15V2 oz. Sex: Male 
• Pamnbl: Ronald Joe Telek & Velma Gray 
Baby's Name: William James Moore 
. . . . . . .  .... Date & Time.of ~rth~ March 25, 1991 at 11:26 Pm , ~''~ • 
i :  ~ ; kWetghl:,'5 IbS, 14 oz Sex: Male ,;',,,",', 
"" ~ Parents-*' Marleno & Albert 
/irL="h  cej SUPPORT , A I ' ' ' ' " "  " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'N  
/ The City of Terrace Is interested in forming a Recycling 
Support Commission to recommend to Council and the 
greater community methods of recycling which could be In- 
stituted to enhance the environment, while being financially 
viable. 
Council envisions the Commission to consist of approx- 
imately 12 individuals and would, In the first instance, like to 
undertake some general study session workshops to collec- 
tively delineate Terms of Reference for the Commission, as 
well as certain priority areas or programs to be investigated. 
The City of Terrace would appreciate receiving written 
resumes from persons interested in becoming a volunteer 
member of the Recycling Support Commission. Please sub- 
mit your resumes to the undersigned by May 6, 1991, and 
feel free to telephone for further information. 
E,R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace . . .  
3215 Eby SAreet . .  





This Is a full-time, Monday to Friday position. 
Duties Include office work, carrier payroll, co- 
ordinating our carrier force, delivery and receiving 
f re ight .  Must  be e.ble to deal  effectively with the 
public. Some heavy lifting Involved. Occasional 
weekend work may be needed. 
Resume required. 
 TERRACE STANDA  I "  ~.~:-, ~:.aV,N=T.=,.*A¢,;~". ,J 
t647 't~zzelleAvenue ,~ : :: : 638-7283 
f'Sp 
, , , ,  , ,  ,,,, _ .  
ECTACULA R I 
I 
I We Only Use Hanging Beef 
,r, If y,~u ddn't khow the'difference betweeh anging beef a~d block'~ : 
" t;ed~l~,'~ef':,! 9b~i 6~e'lt't6 yourself to taste the difference: -" 
ERSlDE OPP IV 
2891 Clark 
635-6624 
V MEAT CUT THE RIGHT WAY J 
CHICKEN TETRAZINI 
SautSed chicken with fresh vegetables in 
a creamy parmesan cheese sauce, 
tossed with fettucini noodles 
STEAK CATALANE 
Sirloin steak cooked the way you like 
It, topped with an array of fresh 
vegetables and smothered in a tangy 
tomato sauce 
RIBS & LASAGNA 
Ribs In our chef's own barbeque sauce 
e personal portion of lasagna 
i~ :; Try our chef's homemade desserts 
French App!e Pie 
Gourmet Pecan Pie 
Mount Layton Buttertarts (the chef's favour 
• ~ Ask your  server about all our fine desserts 
f youen Joyed  your  stay tel l  others  If you  dic l . - : ,  ~u,, uo, , ,, 
• Reservat ions Recommended 
;~b .~ ~ .MOUNT LAYTON l 
• ",~:/i ~!~"  ~ l l~  HOT SPRINGS . | 
, ~ ~  ~ RESORT LTD. ' !  
798-2214 !:l:i 
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 /  ,Fly-tyi ng ,-, 
/ . 
"I parked the car and walked manner that suggested he didn'L 
down to Herman's point," said need sympathy. , 
Fin. "When I got there, I was "No, I'm glad l was forced to 
too'tired to fish. So I sat down watch," he said. "Two fellows 
on a log and watched a parade came walking back up the bank. 
of fishermen fish by." I asked them if they'd caught 
I asked the obvious question: any fish. The youngest aid he'd 
"Did they catch anything?" done  well on dollies and cut- 
"Not a thing," Fin shook his throat. Then he waded in and 
head. "Not a'darn thing. Each started to catch fish after fish 
of them fished down the river, right where all those other guys 
casting down and across at  a got skunked." 
45-degree angle, then disap- "What was he using?" was 
peared ownstream." another obvious question from 
"You didn't fish?" me. 
Fin held his chest. "Too "A little nymph," replied 
much silica and too' many Fin, as he spread a generous 
cigarettes," he said. "My chest dollop of butter on his muffin. 
hurt all night. Didn't sleep a "He  cas t  a Short distance and 
wink. By the time I got to  the hooked a big rainbow on the 
river, l didn't have any energy, first cast." Fin held his hands 
Didn't ever, put my rod about 18 inches apart. 
together." "Watching that fellow fish 
"Sorry to hear that, Fin," I was really instructive," he con- 
said. tinued. "I enjoyed it as much as 
for! entymo 
around the bottom in m~terly 
built cases '~put togetber' with 
spit, b i t s  o f  sand, gravel and 
sticks, while some of~. their 
cousins spend the same phase 
grazing on the bottom, naked 
and vulnerable, and still others 
construct delicate underwater 
webs to trap their dinner as it 
floats downstream. 
• , : ' He must have known too that 
The  gentleman who put onl course on the trout's menu at after the larval stage, thecaddis 
such an impressive performance any particular time. Store-. ' pupates, in the last stages 
for Fininy was obviously afairly~ bought flies might catch fish at rocketing to the topwater where ing your casting and wadi 
• accomplished angler. Fishing cei~tain times, but they simply it struggles frantically to break skills. *~ . /  
trout with the fly is the most dif- will not suffice for themany through the surface film. ltwas : And after all : that; :?:: 
ficult of angling pursuits, and a and varied situations an angler his successful simulation of this prepared to'be stand!~.g !n!~! 
fisherman who cancatch rain- will encounter astream, last dramatic stage in the life Of stream after re~eaSing a: t~ 
bows, cutthroats and browns ~d it is not enough to know a caddis which enabled the finicky trout =-- one:their ~
with consistanc is a man with a what kind of bug the fish'are yot~ag'man to sucker all those spotted, carefully stalked~'~ 
Y . :  . . . . .  , . . . . . .  , , ,  . , .  . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'' . . . . . . . . .  hti6ked''iift~r a well.exe~i lot of skills. : " ...... ~ft~r"and~b~'hble to iniitate it. trout. : " . 
First he must know how to tie The. man Finlay watched, for Knowing the-nuances of cad- cast and drag'free drift - -  'a 
flies, for he must be able to example, must have known the dis flies is not enough either, have a fisherman come wai~ 
wrap fair imitations in the right life history of caddis flies: that The accomplished angler will by on the upriver trail packin: 
size and colour of the particular in the larvalstage of their ex- know the ins and outs 6f brace o f  bigger fish and a b 
Finlay waved his hand in a 
ba-iifish native to the Str~dl] 
works: and he Will ~0mei~0' t: 
stream with a fai/~Idea of  Wh 
is likely to hatch and ~;uitat 
patterns to match it. : :.ii/::! 
If your g0allis tO Scale'-= 
reach the pinnacle ofltrodi~i 
excellence, be prepa/ed to spel 
thousandsof hours 0bSe~i: 
the dyhamics of trout strean 
countless hours reading aqua 




IT TOOK A playoff to 
decide the result, but after 
the last arrow had found its 
mark, Loretta Seale emerged 
as this year's women's singles 
champ in the Terrace mixed 
dart league. 
Although it had earlier 
looked as if Seale would take 
the competition outright, a 
late loss in the round robin 
series and a strong finish by 
Carol Creek left both with 
8-2 marks, forcing a best-of- 
three playoff. 
When it came down to the 
crunch, however, Seale 
rallied to take the shoot-out 
two straight and clinch top 
spot .............. 
; It took- another:piay0ff:to 
decide "third spot when Clare 
Groot and Annette Hiren 
both chalked up 7-3 records 
in round robin play. 
Although Groot, whose 
three losses had all occured i 
in her first four games, kept 
up the come back effort in 
the playoff by taking game 
one, Hiren fought back to 
win the next two and secure 
third. 
Hiren also recorded the 




WHEN ALL WAS said and 
done it was. All Seasons 
defeating Ev's Clippers in the 
final to take the Terrace 
Men's Basketball League 
championship Mar. 26. 
All Seasons got by Ev's 
81-72 in the championship 
game. Ev's nabbed aberth in 
the final in their 105-91 'B' 
side victory over North Coast 
Road Maintenance. 
League officials said com- 
petition got tighter mid- 
season after the league went 
to four teams. 
The season may be over, 
but league organizers say 
they expect o work out a 
Schedule next month for a 




cyclers or beginning racers 
interested in improving their 
form will have a chance to 
get some pointers from one 
of the best next month. 
l i Barry Lycett - -  a two-time 
Olympic cycling coach -- 
will be here to put on the 
three-day workshop May 
READY FOR ACTION -- Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club manager Bruce Carruthers warms 
up for the course's opening slated for Sunday. 
Golf starts Su nday 
TERRACE --  If all goes according to plan, 
local golfers will be crowding the greens and 
fairways for the season's first round of golf 
Sunday. 
The Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club's 
operated, and both it and the kitchen have been 
remodeled. 
He said the club's early season membership 
drive went well, with 95 members and guests 
turning out for the recent wine and cheese 
opening social. 
new manager-- Bruce Carruthers-- says that's He said they have double the amount of dues 
when the club hopes to open, and all it needs is collected of any previous year at this point in 
a bit more warm weather and sunshine, the season. "The club memberships have come 
This year marks the opening of the dub's 
driving range, tentatively set for June 15. An 
Alberta company will also start designing the 
plan for the club's back nine, to be built in 
future years on adjacent farmland that was ac- 
quired last year. 
Carruthers aid the pro shop is now club- 
in extremely well." 
Upcoming events include: 
• May 9 - -  Ladiesclub's .fashion show. 
• June 2 -- CFTK charity scramble. 
• June 16 - -  All Seasons Fathers' Day 
scramble. 
• July I weekend-  Skeena Valley Open. 
1 
Chair team wins silver 
TERRACE - -  The Kitimat close against he Surrey-Delta return to face the Shooters in 
Rollers wheelchair basketball team, but lost ground in the se- the final, 
team came close to unseating cond half. Because the Shooters painchaud said the Rollers' 




TERRACE --  Mike 
Christensen is riding hot at the 
early season races in southern 
B.C. and is gunning to qualify 
for the national cycling team 
this year. 
The Terrace biker has con- 
sistently finished tQp-15.,.-r in- 
cluding one seve~ipidce:.'rid~ 
- -  in his first sev"e'~ ra~s~'/hqs 
spring with one of the 
province's top amateur teams. 
"Last year at this time, I 
wouldn't be •able to finish these 
races," Christensen says. 
Racing with a team called 
ABI, he's been practising 
alongside the likes of Alex 
Stidea - -  one of Canada's top 
pro riders and a Tour de France 
competitor. 
Stidea is racing in Canada 
this year, giving Christensen an 
opportunity to pick up techni- 
que from a pro. 
"You can learn a lot just by 
watching him and trying to get 
in hreak-aways with him," he 
said. "You know he's going to 
be there when the crunch 
comes, and if you can be with 
him then you can maybe get a 
good placing." 
"~The B.C. team is like 
Junior "B'. The national 
team is Junior 'A'. The 
U.S. pro teams are like 
the farm team system. 
And Europe/s the NHL." 
i 
Being on a team gets 
Christensen clothing, partial 
sponsorship for travel expenses, 
access to trainers and 
specialists, and a break on parts 
and tires. 
"But the biggest thing is 
we're riding as a team, so we're 
more of a force during the 
races," he said. " I f  one of our 
riders is way ahead in a 
breakaway, the rest of us can 
work against he pack to slow 
the pack down and improve his 
chances of winning." 
In the seven early spring 
training races Christensen and 
the rest of the ABI team have 
raced in so far, team members 
have won two races and placed 
• ill 
: i ii/~/il :II~II~!I 
second in another. 
ChriStensen --.who will also the European cycling scene. 
ride for the B.C. team this year He compares the  various 
-- is gearing up for events like levels of bike racing to hockey: 
the try.out races later this year "The B.C. team is like Junior 
Mike Christensen 
the other iders who got the nod 
to lead the team in the early 
season races. 
"We try to spread things out 
a little bit -- it's sort of 'I'11 help 
you, you help me' type of 
thing," he explained. 
Eighteen-year-old Rodney 
Henderson --  who was born in 
Terrace - -  is one of the 
country's top junior riders, with 
three national championship 
medals from last year, and is 
also racing with Chdstensen, on 
the ABI team. His brother Paul 
Henderson is racing with the na- 
tional team in Europe, andTer- 
race's Chiron Kantakis is also 
expected to race with ABI this 
season. 
?'It's sort of a tlorthern con- 
nection on our team," remark- 
ed Christensen. 
Christensen was to race over 
the weekend at a 40kin time trial 
in Nanaimo and a 60kin 
criterium in Port Alberni. His 
next big events are Canada Cup 
.nationai-category races in mid- 
May at Calgary and Invennere. 
"The better you do at these 
races, the better chance, you 
have at making national team," 
he added. "Every one of those 
races count." 
"Personally, I hope this'is my 
last yeer on the B.C. team. Next 
year I want to be on the national 
team." ' 
Ultimately, he wantsto make 
3-5. I Shooters - -  at the B.C. con- Kitimat, they also had the most Terrace's Chris Terlesky and for the Pan.American games 'B'. The national team is Junior 
Organizer Chiron Kan- ferenee wheelchair basketball, stamina, he explained. ' Delphene Pereversoff, and a and the world championships. 'A'. The U.S. pro teams are like 
takis said the workshop will chamPionships in Prince *~"We were hot on their trail at Kifi~aat player. "All three of "Most of those 'races include the farm team system. And 
cover topics like group ,, tough races. That's where 1, Christensen says~cycllng is riding, riding position, and George. haiftime, he said. "But we just them have progressed steadily quite hilly cirt:uits - -  tough, Europe is the NHL.,'"/ 
The Rollers - -  playing with couldn't keep up with them." through the year," he said. 
nutrition. Hesaid it's agood [ Terrace s Chris Terlesky/and Kitimat also IosLto Sur-Del .~ . . . . . .  ' personally/excel, r ~.d that's ~ rapidly.gaining POPt~!a y .ua l  
opportunity for st~ting~ycle [ Delphene Pereversoff'~batfled 51;30!in'thel first ~e  of the .~tTeri~kY~scoredrl4rpoints f r where l,lli~:get~help :from :my : comPettttve sportiirl/~ inada, 
racers, fast recreatiohal their way to the final in the six. • t0~riiantent, but then put ti~e ' [~  ~diirl~ the tourney, teammat~'inflle!eariY parts Of 'but it's stili got a Iohg wayto go  
"Chris is 2oing to be excellent," those races.'* , . to I~ecome what it/s~lln~Europe.. 
riders and even triathletes to team tournament Apr. 7, where together a pair of wins --  47-31 p~i-r~ehaua said; "Give him two He'libe one of ABI's two or ')0Per'there theY~gtil w iip:with i
get better, they lost 69-49 to the Shooters. oyer the Prince George Rebels, -r- . . . . .  
.For more informafioncall Rollers player-coach 'Don ahd40-351overOK~Connection o~tht~i~eara~dh~s going to three~kn~ddm.~thoie':raees; ~ i.li.t!i~t~hp,,~:waky ' e/~gt0w! Jp ;~!  . 
Chirotl Kantakis at 638-1228; p,tnoh,,a oo~a hie ,~,~,iti ~me • '~;~:to :~ab:  a~L~! ' record': and be~ia~rfi~!~f ~t!~!l~l~ yet''' " getth~i'$~i~'!:f~i~s0~e~ of. ~! laocXeY, :~i:he sa~i~ :~i;~: !~i~i~!~i 
• _ r ~ ,  
if I'd been fishing myself." food item that is the main istance some species crawl mayfl ies, dragon flies, rod and say, "Any luck?" 
Bike race s tough.play, planned 
- May 18 is expected to attract 
riders from around the pro- 
vince, 
mmber of penalty minutes ~fcalling the a~nbulance guys 
Jon't tell the entire stow. and then watching a player get 
"We received some really up, skate away and not miss a 
]uestionable calls," he said of shift. It was sick." 
~he refereeing, which seemed to The first two games of deal- 
~ttack any kind of physi~d ing with that demoralized the 
play. tea~, he said, and that's when 
The other problem was the the discipline' started going 
opposing teams'tactics of fall- downhi l l .  "They  were 
ing after checks and hits by Ter- frustrated, really frustrated.', 
race players. They were 0-4 through round 
"They were diving con- robin play to finish outof  the 
tinuously, to the extent that the championship round. Terrace 
referees took the Lower won their final game 9-7 against 
Mainland teams aside and 100-Mile House to take ninth 
warned them about it," Smyth place in the tourney. 
said. "They were getting tired . . . .  
Cup 
door season of the men'ssocce/ 
league. 
The first games are expected 
to get underway in early May as 
the fields dry out. 
League spokesman Joe 
Duhen says now is the time to 
sign up, with the deadline for 
registration set for Apr. 28, A 
league draft will take place im- 
mediately after that. 
The cost is $30 per player, 
and registration will be taken 
Saturday in the Skeena Mall. 
Duben said the league will 
again have a schedule of mid- 
week games, playing Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. 
Of the five teams playing last 
year, at least four will return, 
with the fifth T__ an all.native 
team-:-- and two more teams 
players, with the remaining 
players and any new players be- 
ing drafted..  
c r.lers U 
,spiel 
J 
fromGreenviUe b ing possibles. 
The returning teams will be : '  
a l lowed to protect seven 
pitting the 'A' z~nd 'B' event 
finalists ngaimt each other - -  
Bazansky again came out on 
top, defeating Brise. 
Terrace's Dennis Williams 
skipped his team t o victory in 
'C' eventgot  past Terrace's 
Malcolm Baxter ink in the semi 
before going on tocruise by 
Hazelton's DonHunt  in the 
final. 
In::"D' event it was Rob 
Brown of Prince Rupert oyer 
Ken Pratt of Smlthers, Brown 
eliminated ~Dave ~,Fatkvam's 
Terrace foizrsome in the 
4 t semifinal. ~ B i action saw 
Hazelton's Folden rink .beat 




Gwynne Dyer, noted 
author, journalist and CBC 
commentator speaks of 
post Cold War and Gulf 
War topics. 
m'~THE~OFANV 
~~e.c .  
Organizer Chiron Kantakis: 
said it'll be a road race and time 
trial on the Nags high#ay bet- 
ween here and Rosswood. 
Riders from as far away as 
Victoria will probably Come, he 
said, because it will be aCanada 
Cup.points race: The road race.~ 
will~l~ a l l0-kil0metre senior 
men's race and a' 70-kUometre 
women's race. 
Anyone ,~vanting more infor- 
mation on the race (or. 
volunteering to help run it) can 
call .Chiron Kantakis at 
638-1228. 
Wed.. April 17 
7:30 p.m. 
R.E,M;:'Lee Theatre 
• Free Admission;, 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 17, 1991 - Page B5 
i 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COACHES CONFERENCE 
.&  KITIMAT MINOR SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
,~ Presents  "~ 
AN EVENING WITH. 4{ 
VANCOUVER 86'ERS - John Catlifl 
. MVP - -  Canadian Soccer League.  
OLYMPIC SWIMMER- Mark Tewksbury 
- ,  Current World Record Ho lder .  
CHRIS JOHNSON PETER USHER ERIC KING 
Coach of Coaches Sport Psychology Vice President 
Coaching Assoc. 
of Canada 
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO MEET THE STARS 
Fr iday ,  Apr i l  19  
- ~ . 7 -  1.0 P.M. / :  
Mt; El izabeth Theatre 
(Or Riverlodge Recreation .Centre) 
ADULTS $8.00 + GST STUDENT$4.00+GST 
. TICKETS AT RIVERLODGE RECREATION CENTRE 
~ BIITllCT OF KITIMAT RECRBTION IEIPARI~tEIfr 
RNERLOI)GE RECREATION CENTRE 632-3161 
[ '~-~: r .~ .  Ct 6ill, local! British 
~r;(, c6iumbia ~:oi:6h Service Uis- 
~|~ : trict Office for information on 
l fire safety for forest homes and burning 
permit requirements. 
Help fight wildfires by calling the 
operator and asking for our toll-free fire 
reporting number, Zenith 5555. 
Let's all work together to protect our 
forests from wildfire. 
1~ Ministry of Forests 
u . . . . . .  ~l~la= t '~ . l~ i l r l l=  R inhrnond.  Minister 
  Terrace P'- eaks Gymnastics Club Brick Sales "THANK YOU 
Notice To Our Club Sponsors! 
You represent the "l:iUllalng uiocKu UUplJurting our new gymnastics ~acillty at~acnea zo 
the Thornhill Community Centre! 
THANK YOU!  
PLATINUM BRICK GOLD BRICK SILVER BRICK BRONZE BRICK 
Aim:Wood Contracting 
Jennifer Neves 
Ev's Mens Wear Paul & Karin Clark Roy Alaric 
:,:~Twin River Electric ~ ,. Northern Motor Inn' , N & E Kontic 
~ '~~ I sa Be~in" ~ ~ Gerald & Day !eggy's i::Dale ~,j,~ii~:l Driving Schoo & Cod • - ~, .... ,. 
;.iiii~i~im &.Vivlan Steele ~-~,. ~,,~ ~,, ~;:,~,~,:~, ~:. :, ...~,.: Ma0reen &.P 
i : ' ,  ~(~9 ~. :~ ,: :~ . . . .  
i 
• " i:: Stan:dardiiW~die~aY , . . . . . . .  i~age B6:~: Temce April 17,  1991 
, ,:,: i r / ' / /  EAL" 
: , ' .  ( 




i .. . ~- , , ~,~, , , ,~ : :  ',~,~ : :~ ~ -"~f,~ .,, ,~ • 
1 
• ! 
• quo? I Looking for the uni 
for the unique? room. To finish off this level,~l Looking 
Check out this custom built, 3 we have a 2 pce/bath and a l l  
bedroom home; located in an den (11.5 X 14.2). : l 
above average area. A 3 level The third level has an open [ ]  
house with full above-ground balcony overlooking the l iv-i  
additional] ingroom with 
overhead windows. The 
master bedroom islarge l 1.2 x 
15.89 with. i~atio doors to, a 
f ront  ~,deck:: The'"' OtlieF 
bedroom is l 1.5 x il.6 and 
also has iis own patio facing' 
the rear 'of the house. The 4 
pce :bath is central to, both 
bedrooms. 
The driveway is paved and 
there is a large adjoining 
garage withworkshop space. 
The rear of the lot is very 
private and overlooks moun- 
tainside. With an asking price 
of only $104,5001 
• I f  you would care to view 
this unique home please call 
Joyce Findlay at Realty World 
- -  Lakelse 638-0268 or at 
home 635-2697. 
BUNGALOW LIFESTYLE ! 
Welcoming southside home with 
family values. Positioned with care 
on 1,1 acres, single owner, Space 
for expansion. Gas heat, hardwood 
floors, eat,in kitchen, 4 BN2 baths, 
Large lot. $81,9Q0 EXC, Call Bren. 
da 
VIEW-S ITE  CHARM 
CounW knock.out. Split entp/ranch 
standing on 4.72 acres, mountain 
views. Space for expansion, 2 
fireplaces, gas heat, hardwood 
fleers, formal dining room, 5 OR, 
fencing. (910007) Gord Hamilton 
$96,500 Exclusive 
on 20 x 200 lot. Natural gas heat 
family room, appliances, fully fenc- 
ed. A super buy at only $53,500 
MLS Verne Ferguson 625-3389 
basement. 
The front entrance, on the 
ground level has a feature wall 
of riveL~ock. A bedroom and 
t~'lat;~ry/storage room area 
also on this floor. 
On the main level we find a 
massive river rock fireplace 
which creates a feature wall in 
both livingroom and kitchen. 
The livingroom is further 
enhanced by vaulted ceil ings 
and large windows. A very 
bright and spacious area; with 
overlooking view of the sur- 
rounding mountains. 
The kitchen has an eating 
bar and many built in ap- 
t pliances. There is a deck off 
the kitchen which extends the 
length of the home. Adjacent 
to the kitchen is the dining 
BUNGALOW COZINESS 
Lovely Cupperslde home providing 
fireside comfort. Newly decorated, YOUR NEW BREAM HOME 
Quiet street, Room for expansion, Beautiful new home with bay win. 
Gas heat, carpeting, workshlp, car. dew In sunken living room. Kitchen 
nor lot, $69,500 MLS (910023) 'with centre Island, family roam off 
Brenda kitchen, super large master 
bedroom and much more. Only HILLTOP VIEW 
Terrific 2 Storey. Freshly decorated. 
3 fireplaces, formal dining room, 4 
RR/3 baths. PLUS "Fencing "Gas 
heat. master suite 454 sq. ft,, 
jacuzzi, 9as fireplace, 4 poe. en. 
suite "$149,900" (910060) Joyce 
REDUCED ' 
Engaging Kelth Estates residence 
with real personality. Great family 
area, gas heat, fencing, 3 BR/I-4 
poe. baths. ALSO "Near schools - 
bus. Move in now. $49,900 
(900156) Call Jeyce Findlay EXC 
635-2697 
$129,900 MLS. Veme (900098) 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
60 x 400 lot, Small house on pro. 
perry. Call Juyce for details, 
635.2697 EXC. $20.000 (910002~ 
• ~'~, 
A MUST SEE!  
Unrivaled 2 storey. 3 BPJ4 pce. 
baths, PLUS "Near schools - 
shops. "Gas heat "Deck "ParfiaUy 
finished basement *Modem kitchen 
• Carpeting. Lovely family home in 
great area. °$99,500 ° (910033) 
Gordon Hamilton 635-9537 
Verne FerguBon Brenda Erickson Gordon HamlltBn 
635,3389 638.1721 635,9537 
"Quarter  Cheese'oi Big 'Ma©:: : i i  
- Large Fries ' - :  : : I :  
-Regular  SoftOdRk . i re :  
-- Sundae : : '  ,i.::.: i 
Compliments of McOonaid's : ~,i: : l  
In a 61ear record ofdel iv~w i 
and a job Well doneyouye , i  
earned a FREE McHapPy  Hi 
Meal. .'-= "- " .":~":~;:l: , 
Brent Tugwell : i : : : :  I • ' , .  . ;, :':'~,.~')~,,~ 
STAN  R I,: 
• COUHTRY DEL~HT 
Old Rome home boasting space 
aplenty on 118 acres. Kitchen ap- 
pliances included, woodburnlng 
stove, deck, well water. Prime 
growing land, Ideal for truck farm. 
"$76,500" (900159) Call Joyce 
FIndley MLS 635-2697 
163.70 x 466 I 
Approximately 1.75 acres. Zoned l
RI. Horseshoe. Room for 4 average I 
city lots, plus one laroe lot. Pdced [ 
at $50,000. Call Joyce Findlay for 
more details. 635.2697 (900074)i 
MLS 
l V IEW Sf fE  SENSATION Club-area exocuUve custom, 2 
storey on 2,24 acres, only one 
owner, mountain views. Formal din- 
ing room, foyer, den, walk.in 
closets, c~.unby kitchen, circular 




VERY SECLUDED PLUSES 
1v~ storey cottage with spectacular 
Lakes de West side Lakelse.Lake 
v~ews. ~ehab~d, s=ndlng on t,5/ 
acres, lake/mountain views. Woo(- 
burning stove, fishing. Move in Im-i 
mediately. $32,500. Verne 
Ferouson 635.3389 MLS (910021) 
For ONLY $42,500, why not buy 
your own space, Nestled In the 
woods en 2 acres, a delightful 
trailer offers - 4 bedrooms - 1 &. 
Vz baths -- 4 appliances . F~' 
details please call Joyce FIndlaYl 
(635.2697) 900216 
ROADSIDE SCREENING DEVICES 
FIT IN THE PALM OF 
ANY POLICE OFFICER'S HAND... 
"A"N'Y T IME. , : .~  AN..___~HERE IN B.C. 
a l l  Mothem-T~Be 
I If there is a baby on the way, you'll - 1,013 sq, ft. - N,G, heat 
I want to attend welcome wagon's - 3 bedrooms - Fenced yard 
- Single garage 
I': baby Shower. l Asking $54,500 MLS 
l RURAL ACREAGES 
:sunday, April21 1 I '  
: Inn of The West 
me.oPen al  iso p.m. 
• i:ii! '•- • - - .  
living room and kitchen, tour ap- 
pliances and natural gas heat. 
Available for quick possession. Call 
Gordie Otson for your appoiotment 
to view. Asking $31,500 MLS 
LOWDOWN PAYMENT 
S,onluded.'sn'mll acreaga with ro,~l 
de~/elopment and buiMIng site. Ideal 
:for ~future investment or Just the 
spot for':your new ,Mine, High 
asdumable: mortgage: makes this 
4;4:acres yours wlth'a low down 
payment.'For more Info, call G~die 
Olson Pdcad at $25,900 
JUST REDUCED 
This large 1,600 sq, IL family home 
In the Horseshoe with many extras 
has been reduced to $105,00Q. A 
must to See for these who'need lots 
A CUT ABOVE 
- 2,100 sq. It. --Basement 
- 3 Bedrooms - 2~/z baths ' 
- A quality home 
Asking $164,900 MLS 
THORNHB6HTR '
This executive split.level home has 
so much to offer your famllyi 1,992 
sq, ft, on 3 levels plus full base. 
meat, Kitchen W th I~sakfast ersa. 
Family room :4 bedrooms :3 ha. ths, • 
20 x 22 garage; Vlnyl and brlcK ex,!: 
tedor, A ~ ly  6ho~e' horne::ln, a 
choice subd vision, Call Jim today 
about thiS', home:prlcedi at. 
$137 000; EXCLUSIVE ~ : :  !, : .  
of rooml Call Shaunce for more In workshop Well worth checking dot . . . . . . . . . .  ~. ~ i  
" ' ' O pr ivacy  MOre  I f l l o rmauo I17  Cal l  TOld . 
,o,.a,on. s : ..... m` . .Lis,.=$,85000 S ' l 
"' Y SPP~ ' i :  ; .... . . . . .  .: i!n 
' m 
• HORSESHOE BUN6ALOW 
Spacious 1,600 sq, It, bungalow 
located close ,to schools In the 
Horseshoe. Large counby-style kit: 
ChaR. Separate dining room. Two 
bedrooms plus nurseff. 1V= baths. 
Natural gas' : 'heat. Detached 
I 
REVEHUE S ITE/BED & I I  
• BREAKFAST? :'~ : ' i  
This homo has many. pesslbUltles. [ ]  
with swimming pe~, jacuz~ and,Tie 
sauna. 1,400 sq, ft. of living area i,m 
and. 7,000 sq, ft. o1, enclosed 
.... MOBILE HOMEUVINS: , /HVESTMEI~GPEDIAL ' I , : .  : ' ' ' " 
Just north of Terrace we have for Check o.t ~ 14 x 64; 3 bedroum : ~ 2 bedroom 5~ .With 2 I .~ FAWr.A8..TIC ..PAH.OR..AMA; ~U 
sale 2'acrsages, One Of them is 16 mobile set up In a mobile home bedroom Suite in the , '~enL  J " Ineve~o!rec.u~tne. vlew_Lr~m, ts:i'JB 
plus acres ln slze and the second ls ¢oort. Afloedableatonly$24,OOO, Good ncomeretum~onn, tpaesuPl ~. ,nY~e va.ms.~co-;IL'a.~res,'i 
10 plos,acre~ In size: F~' maps or MLS Call Slmunce for more Informa, . this great little revenue p~pperty n ,I ,~.. a.l~c, ieares, A.~. ,ix~ r.~mnolne ' i  
more Information, please give Hans tier . . . .  . . . .  town Ca Gordte Olson today; Only I w m vuil easement. LISreO ~bU UOg . : i  
a call. Asking $20,900 each. MLS " ' ' 54 900 MLS " "" ' ' ' MLS Call Ted 635 5619 ,, IMMACULATE HOME $ . . . .  - • [ - "  . . . . .  " ~. • 
• "'~ ' ]~:" ~- ' ' :~  ' [ Thls 5 badroom home Is located In a '  ' ' ~ r % " , q "q . . . .  l ' ' *  ' . + = 4 F : i 
" ~: "' ' .... ' :::: PRIVACY PLUS nov=u,= iMvI:AI'MEHI' .: [ pdme location, The Inside features, L " = :: " " :' '~ :: :1. :: 8000 STARTER WITH " :1  
. . . . . . . . . . .  hr I ' I - . i "  RESiOENTiAL LOTS C~k o~t ~s 5 year ~ quality .. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- .,,-,'-- ucated in I 3 bat oats, flnls~ basement, WELL MAiNTAiNED AND ON . .:~ . . :  . ..... ::.:,; bolltl;250sq.IL4bedreomsfam'. . .  . lent,l!Gmen~ul~a~e  .st~ora~s:ll~mh~,~ . .  : ' . ,  " ,,  . . . .  . C,ose to the downtown• core we lyl~omeon66aue's, Featureslarge r l~:H~re~oe: .~d"S:~:~:¢~ ,Tl~l::s.12,xL,~!~oblPleAhDom:e!~a: a~js&o~al 
have 66..,22 .d bat=a. : 
one 85' x 122' clewed and level lea~re w~l central bdcktlmplace, sde. Natural gaS, heat. Exco_ i .~.~..~ . . . . . . . . . . .  - ..... [ 12 'x :53 fl~sMd eddlUe,, two: I A12 x l §  wl~ghea~ds hMz,,-;' I 
ant ~u . . . . . . . .  mint condlUon w, ,rw,,=..,mo'o=,, "1 . . . .  0 of ~e l r  =""" i  IocaUOn and a end Inves~n • - sundocks, and an expand , I : res~onUal Io~, ranging In pdce TNs:home~amuet~ewIfyou g ~ l t  n November of1990 a'~s on 
f r~n $14,900 to $19,000, F~ am lathe market for acmage. C~. tndeyfor Y ~rappdntment tg-v-iew I ~'..-.nc- for ,A m~to~,c~, ]  i fl~ng morn, L~d $25000 MLS, I "aT§x lOOl~ Used at $2g,900 I tHs ~opedy pdce~ at $105 ouu ""=" '= 0. =pvu~..,,..~ , v  Call •SO . . . . . .  ' '  k more Information, pisese give us a Gordie 0son for your appointment. I vew $96,000 MLS I . . . .  . MLS, Call Ted now at 635.5619 call~ MLS • F[ic'~ at $99,800 MLS ' • EXCLUSIVE, I ' , 'i " " . . . . .  t ' , ' • 
Carol McOowan Stan Parker . Jim Duffy Laude Forbes : HaW McOowan Gordon OIson Hans Staoh Shaunce Krulsselbdnk TedGamer i; 
706,22SB 636.1S46 636.S/S9 • 79S.2266 635-4031 : 6SH68S_ 63S-63|2 ,, 
1 
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HOME PLANt: 
o.'fi-t'l-iff .R  = i ; 
3Or, OH2096 ~-i-1 [ t5-6  X 9 .6  : :' 
CARPORT ~ " ~Lt ' ? '5  X 26 96 .  ,,: ~, 
i 
, , - , , , , o . ,o  . , , - . , , , -  
. . x . .  . . . .  . . , x , . ,  
- o I 
.J - 
UTILITY : a~thi,")F l_ ~ -  ' - ' FuturEREc. mO, 
. . . -q* -m . . . .  
• FUTURE BR 
L . . . . . . . . . . .  
Basement Floor 
,i 
• : .  ::.." 
• m@ " 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ,-# 
. : ' : .  , . . 
¢Ids is our budget value loader 
...a simple, no nonsense, low 
I re design ideal as a spec ,  
~tarter :or  re t i rement  home. 
~- , ;~ ~Al l :  rooms are a good size 
: : : i~!~; : : : : /~v ' I th  ~ p lenty  of  c loset  space. 
.:! ,i::: .~::i .~  : ;The  combined  k t tchen  and  
~:?:"  : ; :  i:dlking area  g ives  p lenty  of 
i:.:@i::;•~:::~;i~'~q0m: fo r  e i ther  fami ly  o r  
":!~{!;:~i i,.i i i--fdrmal : d in ing.  Downsta i rs ,  
ii:~:},?)i! :,::::: "':::we have suggested ' a layout 
~:~i:~!ii:!,-.~i;for future deve lopment  which 
~(, :~; : i  i~ ~ incl~des~:p, flane 'for "a ,bedroom.  ~ 
":':?:~:!:; '~::: rec~o'a~l~'n ~od~n, • ~"5~ih~;~m 
: : ~ : : ' !  and~utiUtylstorage area. No- 
)i~;: :!: ' tics you can access the base- 
;:; : ment  f rom .the carpor t  as 
:::i:: : , well as the front foyer.  
:~  :-:: :: ; : 




3207 Munroe,  Terrace 
635-6273 
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BUY HOW 
Interest rates down, pdces up. 
Don't delay. Consider this 3 
L~m bungalow in town. N,G. 
heat, 1,000 sq. ft., carport. 
Asking $49,900 MLS, 
SmEAOOm 
With this 1,270 sq. ft, 4 brm 
full bsmt home with n,g. Love. 
ly 360 x 144tL tot with 
preliminary approval for a 5.lot 
subdivision. Asking $69,000 
MLS 
FOR THE 6ROWING 
' FAMILY 
Pdme Horseshoe location on 
Scott Ave. Large family home 
backing onto Skeena fleM. 
Width: 45L0"  
Depth :  26 ' -0"  








Associate Broker Network 
PLENTY OF TLC 
is reflected in this cozy, one owner 
family home on McRae Crescent. 
Continuously up.graded including 
roof, bathroom, carpeting, landacap- 
,ing, windows, nat. 0~s .fireplace. A
great location and all the comforts, 
4 bdrms., den, 2 baths, paved rive, 
landscaped yard. Asking $102,500 
CORNER OF KEffH AND 
MOLITOR 
200' frontaoe on Keith Ave. and 
400' frontage on Molitor SL Large 
timbered property approx. 1.84 
acres, Zoned for light industrial use. 
Two older homes on property cur. 
rently rented to oH;set the homing 
costs, High exposure high trefl[c 
area, Pdme ~ t  location,. 
HIGH PROFILE THORNHILL 
LOT 
Excellent exposure, and access 
available to this just under an acre 
lot, located next to Thomhgl Subaru 
Main F loor .  819 sq. f t .  
Basement  Floor:. 768 sq. f t .  
on the Highway access road. Site is 
cleared and ready for development, 
Asking $98,000 MLS 
1~ , '  
BUNGALOW PLUS 
3 brm homo on Ve acre in 
town. Large sundeck, soparata 
garage area, plenty of room for 
future development, Inside Is 3 
brms, n,g, fireplace', all in 
1,040 sq, ft, $64,900 MLS 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX 638-1172 
• TRADE UP 
to this Immaculate modem 
home. Vendor will c~sider 
: your trade on this fantastic 
home: 1,935 sq; ft, in Belong 
Cres. EXCLUSIVE 
• , Sl"Anme OUT? 
3 him, ¾ basement ho~ 
the Hmeshce. T,l~llt~o I I  ~.  ~ IS in 
• ! ' 'r " " ~ I I  N.G,, 2 fireplaces, 4 brms, $64 660~Ou~ enl~ this 
[ ]  (could be 5) ; ,Roomy ; hema&la~oefennedyardthis 
r;" : LlconsodPromlsos [ ] .  sundecklcarport. Asking sI~ng;MLS 
I I  SENIORS:DAY 
I SonlOr Cit izens receiVE 
I 10% off menu pr ices 
: I : :  ::, Monday ,o s,t= .y 
: lli!:!i~• !iiT:a;m,. 0:30 p,m, 
::: !:!~•: : :;;Sunday :&,Hnildlyi 
I . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
INVESTMENT LOCA'nON 
vz acre comer lot for sale zoned R6 
Medium Density, suitable for Multi- 
Owelling or Duplex. Asking 
$34,000 and located In south side 
of town. 
RVE BEDROOM HOME IN 
THE 60'S 
Give it a little TLC and this will 
make antce homo in on affordable 
price range~ There!is a full 2 bedr. 
suite downstairs to help with the 
payments, plus 3 bdrs upstairs 
Located on almost one acre lot on 
Krumm Rd. In'Thornhill. Call now for 
more details. Asking $69,900 MLS 
CLOSE TO SHOPPING 
Older home located at 4509 Greig 
Avenue, 2 bedrooms, natural gas 
heat, utility porch, on concrete 
piles, presently rented $485 per 
month. Priced at $38.500 MLS 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
~mmercial building on 4600 Block 
Lakalse. Lower level currently leas. 
ed. 2,600 sq, ft. main level and 
1~800 sq. fU-on~.tim upper level. 
Natural gas :tired."hot water heat. 
Excellent holding properlyl MLS 
KALUM LAKE DR, - 
ACREAGE 
Located just past Dutch Valley, 
16.07 acres, froctJng on Kalum 
Lake Drive. Timbered with road ac- 
cess into the property. Signs 
posted, Asking $39,900 MLS 
GET AWAY FROM ff ALL 
Be a weak.end farmer on this 136 
acre property located on Highway 
16 approx. 15 miles east of Cedar. 
vale. Some cleared land. strawbar. 
N 
. . . . . . . .  , , , , . , , , , . , ,Nffy Ides, raspberries and an unfinished 
v¢~emcm ur runno  Ihouse. Price $55 OO0 
Downtown apartment blocki 
remodelled In 1981, 11 • onel 
bedroom suites with 4 poe, bath, 1 ONE LEVEL LIVING 
fddga & stove in each. Basement] A well developed home with iota el 
has laundry area, stereos and fur.ispace given to living and work 
ther potential for development inthe ] areas. Convenient laundry room off 
unfinished area. FinancialJ kitchen and large utility room comes 
statements ava abe Vendor willing l in handy. Double.sized lot with car. 
to look at a house as part of paY-iPort and 'storage shed. $63,900 
taunt. MLS I MLS • 
Ralph Godlloski Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffln 
638-4980 035-5784 R,I.(B.C.) 
035.04g4 
COUNTRY RANCHER 
Cul-de-sac location, no thru 
traffic. Perfect setting for rais. 
Ing your family, Custom built 4 
bnn, 2 patl'~'oom home has all 
the extras, Irg. ensuita, fan), 
room off kitchen, solid oak 
cabinets throughout. $1!~n"  
8at., Apd120 1:!-2 p.m. 
Join Suzanne for a look at tNs 
2 yr. new family home situated 
In a goed celghhourhood. 3 
hmls, 2 baths plus so much 
more to offer. Stop by for a 
peek at this EXCLUSIVE 
listing. $99,900 
600D T INS  
Do come in small packages. 
This is ~ of themt Cute.& 
cozy sbular will fill your needs 
& your wnlisti 2 brms up, 1 I 
down & hg. coon W style kit- I 
chert, Separate 16 x 20 .  I, 
wndglhop in the b~k & plenty [ 
of room for a garden. Call I. 
so=nne~' de~. $58,000 I 
MLS : ; .... I-- 
MODERN DESIGN 
and quality constmctisn make 
this newer home a special 
item. 2 x 6 frsmlng, vinyl win. 
daws and hot water heat are a 
ireat combination for economy 
and comfort. Fabulous curved 
kitchen layout has an obun. 
dance of oak cabinets. Call Joy 
to view. $129,500 EXCI.. No 
GST 
HEW HOME WITH 
DRAMATIC FLAIR  
Situated in a roy pdvate set- 
ring off Westvisw,'TNs 3 
bedroom home has 2 x 6 COn. 
;tructlon, vaulted :cetiings, 
curved oak bannis~ stal~ay, 
jaeuzzi tub and a largo bdOht 
kitchen. Listed at $129,500, 
No GST. Call Joy. EXCL;-, 
BEAT THE 8PtigN6 RUSH 
- westview ma 05x144( It. 
rug) $15,500 " ," g'! ' 
-NO, 46 Balsam cul-de:soc 
$17,900, Call ;Joy : 
?O 
Joe Barbosa Christel Godlinsk] 
835-5604 635.5397 
ONE OF A KIND 
Bright, modem two storey homo, 
located on an acre on Graham Ave., 
under 4 years old, oak kitchen 
large sundeck over double carport, 
2 bedrooms up and 1 'down, 2 
baths, basement finished, 2 x 6 
construction, twin seat windows, 2 
bay windows, well Insulated, rural 
setting yet serviced with city 
utilities• Asking $107,500 MLS 
THORNHILL -- HIGHWAY 
FRONTAGE 
zoned highway commercial this 1.2 
acre parcel of lan~ is one of the last 
remaining highway frontage proper- 
ties in the fast developing area of 
ThornhilL Located on the highway 
access road this lot provides high 
visibility and easy access. Asking 
$59,900 MLS 
STEP INTO LINE... 
to view this cathedral entrance 
home. Centrally located in the 
Horseshoe area. 1,172 sq. ft., six 
bedrooms, tug basement with suite, 
two washrooms, garage - all on a 
76'x132' lot. Asking $79.900 MLS 
i . 
SEMI-RURAL SETTING 
Great for the owner/operator. 
1,392 sq. ft. full bsmt. home in 
top condition on .44 acre lot 
with attached garega. Plenty of 
paved paddno & 24 x 30 shop 
with 10' door & pit. Asking' 
$130,000. EXCLUSIVE. Call 
Joy 
ONE OF THE BEST 
In Its price range, 4 brm 3,1evel 
spilt with main floor family 
room & fireplace. Dining room 
& spacious kitchen nook. Well 
developed % bsmt, n.g. heat & 
attached ouble garage. Ask. 
Ing $119,900 MLS, Call Joy. 
CONSIDERING BUiLDiNG? 
Then chock this out first, 
6.month old 4 bnn home 
situated on quiet noo.thru 
street on ,the Bench. The 
newest design features & 
quality construction are evi. 
dent In this 1.640 sq. ft, full 
bamt home, Call Dick Evans. 
MLS, Call Joy. 
NEW USTliNG 
Condo located close to Skocna 
Mall. 3 brms, new flooring, 
Recently balnted. In vary good 
. condition. Avallabis for quick 
possession. Asking $39,500. 
MLS Call Dave NOWl 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
Viable business located in NeW 
Hazelton'. Showing a good 
return, Sales:& service, Motor. 
cycles, RV's, snowmobiles, 
power sews, garden equip. 
taunt, hunting & fishing sup .  
plies. Land & building. For 
more cedous enquldce, call 
Dave. MLS 
JUST LISTED 
12 x 68 mobi e home. 3 brms, .  
2 f n shed addUons, n,o. heat; / i i  
Set up in local park. Asking. 
$8,800. MLS. Call Dave NOWI ::: 
;4650 LAKELSE AVE. 
• . - " - . ' ' . ' -  . '  • • . " ' i ? ; ,  
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| CUSTOM BUILT BOATS m BOAT REPAIRS - -  EVINRUOE DEALER I I " " . . . .  " i' i: / ! :  'i~ 
I ALU. NUM ~BR,CAT, ON -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES I ~ !'~'~":/'" ~;!!~! [ 
I RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR I :, ~;f ':'~ '/;"; I : ; :  
| " ' ' ~ ,  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I . , ' , ' , , ,  . i .  I T  ~::: : i!i~ 
I._.~: . ~ ~  J,MNEID I 
I g J .~2:h lW- - - -  / (604) 635-3478' I :!:;~,;:: i i l i :: ,: :':::;,~ 
4575 LOWR E AVENUE : ' :  : "  : '~  : ; :~r :  :': ' :  ~;i __....J" . . . . . . .  
I i ; "ALUMINUM'FABRiCAT ION- -  GAS TANKS- -  TOOL ii3OXES : : t '  
- - _ _ . . , . ,  , ,-~e~e..,,~, a ,  , O I~ I=/ '~ IA I  I " .  RUNNINGBOARDS-- BOX I IN I : 'R~_  in  I:'r _C:l-II:'a~ " 
SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  
i $ i¢A9  5 ANY3 ROOMS 
I I *  ANY SIZE 
___ 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING ....
635 -'.3944 
• lIN  BOARDS - -   LI E S lOFT. SHEAR 
' ' :: : ": : "  r ~ " ~ ,  200TON METAL BENDII 
" : : :  ; ~ ~ t _ ~  ~,.I~L_. : .  :: i 
' 4575 LOWRiE  AVENUE:  !';: :':: '< : I : :  
: .TERRACE, B.C. V8G3Y8 ' ' : :~ . :  : :!:" : ::':i 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS 
• V .H .F .  & U .H .F .  Rad ios  
i £~~/  * Portable Radio's 
..... • Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
•., *. Scales - 
I DI... N 
LAND MOBILE  RADIO 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No. 4-5oo~ po~ 638-0261 
I 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
• Directors:  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
~,o,,' P~:~ 24 HOUR ;~ 
& monum" Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat. Smithers 635.2444 • ~.,o,,, ~o~,,c. 
& Prince Ruped A~so¢iaI*on 
I This space available to advert ise  . , l  
I your business or service centre! ; l 
I L -  
14647 L :ze l leZ  638-SAVE ! 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, 
Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Ume, Grout, 
Sono Tubes, Blast ingSand and Many Other' 
.:<:;.:: • : Construction Supplies. :. :,~,.;. • ::i 
:/-:':i : " A l so  Available, Sand and GroveL.-: .,: .,~ " 
• Concrete * Screened Top So i l  
751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 636-3936 or 638-8477 
This space available to advert ise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I TERRACE STA:N,PA:R  
4647 La;elle Avenue. " 638-SAVE 
SIMONS CONSTR UCTION 
Carpentry - Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. Malcolm Slm0ns 
Ten'ace, B.C. Journeyman Carpenter 
V8G 4Z3 Ph. 635-7724 
PHONE 635-4997 




& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MANCURES • MAIQ-UP  * FAC/AJ3 
• ,~CULP/U,~'D NIULS • PF.DK:U~S 
• B~DY& FACIAL HAIR'REMOVAt. 
R.US 
TANNING & TONING 
Total Beauty & Fitness Core 
This space available to advertise 
your business or  service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
 T m acE STANDARn l 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 63S-SAVE 
Thornhili Electric 
. Residential & Commercial Wiring 
* 24  hr. Answering Service 
• • Service Calls our Specialty 
• 635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 
Rick McCmron 
Proprblor 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~ Jan 
434e L~ko,.e A,,.. Te,a,e. 6.c. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
1111111 e lBMI I . . I  ! I  ~ 
TRANSPORTATION . , '  :"~:: 
=--S YS TEMS. L TO.--= , . . . .  . :,,':!: 
Dally freight service ex Vano~uvM i : )  
I TEL:m04)635.2;'28 " ' :~ 
RICHARD STEELE FLOORING 
,,Spe©lsllzlng In Complete Flooring Installations" 
-- Carpet•, vinyl, tile and hardwoods 
-- Residential and Commercial 
. ~ .  SERVING TERRACE AND AREA FOR 2S YEARS 
/ t r~~. .  " :  635-7466 
OO 2H7 
2 i:/~ ;i 
IRON U MTN' 
LOG WORKS 
Any~ ~m Hay eam~ Cat/'w~. Wood St~ 
~ Rc~c st~r~ Ray~ar~.  
.... FREE ESTIMMES 
• " : . R ,R .  3 ,  ~o  x 15 ,  KMum l&  Dr .  Tmm~,  B ,C ,  VaG 4 m  
....... 635'4800'  ' 
• F~ ~'~R AN F ~ ...... This space available to advertise 
L,,~...'%:~?." " " "  "-" your business or service centre! 
FUN L HOME,:::, CaHanyone of our Adver~,si . ,  Ca.suRants todayl 
Sex 247. ~ith#rs~B.C. • 847-2441 ,..,., ~i~, . . : , . . / ,~ ,~, . .  
e,o~..,ona~ ou~ ~" ~:~. . . :  ~ ,.. , ; '  " , "  "';.... -. " .  . . . . . .  ::~: .  , .~[  " '  " "~'"=""i""C"""~: / ": ' ~ . .  . . . . . . . .~ . ........ : . ' .'] 
amol~l markers : : ;~ ' i , ,  ~'~ "~. Me ria ~ii  ::
:crematlon :-"'"": :' " " <::': ~' 
t 
• HOlmS " ,~ ,~ 
:'HJ-F,~DAY TO BA .TURDAY ~, , ,~ , : ;  
18 a.m..Noon X p.m.- 5p.m, ........ 
S~lallzing In VCR and ,,, :~ . . . .  
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1, Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
-Imately 900 so, are feet. Available for sale on 
'4,24 acres of leased recreational property 
, acated on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
m es South of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
17, Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
18, Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20, Pets & Livestock. 31, Auction Sales 
21, Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
22, Careers 33, Travel 
23, Work Wanted 
1. Real Estate 
HOUSE FOR SALE, Near hospital, school and 
park. 1,200 sq, It,, 3 Ixlnn, basement, rented 
basement suite, large lot with outbuildings 
and garden, fruit trees. Phone 635-2489 
3p52 
WANTED TO BUY. House, cabin or lot at 
Lakelse Lake, call 638-1663 2p52 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY BUILDER. New 3 
bedroorn, full basement, 1,225 sq. It,, 2 full 
baths, double garage, Full price $125,000 
635.3093 4p52 
ACREAGE CLOSE TO TOWN. 4- 5 acre Icta, 1 
- 50 .acre lot with potential gravel pit, Hydro 
available, $35,000 for everything or vendor 
will carry. 1.692-7658 eve, 4p52 
GRANISLE: HOUSE 3 bedrooms, master 
bedroom ensuite, renovated kitchen, lull base- 
ment (unfinished), Sauna by the lake. On .9 
acre' lot. Priced at $45,000. Willing Io take 
any reasonable offer. Interested persons call 
1-353-7358 eves, @52 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE. Close to 
schools and town, Ensuite, also household 
furniture for sale, 635-2153, Serious en- 
- pane stove cook stove and propane lighting, quirles. 4p52 
+Fl~¢Opboards and interior water system. - -  
i,+ ,,,, + we,,. *,ko has pd.at, a,, s+ ol+"a; 
• ' I ' ra : #asmno,.+ +~u 9 t ~ "~. "1 
3398.8266 days or 398•7470 +venlngs, Lease ~ mankt la  Mama+ 
~ls assumable or available for purchase from =-, n ,  uu l ,~  a=m,.tp~ 
the B,C, Government, 44ttn 
GRANISLE - 4 LEVEL SPLIT. 4 bedroom 
home, One full bath, 2 1/s baths, family room 
with fireplace RSF wondstove. Large lut 
. $39,000 080. Call 697-2463 4p49 
WANTEDI 1,200 sq. ft, home with small 
shoplgarage on private 1 acre plus lot, Must 
be an ideal situation. Box 134, Terrace, 
VgG 4A2 4p49 
RESIDENTIAL LOT on Walnut Street (Thor- 
nheighta) $16,900. Also light industrial lot on 
Greig Avenue, $32,500, Call 635.2148 
4p49 
IMMACULATE 5 BEDROOM HOME, Prime loca- 
tion (Horseshoe) 1,000 sq. ft. Fully finished 
basement, paved driveway. In 70's. Sedoas 
enquiries only, 635.6154 4p50 
IDEAL FOR BED & BREAKFAST. One Of a kind 
home, 6 bedrooms, 21/z baths, 5 acres with 
highway frontage. 635-5061 4p50 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY. 30 acres Iron. 
tags on Highway 16 and Skeena River. 2 
acres, level land with well and hydro. 
635.5061 ' ,  4p50 
SPRING CREEK DRIVE. Lot 10, s/~ acre view 
let. For more into. call 638-1414 after 5 p,m. 
4P50 
LOT FOR SALE (quiet cul.de.sac) Asking 
$12,0U0, Wtll use for down payment on home 
: or will build to suit. 635.6230 4p51 
, PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq. It, custom design. 
'~ ed rancher on landscaped lot in Phase til of 
SPACIOUS 1984 14x70 mobile home with ad. 
dition. Four appliances. All drapes. Excellent 
condition. $31,500 firm or will sell furnished. 
635-9575 4p50 
FOR SALE 1972 12 x 52 Leader mobile hame 
with gas fumane, patio, porch & storage shed, 
Clean unit. $8,000, Phone 632-4061 4p51 
1973 MOBILE HOME. Natural gas furnace, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove, dishwasher and 
air-conditioner. Good condition. $12,500 ONe 
567-3029 @51 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME. Natural gas, 10 x 20 
addition, 10 x 32 sundeck, Fenced yard, Thor. 
nhill $15,000 635•5939 4p51 
24 x40 MOBILE HOME on a nicely treed lot on 
a quiet street in Thomhill. Includes 11 x 10 It, 
shed, oarpod, N/G heat, Close to scbonls and 
bus stop. 635-5294 2p51 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME with addition in Pine 
Park. Trailer court. Both sold together or 
separately. Call 635-5674 (leave message) 
4p52 
3, For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDRBOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845.3161, 31 tfn 
FOR RENT OR LEASE in pdme business Ioua. 
tion across from school In Thornbill (runner 
Video Station) 635-6416 4p51 
Thornhe lghts .  Three  bedroom, large I OFFICE SPACE TO LEASE I 
kitchen,2Ys baths, double jacuzzi, 5 skylights I 245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. I 
i and extra features galore, Asking $139,500. 
'~ Phone 63S.2833 for appointment to view, No I ft., prime downtown location. Air i 
.... /agentsplease, 4p51 | conditioning, Lots of parking. For | 
12.. 33" NDUSTRIAL OTS with rented 24 x I more information call 635.3475 I
~ ~ :i 5Obulldlng In New Hazelton, 627.1048 Box I evenings. | 
~: :~ 942,Pdr¢eRopert 6.C, VGJ4B7 + 4p52 
3. For Rent 5. For Sale Misc. 
FREE RENT to an energetic semi.retired coo- NEED BOXES??? We have LOTSII 10 boxes 
pie willing tc maintain ranoh in Bums Lake for $2.50 plus GST Call 636.7263 51fin 
area. Reference please..~ Phone 
(208)884-2619 4p48 78 GMC PICKUP $800 as is; 2 tires & dins, 
new 75B15 $200; Hitachi AM/FM cass. 
850 SO. FT. of office space, 4623 Lakeise~;.~ player $150; ladies grey suede jacket, small 
$525 per month. Call 1.592.1177. ~ 24tin $50.638.0941 evenings 4p51 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT for gentleman. Has kit. 
chen faoilites. Call 635.5893 • 4p48 
ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE for working per- 
son, 638-8293 @50 
MOBILE HOME PAD RENTAL. Large Iol with 
panoramic view in secluded rural area. Retired 
Gentleman cr couple only. Prefer craffsman or 
handyman as caretaker. Pets welcome, Pdce 
negotiable. Phons 635.7489 4p50 
AVAILABLE MAY 1st. ~lew two bedroom 
suite. Close to town, Off street parking, 
washer/dryer hookup, No appliances. $600/ 
month 635-3438 2p51 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom suite suitable 
for single 'working person, Utilites and cable 
included $400 per month. 638.8084 cr 
635-7559 lp51 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, Centrally located, 
W/W carpet, fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
fenced yard. Available May 1st. Phone 
638-1505 4p51 
TRAILER PADS FOR RENT, Located on Clark 
St, 1-592-1177 52fin 
4, Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront, Reply Box 
6291,4647 Lazelle, Terrace. 35tin 
WANTED TO RENT Two or three bedroom 
house. Phone 638-7245 4p49 
WANTED APT. FOR RENT, Bachelor or 1 
bedroom for May 1st, Call collect after 5 p.m. 
Ask for Mike 754-6730 2p51 
LOOKING FOR A 3 or 4 bedroom apt or house. 
Call 635-3584 3p51 
BY RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE. A house 
in Terrace or Thomhill. Would like large yard 
to work in. References available, 638.8287 
4p51 
RESPONSI8LE WORKING MALE looking for 
house, (preferably out of town) to rent. 
References available, 635.5543 4p52 
5, For Sale Misc, 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500, 82 lade 2-doer auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat • 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kubeda tita plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle, Ph. 697-2474, 19fin 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years In iprofesslenai tax~darmy.i For free, 
estLma~, 'call Wolfgan' 0~t Bus. 1.692.3093 + 
' Res. 1":692-7682 ~" . fin21 
Heavy contour barrel. 4 x 12 power scope. 
$500. Call 635.4894 29fin 
WARNUCK HERSEY WOOD HEATER with 3 
way fan and 6 it. Selkirk chimney. $550 080. 
635.5318 4p49 
KUWAHARA CYCLONE ROAD BIKE~ 12 speed, 
25" frame. Excellent condition. $400 ONe. 
Call 636-3723 4p49 
LIKE HEW MAYTAG 21 cu, ft. fridge. Paid 
$1,620 new, selling for $1,200 firm. Also 
fireplace insert $100. Call 638.8854 4p50 
HORSE MANURE FOR FLOWERS and oardens. 
$2.00 per bag (approx, 20 Ibs) Call 
635.3835 4p50 
SOLID WOOD DINING ROOM SET with 5chairs 
plus 1 captains chair. Call 635-6328 after 4 
p,m. 4p50 
MUST SELLI 8' X 11' PERSIAN STYLE RUG. 
Cream & burgundy. G.C. $75 ONe, 1942 
30/30 bolt action 8pdngfleld Savage dtie with 
original sidemount Springfield Savage scope 
and guouase. $600 firm. Call after 5 p,m. 
638.8015 50tin 
74 CASCADE 6' CAMPER, propane stove & 
heater $1,500. Roland Dolt 60 guitar, amp. 
$450. Digital delay sound mixer $270. 
638.0029 4p50 
SEASONED BIRCH RREWOOO (split) Full stack 
cord $90 Terrace; $125 Kitimat. Free delivery 
in Terrace. Call collect 633.2646 4p51 
SOFT TOP FOR A JEEP YJ. Black $400 Call 
632-2883 4p51 
8AKKERS MODULAR STRUCTURES. For sale: 
Pra-fab greenhouses delivered and assembl. 
ed. Phone 638.1768 evenings 4p51 
1985 BONAIR TENT TRAILER. 3 burner stove, 
3 way fddge, sleeps 8, Asking $6,500 ONe. 
Phone 638.1667 4p51 
HOMEMADE OUILTS FOR SALE, A vadety of 
sizes. Call 635-5571 4p51 
SMOKED GLASS 6FT. TABLE with 4 burgundy 
chairs, chastedidld and chair, Call B35-5586 
1977 CAPRI ENGINE 302 (Parts), House for 
rent to couple. Non smokers, option to buy. 
Call mcmings from 8-10 a,m. or after 11:30 
p,m, 635.3641 6p52 
2.4 ACRE APPROVED BUILDING LOT, ex• 
cellent view. Clamaih River, California, Trade, 
sell $10,000, 28' Fiberform Executive C/B. 
Surveyed $42,000, quick sale $29,500. 
Video available 1•800-663.2968 4p52 
LIGHTWEIGHT. PICKUP CANOPY, Complete 
with boat rack. $400 OBO, Phone 638•1689 
4p52 
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, '66 Aerostar van, 
'83 Dodge Areis, 3 new bifold doors, NIG 
water and gas supplies for house 635-7710 
4p52 
MOVINGI MUST SELL couch & Icveseat $580; 
double bed $150; kitchen table & 4 chairs 
$325; day bed $300; coffee table & 2 mat- 
chino end tables $100; 4' x 2' bookshelf $40. 
635-7879 lp52 
SLAZENGER PANTHER PRO ceramic (ores) 
tennis racquet. Never used (won as pdze). 
New $250. Sell for $150 OBO. Call 638-7283 
days or 635-6350 evenings, fin52 
B, Wanted Misc, 
SPRING CLEANING? Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club will pick up your castoffs to be sold at 
the ~Skeena Valley Rotary Club Garage Sale, 
Proceeds to Community Projects, Phone 
638-1007 and leave a message with your 
name and phone no. for free pickup. 8p47 
WANTED: 1,000 gai stainless water tank, 
3.way fridge for rec. trailer, 698.7627 4p49 
WANTED 
Spring Mushrooms 
(Early Morels & True Morels) 
Season Starting Soon 
OPENING TIMES AND 
LOCATION TO BE 
ANNOUNCED IN 
THE HEAR FUTURE 
Mo-Na Foods ,Terrace) 
8, Cars for Sale 
1989 HONDA CiViC DX. Excellent cond., 5 
speed, under 30,000 km. Asking $9,000 
f irm. Call 636-1032 ..: ; 4p49 
i~orc -~-~u~ ~.~ 
4 cyl, 4 spd, auto, am/fm cassette, cruise, 
sunroof, extended warranty, 36,000 km, 
$9,500 847-2887 4p49 
1982 BUICK CENTURY P/S, P/B, V.6 
automatic, tilt, cruise, cassette, good ccndi. 
tion.$3,500Cal1845.3122, Patdays. 4p50 
1985 OODGE CARAVAN. One owner, Ex- 
cellent condition. $5,500. Call 
638-1514 4p51 
1984 FORD TEMPO GL 5 speed. GRC, 6 good 
radial tires complete with nms. Recent ex. 
haust, Family growing, must sell. $2,895 ONe 
Call 849-5307 2p51 
1984 PONTIAC ACADIAN 4-dcor hstchback. 
Low mileage, excellent condition, Asking 
$3,000, Call 638.0847 4p81 
1985 SUBARU 4 x 4 Turbo wagon, Special 
edition, Loaded with every option. Immaculate 
condition. $10,900 OBO. Phone 635.9246 
2p52 
1989 MUSTANG GT, Auto., red, loaded, ex. 
cept air, 16,000 kin. Lady driven, stored 
winters, extended warranty, undercoated, 
paint & cloth protection. Asking $18,000 OBO 
1.69'5:6530 4p52 
1984 TRANS AM. 5 spd. standard, loaded, 
except air, power seats and power mlrr(xs. 
Never winter ddven, Non-smoker, VG condi. 
lion. 1981 Escort 4 slXl, standard, In good 
running condition, $1,500 firm. 632-5026 
leave message on machine. 2p52 
'88 CHRYSLER LEBARON 
TURBO COUPE 
Brilliant black cherry color. Loaded, 
including P/S, P/W, P/D, AM/FM stereo, air 
conditioning and a lot moral 
638-0292 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1989 DODGE RAM 50 Pickup, 4x4 standard 
trans, 4 cyl. engine, Good gas mileage. PS/PB, 
9, Trucks for Sale 
1988 CHEV PICKUP 4x4 s/4 ton, Excellent con. 
dition. $13,500. Call 849.5305 4p50 
4 x 4 OREV V8 STANDARD. Long box 4" lift, 
Very oucd mechanical conditlcn and newzy 
painted. Chrome light bar. Extras included: 
627.8550 4p50 
MUST SELLI '89 Dodge DSO Ram P/U. Bdgbt 
yellow. EC $11,000. CAll 632-7334 4p50 
'69 iNTERNATIONAL, 6 ton, HIUB, Flat deck. 
Runs GOOd, sound body. Pdce $6,000. Phone 
635-4600 4p50 
FOR SALE 1979 DODGE 1-TON truck. 14' ft. 
box. $4,000 spent on repairs recently. Asking 
$6,900, Please phone 638.0555 4p50 
FOR SALE. 1982 DODGE 1-Ton truck. 12 ft. 
box. Natural gas, Asking $5,500. Please 
phone 638.0655 4p50 
1978 FORD F-158 SUPER CAB with cap., V8, 
auto, pls, pro, good 6res, Body a little rough, 
but solid. Excoilenl running truck. First 
$1,300 takes it, 4840 Lazelle, Call 635•4865 
2p51 
1977 WHITE WESTERN STAR, Cab and 
chassis, good rubber. $6,500 or best offer. 
Call 642.6284 (New Hazelton) 2p51 
DUMP TRUCK FOR SALE, 1971 KW, $12,500; 
1975 HD Hayes $27,500; 1969 HD Hayes 
$7,800; 1978 LT 900 Ford $16,500; 15 YD 
Heavy steel OraVel box and hoist $6,500, 
635-6711,635.6606 or write Box 447, Ter- 
race, 3p51 
1987 F150 Supercab 4x4 Automatic. Natural 
Gas conversion, captains chairs. Rear bench, 
air, power windows, locks, loaded, $16,500 
635-5939 4p51 
1982 F250 4x4 351 with auto transmission, 
3" body lilt, roll bar, trans, cooler, reserver 
hitch, west coast mirrors, 50 watt stereo. 
$5,500. 632-7604 2p52 
1980 FRUEHAUF LOWBED single drop. Offers. 
Buffalo Head Forest Products (Stewart) Call 
636-2271 2p52 
1985 CHEVY SHORTBEO 4x4. Leaded, A/C, 
dual tanks, tilt, cruise, V8 auto, up from 
Texas, no rust, Never seen salt. 74,000 
miles. New tires, truck owned by older man, 
Mint condiboin, $12,995. 1-694.3691 eady 
morning best time to call, 4p52 
1985 CHEV V8 4x4 standard. Very sharp 
looking and in good mecbanicai order. All ter- 
rain tires. Very reasonable price, Must sell. 
Extras 627-6550 2p51 
1983 I/z TON FORD pickup. P/S, P/B, GOOd 
condition $3,900 635-9237 lp52 
91 GMC JIMMY 4 Dr. 4x4, cruise, tilt, PS, PB, 
AM/FM cass., lO,OOO km. $25,000 OBO. Call 
collect 1-846.5089 4p52 
FOR SALE BY SEALED BID 
1986 GMC 4x4 Sierra 1500, 115,000 
km., VI8 4 spd. trans, 
1942 Fargo Pick.up - Partially restored 
and customized with W8 automatic 
trans., lots of chrome goodies: + 
1988 Chrysler Daytona - Shelby TurbO, 
low mileage, 5 spd, trans., tilt wheel, 
AMIFM cassette, cruise control, 'n ex- 
cellent condition. 
1990 Chrysler Daytona - Low mileage, 5 
slxI, trans., AM/FM cassette• 
1988 Ford Mustang - Auto trans., 
AIWFM cassette, power locks and mir. 
rors, cruise control. 
. . . . . . .  - WOODLAND i: REVENUE I APAT NT : ,, R ME S 
pnt lppRTY  =,, :i. i : i l /  ii ii as |were -  • . |  CLOBE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
,-no eA I  E I Fd~,, stove, heat, hot water and NOW 
< :,~1: run  v i i , , -  I hydro Included. Carpeting, leundly 
: | 2 " ,  • ; ' . . . .  of 1 2 and 3 |  facilities, sterape space, References re- 
: : tl units contalnlo9 a m~x , ,, . . 
~: ~: ~ | bedroom homes plus 6 mobile home pads, | qulroo, 
i : i iLouatedon2acms. Exceflentincome. | 1 6edroomApt.$4OG,00 WIttm 
;: ~ : :~ l  ~.z,~.,,, eean  000  , | 2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avalalde 
| ~o . , , ,  v - - , , . i  • ,, 3 ~ ! i; ~ v a eedroom Apt. $550,00 
i i !,:: + ! + ~  PHONE OFRCE 63~'6224 
: i ? 
• ~ • , / ,? 
7 '  
~i ~ Lerge Ktohens, beautifully appointed . . . . .  
: * *********  } 
!~:il;:i~,ReSldent M~ger  and~ud~'En~c.  ! :i: 
:~ " Undercover Parking . . . . . .  
~:~"+~ *'' ..... : tO 841,600 i~.. :  ~Pr l~  Range 831,O00 ~:i 
• ' (=  ((~/:';. < ~ ~e . . . . . . . .  i' 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1974 F 350 One ton Ford with 13 ft. camper. 
$4,000. 835.4894 tin45 
'79 9Vz VANGUARD CAMPER. Stove/oven. 
fndge, furnace, hot water, full washroom, 
h/jacks. G.C. $5,200 0B0 638.1429 after 6 
p.m, 4p49 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE motor home. Deluxe 
bath, eye level oven, awning, plus more. 
EC.$21,500. Will consider trades. Call 
638.1236 4p49 
1976 CLASS 'C' MOTORHOME. 440 Dodge, 
sleeps six. 41,000 miles. Phone 845.2639 
4p50 
.1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS suitable for 
~mpeflzing. Seats out and panelled inside. 
Asking $2,500 Call 635.6205 4p52 
1978 8'9" SECURITY CAMPER, Four burner 
stove, oven, 3.way fddge, furnace, hot water, 
bathroom/shower, hydraulic jacks. Very good 
condition, $4',200. Call 845.3108 4p52 
1983 8 FT, 9 inch FmnOer camper, includes 4 
burner stove and oven, 3.way fridge, 
bathroom (flush toilet), hydraulic ]asks, roof 
rack, sleeps 4, $3,800 firm. Call 645-7734 
4p52 
1985 34 FOOT SPORTSOOACH motor home on 
Chev chassis, 454 engine, cruise, air, tilt 
steedng wheel, ddver door, deluxe captains 
seats, swivel and recline, central vacuum, kit- 
chen center, microwave, rear bedroom, awn- 
Ing, 5 kw Owen generator, storage pod, tow 
AM/FM, Excellent condition. 638.0372 6p47 package and car dolly, Automatic leveling 
NINTEHOO GAMES FOR SALE. $35 each. Also 
wii pay 15¢ each f~ comics in good ccndi- 1981 FORD VAN ~/4 ton. V8 auto, propane, jacks, This unit is very clean and in excellent 
tion~ P~ 635.3823 evenings 4p51 New tires 635.2838 after 6 p.m, 635.6183 sonsC°nditi°n'cal1846,9446Will consider trade. Interested4p52Per- 
~ ~ G  RED ATV, Odometer, 
wraparound engine guard, new battery, shop 
manual and cover $2,500, 1986 Honda ATV 
350 4x4, new battery, shop manual end cover 
$5,000.638.0892 lp52 
12, Motemycles 
• 1981 HARLEY DAVIOSON FLT. Fairing saddle 
bags, Instruments, lots of chrome. Excellent 
61 SUZUKI GSL 400. Excellent starter bike, 
ERC, $1,000 OBO, 632.7334 4p50 
HONDA V65 MAGNA motorcycle 1100 cc, 
10,200 km, Mint condition. To view call 
632.2883 4p51 
cogent condnlon, Was over $9,000 new, open 
to offers, Phone Darran at 635-6310 days. 
• 4p52 
1987 SUZUKI M/C Back, some options, good 
condition $1,500 firm, Call 638.8411 after 6 
p,m, '2p52 
i i  • ......... i+!!i+ 1
• 360 Ouetelno Blvd, ..... i , ; .  37oa ~i:~ 14, Boats & Madne TO view call RIGhard Arno d ,i ~ ,  
632.4511 ,+.+, ,,,,. == .+. w,, h...ndsh.e '~: . . . .  ' " :  $6,000, Call835.4694 ' 45ttn 
:~  ~ ~14' FBERFORM BOAT. 50 horse Mercury 
BB -r, . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..................... , . . .  mo~ and ~dler, 635-5230 after 5 p.m, 4p49 
14. Boats & Marine 
WANTED TO BUY 12' Aluminum row boat, 
Good condition only. 638.8841 4p49 
22 FT. REINELL BOAT, new upholstery, no 
motor $2,000. Call 635.4894 61)49 
1981 26' CAMPION CABIN CRUISER, twin" 
Mercrulser 470. 288 hours. Road Runner 
galvanized tandem trailer. Excellent condition. 
Many extras. $36,000, Phone 635.2085 
4p49 
15 FT. RIVER BOAT for sale with 70 HP out. 
board motor with jet $6,500 635-735B 2p51 
1985 20 FT. HOUSE BOAT, Sleeps 4. 
Aluminum pontoons, 51 hrs on 3.5 HP Mops, 
Propane stove, 2 radios, fish finder, tack, 
cruise, Io9, etc, on tandem trailer $7,000. 
Phone 842.6284 (New Hazelton) 2p51 
15. Machinery 
444 INTERNATIONAL TRACTOR. 4 cyt, diesel, 
40 hp, P/S, PTO, 3 pt, hitch, 2 hydraulic ir- 
cuits, good working condition $6,500, 11' 
EZEE.ON offset disk, wheels, hydraulic lilt 
$1,900. H.D. farmhand manure spreader on 
6x6 army truck, .hydraulic drive. Good work• 
ing condition, $3,900 OBO. International (68) 
clo truck 250 Cummings diesel tandem. Good 
rubber, c/w 32' deck, cattleracks (tight for 
grain). Can be converted with a logging rigging 
for 33' short logs. Will sell separately. 
1-694-3456 eves. 4p50 
1985 KEORING 620 Feller buncher with 22 
inch Keoring sawhsad. Pdced to sell 
1.692-3748 4p50 
MADILL 009 TOWER 12V71 Witchata's. All 
lines and dggtng in excellent shape. No Friday 
night or Saturday calls. Call 842-6463 4p51 
FORD TRACTOR LOADER with arm mower. In 
Terrace call collect after 6 p.m. 248-3456 
4p51 
FORD 2000 FARM TRACTOR. EC. Front end 
loader with 60" bucket, manure, 3pt hnch, 
PTO and cab $5,800. 635-3258 4p52 
1980 KENWORTH area 19 & 20 H plates. 40 
ton Iowbed, 9 ft, deck, 1978 966C L-5 rubber, 
10 hrs on motor, EC. 635.6416 4p52 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain, $3.00 
per bale. 635.3380 8p46 
HAY FOR SALE. Cummins Ranch. Hwy 16 
West, South Hazelton 842-5316 8p47 
ORDER YOUR PIG N0W! Weaner pigs about 50 
Ibs for April- May, Butcher pigs about 200 Ibs 
for October, live, dressed or custom cut and 
deep froze~ lh pig is possible, Phone 
1.694-3630 4p50 
S01L & STAKES. Two types of high quality 
organic screened soil for flower beds, 
greenhouses, vegetable gardens, petting 
plants. We also have garden and surveying 
stakes, treated fireplace kindling. Call APD 
Enterprises 845-7783 4p52 
17, Garage Sales 
NDP GIANT GARAGE SALE. Carpenter's Hall, 
3312 Sparks $I. Saturday, Apnl 20 9 a,m. - 
1 p.m. 2p61 
18, Business Services 
RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a prime retail location 
available in the 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
Highway 16/25 - Motz Rd. - 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet 
We are prepared to offer generous re. 
nant allowances and concessions to 
strong quality retailers. 
Carl Kad Motz 
635.2312 or 638.0444 
TRAVEL 
~ -324 HRS.---I 5-6181 I 
AUSTRALIA $999. 
PRAGUE~R. $1398, 




Mary Kay has a proven-  
e f fect ive  skin care program 
designed fo r  your  skin type.  
All basic skin care products  
are non-comedogen lc  
and clinically tested fo r  
skin Irr l tancy and al lergy. 
Most are safe fo r  sensit ive skin. 
Call today  to  receive your  
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Page B10 --: Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 17, 1991 CTI O; APg 'I IN THE MATTER OF. ', . :i THE,ANKRUPTOYO'= 
KARRIE ANNE STONE : : 
~" " ="--- NOTICE s hereby given that KARRIE ANNE 
v"BUY tISELL.v" RENT v" TRADE STONE filed an ass gnment on the 4th da, y 
26. Personals 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite; 
meet, perhaps a tropical island? Call Bar, 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the sp[dtI lc52 
SINGLE MALE, MIO 30's, 180 lbe, 6', social 
ddnker, about average otherwise, but don't 
take my word for it. Looking for female com. 
panl0n/friend between 25- 48. 100 to 165 Ib, 
5' - 6' should he reasonably it with Good per. 
sonality. Reply to Box 13 uIo The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace V6G 
1S8, 3p52 
• ~ ~" ~ q 
The disguise Is great but you 
can't hide deer. Ths Big 30 Is 




Lordy, Lordy, Look 
who's 40 ..... something 




Look who is 80 
What a beautiful lady 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
GRANDMA ~IARY GREEN 
From your family & friends 
32, Legal Notices 
The Bell 
I l e  
19. Lost & Found 
LOST CAT. White and grey with black mark- 
Ings. Phone 636-7245 : 4p49 
LOST SMALL BLACK PURSE with ID, Call Lee 
at 638.16al eave a message. 2p51 
23, Work Wanted 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME in Clarence 
Michael area. Days only. Lots of experience, ~ 
References available. Call 635-3246 4p49 
NEED HELR With the ho~Jse, the yard? 
Finishing the basement? CaU Patrick at 
635-4200 4p49 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER WILL do finishing, 
renovation, Install cabinets, patio, painting. 
Also builds lurnlture tc. Call 635.6277 and 
leave message 8p49 
B.C. INTERIOR SCALER needs work. Phone 
635-5353 4p51 
JODrS PET CARE SERVICES. Certified groom. 
lag, exercising, pot sitting. 2678B Clark. Call 
635-7797 4p52 
31. Auction Sales 
BEGINNING SATURDAY APRIL 6 1 p.m. to 4 
p,m. every Saturday in April. For further inter• 
mation phone 635-7824 6-8 p,m. weekdays. 
LW. Sears Auction & Supply, 4106 Hwy. 10 
East, Terrace. 4p51 
24. Notices 
PRO-LFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382. 5tfn 
IF YOU W0ULD GO BACK TO SCHOOL for 10 
• 12 hours per week to become financially in- 
dependent InI • 3 years, call 567-4170 4p49 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BAHDRUPTCY OF 
PHILLIP RHEO 
1 JOSEPH LEVESQUE 
NOTICE is hereby given that PHILLIP RHEO 
JOSEPH LEVESOUE flied an assignment 
on the 3rd day of Apdl, 1991, and that he 
first meeting of creditors will be held on 
Friday, the 10th day of May, 1991, at the 
hour of 9:15 o'clock In the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market Place, in 
the City of Prince Rupert, in the Province 
of Bdttsh Columbia.. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 5th day 




#800 - 299 victoria Street 
PrLnce George, B.C. V2L 5e8 
• (eo4) 5e4-[121 
NOTICE OF 5 YEAR 
DEVELOPMENT PLAH 
)ole Co. Ltd. wishes to make available for public 
viewing :he 5 Year Development Plan No. 6 under Forest 
Licence A -16832 for proposed operations within the Kisplox 
T.S.A. 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. office, 5630 
Highway 1 6 West, Terrace, B.C. until June 28, 1 991 ,during 
regular working hours. 
Comments are invited and to ensure consideration they 
should be in writing and directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell 
Pole Co, Ltd., P.O. Box 280,  Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6. 
of April, 1991, and that he first meeting 
of creditors will be held on Friday, the 
lOth day of May, 1991, at the hour of 
9:30 o'cl~k in the forenoon, at The Court 
House, 100 Market Place, in the City of 
Prince Rupert, In the Province of Bdtish 
Columbia, 
Dated at Pdnce George,. B.C, this 9th day 
of Apdl, 1991, 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
Trustee ~ i 
/800 - 299 VLctorla Street 
Pr ince  George ,  a .c .  V2L 5B8 
' (004)  564-1111 
IN THE MATTER OF TItE BANKRUPTCY OF 
WILUAM MAHTIN 
HOLMDER6 
(Fomedy operating as 
"B & N Logging Ud." 
NOTICE Is hereby given that WILLIAM 
MARTIN HOLMBERG filed an assignment 
on the 4th day of April, 1991, and that he 
first meeting of creditors will be held on 
Friday, the lOth day of May, 1991, at the 
hour of 11:00 o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market Place, in 
the City of Prince Rupert, in the Province 
uf Bdtish Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 9th day 
of April, 1991. 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
1800-  299 V ic to r ia  S t reet  
P r ince  George ,  S .C .  V2r. 5B8 
• (,504) 564-1121 
PROVINCE OF .. 
( ~  BRmSH COLUMBIA 
B.C. EHVIRONMENT 
• ADMIHISTRATIOH 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
A contract will be let to provide, when and 
if requested by the Conservation Officer 
Service in Terrace, adequate staff to live 
trap and remove as directed, nuisance 
bears from the municipalities of Kitimat, 
Terrace and surrounding areas. 
Sealed tenders, on lhe forms and in the 
envelope provided, as defined in the In- 
structions to Bidders, will be received by 
B.C. Environment, Administration, 3726 
Alfred Ave. Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
2N0, no later than Apdl 26, 1991 at 1 :O0 
p.m. Tenders will be opened in public at 
that time. 
Tender forms, including specifications, 
can be obtained from B,C. Environment, 
3726 Alfred Ave. Bag 5000 Smithers B,C. 
~/0J ;2NO or, B.0; Envlronment~B.C. Ac~ 
~:ess Cent~e, 104--; 3220 F.by~Street,. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 5K8. " 
Information or cladflcation of the Tender 
specifications can be obtained by calling 
the Conservation Officer Service in Ter- 
race at 638-3279. 
( ~  Province of Ministry 
British Columbia of  Forests 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture presciption, pursuant to 
Sect ion 3 of the silviculture regulations. 
The following area has a proposed prescription that will ap- 
ply Is approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescription will be available for viewing until May 
30,  1 991,  at the location noted below, during regular work- 
ing hours. 
To ensure consideration, any written comments must be 
made to The District Manager, Kalum Forest District, No. 200  
- -  5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L1, 
by the above date. 
Cash Sale No. D14194 
Cutting Cut LocaHon Area Amend- 
(ha) meet 
Pemlt Block Rod Sand Lake 4,1 No 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
B.C. Hydro Is inviting tenders from powedlne con- 
tractors,for system improvement work In Terrace 
which involves pole replacement and re- 
conductorlng onLoen Ave. and Kalum St, 
Tender closes 11:00 a,m. Wednesday May 8/91;  
and copies of the tender documents are available 
at the B.C. Hydro office at 5220 Keith Ave. Ter- 
race. 
I I .,c,.,o,o ¸ i i! :i , 
I PUDUCA'nON' REQUEST, ,~,,. . .  . . . . .  
• .RE: CHAHE OF NAME • ender forground maintenance (lawns, 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an application I 
Will be made tO the Director of V i ta l  shrubbery and tPees) at the B.C. Hydro building at 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 15220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C .  " - ' 
to the i~rovlslons of the "Name Act" by . ' 
me:- 
NAMe OF AmJCAl10N 91 FULL: Kenneth ' " .... iabler from' 
Patrick Ratchford Tendei forms and specifications are avai 
ADOIIESS 3960 Mountalnview Avenue Val Hansen at the above addressl * ' : 
CITY Terrace POSTAL CODE V8G 3V8 " 
as follows:. 
. r.,Am m me, ,UA,m Closing date for SUbmission of tenders is April 19, 
CHe.6'I NAIE FROM : 
SURNAME, Pechenac 1991 at 16:00 hoprs. 
GIVEN NAMES, Samuel Kenneth ' * ' ' 
TO SURNAME, Ratchford 
BOhydr o 
GIVEN: NAMES, Samuel Kenneth r 
Pechanec 
omoTH  2nd.Y OFApd, A:O.190 . ) . . . .  
Regional Administration 
Mar~ager 
S.C. Environment , 
IN THE MATrER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
DEDRA LEE MASCH 
NOTICE Is hereby given that DEDRA LEE 
MASCH flied an 'assignment o~ the 3rd 
day of April, 1991, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held on Friday, 
the lOth day of May, 1991, at the hour of 
9:15 o'clock in the forenoon, at The Court 
House; 100 Market Place, In the City of 
Pdnce Rupert, in the .Province of British 
Columbia, . • . • 
Dated at Prince George,,B.C. this 5th day 




'#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Pr ince  George ,  B .C .  'V2L  568 
• (604} 564-1111 
RETENDER 
Project 196002A. To supply labour and 
matedals to CONSTRUCT FOURPLEX, 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS, OUEEH 
CHARLOTTE CITY, B.C. Tender 
documents may be obtained after April 9, 
1991 from British Columbia eulldings Cor. 
poration, 4825 Kolth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1 K7. Tender documents are alse 
available at the Government Agent's Of. 
rico in Qua~n Chadotte Cily and Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
A bid deposit In the amount of $100.00 
(cedifled cheque) will be required and will 
be refunded upon retum of plans. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 4825 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 un. 
ill 3:00 P.M. May 1,1991 and wll be open. 
ed in public at that time. 
Tender documents may be viewed at Nor. 
them B,C. Construcllon Association, I 
3851 Eighteenth Avenue, Pdnce George, I 
B.C. V2N 1B1; Terrace Construction I 
Association, 4416 Legion Avenue, Ter. 
race, B.C. V8G 1N6; Kitlmat Satellite Pan 
Ro~n,, ,724 Enterprise, Avenue~, KIl~n!~ 
B~C'VdG 2E~ Pdncb"R~peil Co'nstructl~n" 
Association, 601 Fraser Stree', Prince 
Rupert, B.O, V8J 1R1; Bolkley Valley - 
Lakes DIstdct Construction Association, 
P.O. Box 2258, Smlthers, B.C. vgJ 2NO; 
Amalgamated Construction Association, 
2675 Oak Street, ,Vancouver, B.C. V6 H 
2K3 
For further information please contact 
Barry Book In Terrace at 638-3221. 




TAKE NO11CE THAT an application has been made to amend the City of 
Terrace Zoning 8y-Law No. 491.'~966, and amendments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace described 
as: 
Lot 6, Distdct Lot 362, Plan 3567 (3221 Kenney Street) AND THE 
LANE ABUTTING THE NORTH SIDE OF THIS PROPERTY, as shown 
shaded on the accompanying map. 
PARK A¥|NUI 
• . . -  !~[~ ;~ 
THE INTENT: 
The intent of this zoning amendment application Is to change the zon. 
Ino of the subject area from 8INGLE ANDTWO.FAMILY RE81~Ifl'IAL 
(02) TO RE81DENllAL MULTI.FAMILY DWELUH (e3), 
THE PROPOSED AMEHDMF.Ifl' BY.LAW MAY BE INaPECTEB between 
the hours of 8:30 a,m, to 4:30 p:m,, Monday to Friday, excluding 
holidays from February 12, !~911 to'Apt 22i 1991, inclusive, in the 
reception area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
THE PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE HELD ON MONDAY, k~qllL 22, 1991, 
AT 7:00 P.M,, IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMOERa, 3218 EDY 
CITY OF TERRACE 
Ferry Island 
Campground Tender 
The City of Terrace invites Sealed tenders for the operation 
of Ferry Island Campground. An option for annual renewal of 
the contract, to a maximum of three years, and basedon 
satisfactory performance will be Included in the contract. 
Bid packages will be available from the Parks end Recrea- 
l ion office from April 17 to April 26, 1991,  during regular 
business hours (8:30 a.m.,- 4 :30 p.m.). 
A bidder's meeting will be held et 2 :00 p.m. Apri l  26  at 
Ferry Island Campground, to discuss the requirements of the 
contract. . ' 
Sealed Tender must be submitted to: . . . .  ". 
Clerk Administrator .~ ~ : ~ 
City of Terrace . 
3215 Eby Street  i 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 2x8 
before 2 :00  p.m. on Wednesday, May 8;i 1991 : :~: 
The City •of Terrace reserves the right to reject any or a l l  
tenders. 
Q 
MUKS-KUM.OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
PROPOSAL CALL 
I Muks-kum.ol Housing Society Invites ir~terested evelopers or con- ' 
struction firms to submit proposals for their eighth •Housing Project. 
The Project will consist of a multi-family comp!ex consisting of eight 
units with the following bedroom count break down, 
6 two bedroom units, 
2 three bedroom units, 
Some units are to be designed for disabled persons in the following 
mix. 
3. unlts,loo% dizabild accesslMgty - 3 bedroom 
~' ,,,,*.2 ;bedroom. ~-' : . i 3 Units m~ifl~l d/seb~.,, a estilblJity .... ~,, .~, 
2 Undi '~ '~,Sah~i~a~'~ detign~'3.b~l, mm "~:": . : . .  ..- " 
The complex will be constructed on property acquired by the Society 
but designs, permits etc. will be the responsibility of contractors. 
I Closing Date: May 6, 1991 







TAKE NOTICE THAT an applicaDon has been made to amend the City of 
Terrace Zoning By.Law He, 401.1966, and amendments thereto. 
TAKE HOTICE ALSO THAT the application affects the zone, within the 
City of Terrace known as: 
MUL'I1.FAMILY RESiDENTiAL (R3) ZONE, 
(SHOWH BLACK OH THE ACCOMPANYMG MAP), 
D,C 
rodUO0 1119 alto w1otn roOUlaUon mr mu,mmny u -u , ,v -  ,,, ,,,,, ,.,.,d- 
Family Rellden~l Zone from 80 tilt to 70 rut. •- 
THE PIIO~8ED AMENOHEHT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTEO between 
the hours of e:30 a.m. to 4 30 p.m., Monday to Friday, excludl~ 
holidays from March 12, i991, to April 22,1991, Inclusive, In tt 
reception area at the City Of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this Appllceeon 
may do Io, In witUng, and/or In person AT THE REGULAR COUNCil. 
For any further Information please contact B.p,.!Ii.~! 2:E:rs:n~Cg:;n~'~v~eth~r~dnitnemladingtld=APl~ation I 
Clarke at the above address or phone 638-56 i5!~)  I i I may do so, In wdUng, gnd/er I, I~-U AT l l t  RIN.¢ HEAeOB. 
:ii{i ti l THs NOT, CE'S G,VEN,N ACCOROA"C  "TH MUN,=PAL ACT, 
' ~ _ . ' _ m , , : :; ;;:!'ii~,i~il iJ.!il' !~R.S.B,C. ' 1979 (ANDAMI:NDMENTS THER~O)i':I. * i '  : ' "  r " ' 
I:llr _hllrllPrll | | |  TAKENOTCEandl~lgovemedl¢~:;  i 
~ - -  ~ "  r ' ~ : <: :/~,' ;:1 ! I >* E.R. HALLSOe, C~K~A~'r " "m I 
MEETING, TO BE HELD M THE MUHICiPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 
7:30 P.M~ OH MONDAY, APRIL 22, le91. ' 
THIs NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, i 
h ~ ~ n 4n"2n  *ALIf~ az,Z:ldrtUZ:ldT~ TI.II::nI~TO). • ~ R.S,B.C, 1979 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO). 
I ( 
( " r  ¢'~1; P '¢  r " ' •( r r ," r r r r " ~ • , , • , 




• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
ReoIstmUoq NO. 10673' ." 




EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Phone 
635.3484 - 42tfn 
26, Personals 
From the BAHA'I HOLY wdtings 
"The Great Being salth: Blessed 
and happy is he that adseth to 
promote Ihe best Interests of the 
peoples .and kindreds of the 
earth." 
To explore these wdtings further call 
635-3219 ~r 836-0012 
20. Pets & Livestock 
INTERIOR TRAILER SALES. Charmac and 
Logan Coach. Stock and horse trailers. Also 
used trailers. 1-747.3785, 1.992-9293 
24p39 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER ava]tabls for 
stud, 2'h yrs old. Fawn coloring, Great dispos- 
Uon, 6S5-3877 evenings or weekends. Also 
large trsveting kennel for sale 635-3677 45tfn 
TWO MALE APRICOT TOY POODLES, 8 weeks 
old, Tails and claws done, $250 each, 
Delivery arrangements can be made. 
1-567-4028 4p49 
FOR SALE: Registered full blood and purebred 
Simmental bulls, Yeadlng and 2 year oids 
available, Call Vala Slmmentals 690.7519 
4p49 
REGISTERED APPALOOSA STALLION RAZ'rUS 
SNOWDRIFT, Breed your good Appy mares to 
a coloudul 15-2H,H. Appy stud. T.B,, AQHA, 
grades welcome: Come see hilt HouIdens 
847.4602 4p49 
HI, DO YOU WANT "CLASS"? Come see me -- 
rm a 15 h, 4 yr, old, buckskin quarter horse 
arab cross mare with GREAT potential. 
847.4233 or 847.9612 Jeanne 4p51 
3 YEARLING BLONDE d'Aquitaine bulls. Call 
690-7325 4p51 
REGISTERED '/z ARAB PALIMINO mare 5 
years ~d (4,2 he~ei) genus, ~uLve~,fast, 
$~00 w th tack Call635-2750~ ~ ~.~. "~.ipsLL. 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
r~istratton shots. Excellent with children. 
Good work dogs - large strong dogs. Father 
110 Ibs, mother 85 Ibs. Wolf grey and black 
wolf. Phone Sunday thru Fdday only. 
849.5811 5p51 
GREYHOUND neutered, tatooed, Needs a gen- 
tie,firm hand and a counW home. Call 
638.1966 2p52 
24. Notices 
. 1988 ROAD KIND HORSE/STocK TRAILER, 
13' loq, 6'6" wide, 6'6" high. Brakes both 
axles (B.C. legal). Excellent condition. Phone 
845.3108 4p52 
REG, ANGLO.ARAB GELDING 4yra Mack/grey 
16HH (El Hllal/Northem Dancer} Fdendly and 
0enge, potential Jumper $3,000 Includes one 
months training with Jill O'Neill. Also reg. =14 
arabian filly, 3 yrs.. chestnut with stockings, 
14,3 HH,. halter broke $1,580. 'Phone 
847,2483 4p52 
HORSE CAMP. Girls only, Teaching young 
alders ince 1973, Good horses, certified in. 
structors. Lots of fuel Write/call Seddletrarnp 
1.694-3521 Southbank B,C, VOJ 2PO 4p52 
21, Help Wanted 
ARE YOU A CARING, LOVING PERSON, 
• "nanny.homemaker" type, We are the family 
that needs you ta care for three children, Live 
In pralerrsd,'Call Jay at 847.3645 or write 
Box 1015 Slithers 4p49 
AMBITIOUS PERSON, NEAT, good character, 
Opportunity oearn $250 plus per week, Me. 
jor company. No experience, •will train, Car 
helpful, Call 635.3068 4p50 
LICENCED HAIRSTYLIST NEEOED for Bennies 
Cut & Cud. Contact Unda at 635.3637 tfn51 
AN EFFICIENT CERTIFIED DENTAL aselstant is
required to Join a profeselonal team In Terrace. 
Apply with resume to Dr. J,D, Zuchlattl, 4623 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 2c51 
WANTED: SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Olckle Dee Ice cream. The Icecream bicycle 
people. Call 635.3102 4p51 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL requires upervisor 
starting September. Six Classes a week. ECE 
preferred. Send resume: Box 791, Houston, 
B,C, by May 31,1991. 4p51 
NEED DISTRIBITrORS/HOME WORKERS, Ex. 
cellent pay. IO0's of companies, Recorded 
message gives details. 1,804.591-9402 24 
hrs, Dept. ASO 4p51 
PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Nurse to work in a 
community agency that provides In.home sup. 
port for elderly and disabled people. 30 hrs, 
per week. $14/hr. Call Betty Stewart 
635-5135 for fu~er Information. 2c51 
EARN UP TO $10.O0/hr. Telephone sales p~r- 
son needed Immediately. Expeflence not 
necessary. Will train, Call 638-8180 1-9 p.m. 
lp51 
FULL TIME COOK NEEOED for Institutional 
cooking. Shift work. Will start May 1st, Reply 
to Box 2Z clo Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazene; Terrace, B.C, V8G 1 $8 2p51 
URGENTLY NEED DEPENDABLE PERSON to 
sell full line of high quality lubricants to 
manufacturing, trucldng, construction and 
farm customers In area. Thoroogh training 
program. For personal Interview, wdte G.M. 
Chambers, Southwestern Petroleum, Box 
961005, Ft. Worth, Tx. 76161 or phone 
(817)332.2336 lp52 
SPORTWEAR PARTIES. Enthusiastic reps to 
sell fashion sports wear and t-shirts at house 
parties. Good income. Call Allen Wear. 
1.768.2567 Kelowna collect, 4p52 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL requires supervisor 
starting September. Six classes a week. ECE 
prefened. Send resume: Box 791, Houston, 
B,C. by May 31,1991 4p52 
IMAGE CONSULTING 
Career of the 90's 
~ Work P/T Or.Fulltlme - 
- -  Set Your Own Hours 
- Enjoy Unlimited Income Potential 
--  Professlonal TreJnlng Provided 
Call Gerri at 
(604) 785-6416 
24, Notices 
"WE'RE  MOVIN :-- TRaNS .£:,a,N#D CREDIT 
Is Moving To ,. 
4548 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
(Beside Wilkinson Business Machines) 
On May 10, 1991 
Darren and staff invite you to come in and visit us at our new loca- 
tion for a, your personal oan and mortgage needs. Earning your 
respect in Canada for over 50 years and Terrace for over 25 years, 
21. Help Wanted 21. Help Wanted 
ENERGETIC NATIONAL COMPANY 
PUROLATOR COURIER 
Requires A Part-Time 
DISPATCHER 
Saturdays And On Call Beets 
DISPATCHER AND OFFICE CLERK 
• Between 8 & 16 Hours Per Week  
Must have good telephone manners and some office ex- 
perience. 
DisPatching experience an asset but  not necessary. 
$8,20/hr. 
Apply with resume in person tO Purolator Couder, No. 2 
-4423 Railway Ave., Terrace, 638.1 465 
Research Co-ordinator Position 
For a joint project of the Terrace Women's Resource Centre, Kermode 
Friendship Society & K'san Society to conduct a needs assessment 
study for women In the Terrace area, The project is 3 months in dura- 
tion. " ' ~' :. 
.Tie successful applicant will report to a steedng c0mmlttee. The per- 
• son should have excellent self-moUvation and supervis0ry skills. 
• kiloWledge of community resoumes & agencies : 
. research& Interviewng skill s : '  , 
RECEIVE $500 WORTH OF FREE LINGERIE 
when you sign up and qualify. Undercover 
Wear Ilngerfe sales la offering aspecial collec- 
tion' of designer Ilngede free. Looking for 
women who Iov;, Ilngede and want o make 
lots of money, Call Weedy 845.7695 2p52 
Controller 
. Required for large Interne. 
tlonal resource.beaRd com. 
pany located in Northern 
B.C. Should have University 
degree plus designation and 
ten years work experience. 
Job: Includes supervision 
of staff, monthly financial 
statements, management 
reports, consolidations, in a 
unix and P.C. environment. 
This is a high energy posi- 
tion. 
• Reply to Box No. 79; c /o 
Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 188 
We are 8eeldng a 
Government Certified 
Individual 
In the commercial/residenUal refdoerstion 
and air conditioning trade. 
Please submit resume to: Caledonia 
Refrtoeratlon and Air Conditioning Ltd., 





with own vehicle. Rate 
negotiable. 
638-1500 
Ask for Jerry 
If you are energetic, enthu ' g " op mstsurant operations and 
management skills, the Kentucky Fried Chicken Management Training Program Is the 
spot for you. 
Training is thorough, salaries and benefits are good. The job requirements will provide 
the challenges y~,  as a highly motivated person, require for growth. 
Your participation In our program will depend on ' .  • ~ . 
• your commitment to a career in the fond service industry; , 
• basic knowledge of food and restaurant operations, Including foedpreparation, 
presentation a d service; • " 
• ab ty to perform anagerial/supervisory functions 
• well developed Interpersonal skllrs. . * ' " . ,, " • 
As a member of the Kentucky Fried Chicken team, you Will be a part of a well establish- 
ed, progressiv~ company within an exciting field. 
For an appointment call: AdDle Lalng st 665-3663. . ' 
l'YiedCbicken, 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
Terrace & District Community Services Society is seeking an energetic 
dynamic person to fill the position of Program Director of Skeena Fami- 
ly Resources reporting to the Society's Administrator. The Program 
Director is responsible for the overall operation and management of 
Skeena Family Resources. 
Dunes Include: Coordinate three programs within Skeena Family 
Resources and supervise a staff of ten. Prepare program budgets and 
participate in budget negotiations with appropriate Ministries. 
Qualifications: Post secondary degree in the social services or related 
field•is required. The person should be a team player, have excellent 
com mun!cat on,sk,!l.s/,~.d b.e ab!e to handle cdsls situations. Previous 
e~periehce in pr~mrn tnanagem'ent Wou d be in asset. This person 
must also undergo a criminal record check and possess a vehicle and 
valid B.C. driver's license. 
Salary Range: $28,000 .$32, O00 based on qualifications. 
Closing Date: April 19/91 
Resumes complete with three references should be sent to Linda 
Bretfeld, Chairperson, Terrace & District Community Services Society, 
No. 1 • 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6. 
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INTERNATIONARTRUCKS 
L.E.J. INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
JUNIOR PARTSMAN 
- Applications are being accepted for a Junior Parisian. On- 
ly persons Interested In becoming a full time Partsman should 
apply. Some knowledge of pads work an asset. Some heavy 
work Involved. Full benefit package. 
Contact: Dale Nunn or Cliff Sharpies 636-9198 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Prep and Shod Order Cook 
Salary based on experience. Apply in person to 
Mount Layton Hotsprings. 
i applications for an 
I . . :  OWNER/:... : :!.:.: 
I":  pp'i 0 Pnp RATOR; -7 -:;: 
I " ' " 4423 Railway Ave . ,  . .: 
1 .  " ' , . .  Ter race ,  B .C .  " , .  . ., 
635-1455 . 
Paci fM NEoTERGaYLO NTaROILg  C lLERsKfor  a 
Meter Control Clark in Terrace. 
DUTIES 
Maintain and update the Meter Records computer program 
and ensure that the appropriate reports are prepared and cir- 
culated. 
Work with the Measurement Department and the Billing 
Department. 
Prepare and dispatch monthly company vehicle reports. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
A thorough knowledge of computer programs and a 40 wpm 
typing speed. The ability to analyse and research problems 
which develop from discrepancies In the programs. Ex- 
perience with a word processing program. Good verbal and 
written communication skills. 
Thls union position is Regular Full Time and offers 40 hours 
per week,, 3 weeks vacation, 17 additional banked days off, 
plus a comprehensive benefit package. 
Please forward applications and inquiries to: 
V. CLASSEN 
WESTERN REGIONAL MANAGER 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
2900 KERR STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 4L9 
PHONE: (604) 638-5324 
B C Y O N A BLANKET CLASS IF IEDS ~ $195" COLUMBIA AND'~tUKON These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
CO~WN~ and reach more Ihan 3 million readers. 
NEWSPAPERS $3.70 each additional ~SSO~Um0N TO PLACE AN AD CALLTHIS PAPER OR BOYGNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
AUCTIONS BU881NESS OPPORTUNITIE~ 
Olumaga~ Exotic Anita el ez~d 
Bird AU~lon, Seturdey May 
4,1~1; 10 AM,, Atm~'ong, 
B.C. Mfolure hordes, don- 
kpyo, cattle, sheep, goats, 
I~a... mt.,dl more. Ron and 
2~i1-~ PeStle, 498"2447, 498" 
ADVANCE NOTICE- Bud 
I-la~ee Public Consignment 
8print Gun Au~on, May 13 
& 14,-7 P.M. Rid Deer, AI- 
ber~ 81ngle guns or c~ilec- 
lions welcome. Phone 
~1) ,~7.,.~5, (463)347- , ~x  (403)347-7633. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
INCREASE MILEAGE up to 
200%with tested, LXovenand 
gtJanu1~od kJt~ Free cats- 
Box 2,1, C,i~irry umve, ~,u, 
~.A OTO. ,,. 
BUILmNO 8U~PUES 
13OO!:181 W1NDOW~I Into- 
dot end extedor wood, metal 
and Frer,=h doom, wood 
wlndowe, ~d~t9hte. MOREl 
0all ooleot to WALKER 
DOOR and WINDOW In 
V~mouw m (eOd)2ee-1 lO~; 
. IUIINKm OPlIORllJNillllll 
BEAVER FEVER? GIlLS- 
PINE? DIOXIN? Cema~ 
product- P,l~oves Baotede, 
l i ~ _  Fever), Chk> 
dnB, Ol1~mle ~ tnorgenlo 
~ i ~  Pmvldee re-.. 
hm pure ddnk- 
~-111-1480 John l i  
VENDING. Pop, ~lps, 
snacks, ooffee, ¢lgsretm 
ma¢~es. PdmeguarenteKI 
pmdudng Jocatlons: No 
overhead, no employees, 
]rm~mt returns, al l  cash. 
Fk~e~on prof. Invennen= 
from $2,9OO. (604}697-~2. 
You c~n 10o(x~ne Involved In 
~e lucmtlve Surdeck Water- 
~ ,~ Indumy. ~cl l lmi  
me potengal =,, enner lug 
or p~t-time career. ~,000 
dealersl~p. ~e.  Get= 
you every'~.u, n~.~mu ne,d to 
~t  slarte¢. ~ em ~m- 
UNUMITED INOOME PO-' 
TENTIAL blznufe=tumrnow 
s=~e~ng ~pp~e~one.. for 
provlnd/ distributors o~ 
'JUICEWORKa', the amaz- 
~ new fresh Jul=e vendor. 
Gall Aoton Ammblles, 
[418)873-780(!, for Informa- 
foi, pad=p, .. 
PART/FULL TIME "MAIL.OFF 
DER' 6ue~r~u Opi~dunlty. 
Bsm $2,000 or mom~eldyl 
F.uy, l lmnt  Hom~-rod~ 
W~: 
B.~87-AO, Einmy, Ont~o, 
POP 11=0, 
76% CqMMISalON. 60 Day 
Program. Iterel-don'Imlz 
"It. For Free Info pJ=k Dell- 
1(807)478.6227. 
'GOLD BOOM NORTH- 
R~ ~ Ro~ B,O, VdB WE~T B.O." Imeetfor 1991 
liED,. ~r lo  630.4818. o~11 ~UK~% Call mhct 6 
• - AM. -aPM F'uUmmdoe, 
THIS 18 NOT MULTI LEVEL Broker, B|r ' -  Warden, 
..MARKETINGIII If you would MoDermld B~.Llwrenoe 
gl~ to own your own bu~.." (604~54-1189. Serious 
: ' n l l ew lo f f l rpmte~Im-  [nquldee(x~. " : 
: ~ Proven pmou~. ~ - _ .~ ', . ,  . . . .  ' 
! l l l l and l ip lon J~t ' l~  _~L~_~_!_~_~uu_.  ~ w~. ,M.: 
• ¢111111) few, no r0 _y~u,. in. I even ~ um~No m L~ly. 
~ ~ ,one, NO ira- ~u.,,=,v'Vm .=.,so., 
VNlments wcu~d by every / or expen,~noe....~_n~ ~.v49. 
AB-tonflm~l sold en a f l i t  | Trad~.~/o Od~ ~ Bum- 
00(110 ~ ~ bills, A~/ nuz tml., ~ WI, lO 
.=,.. r .  . . . , ,  I 
SUSSlNESS OPORTIJamEs 
OAf JANe ISLAND. Get away 
from It alined mn a'B & B'on 
Immly Ca]inns Island. Qual- 
ity like new. FuUy furnlshed 
home and guest co~ge. 
Serni-watarfront with view of 
Wi~ler Bay. Dock for moor- 
ego and dose Zo.~ .l~le 
fables. Summer uoo~'~js in 
piece. Call Jig at 839-2250 
for private ~¢~dng. NFIS 
GeJlano Idartd Realty I.td, 
CRAFTSl Tum yours into a 
home based Burliness. Re- 
IXXt reveals howl ,Send 40 
cent otemp to: K.O. Gab En- 
terprises, Box 129~01, 
ChemaJnue, B.C., VOR 11(0. 
100 MILLION PAIR SOLD 
'ev~ryweeld 1=0 Million ~-  
dkm will go crazy ` over our 
premed new ehimr "never 
run" panlyhoee. (As =men on 
Nztl0nsl T.V.). "Awe=Dine'. 
10- level pay planl No ~om- 
petition. No coat to Jdn. No 
I!uge monLl~ quom. Jo!n 
th~ gl MLM wpport team in 
North America. Call our 24 
hour he4be. 1.800-288-2~Ba. 
Ba your own bessie zl~ O_~- 
hagen. Fumltura RelXdr/He- 
I I~ ,  Steady OilerS. Ex- 
I~  ~ muc~ ao you ~sh. 




ClATION OF OUNIOAL 
"COUNSELLORS. Fleglalm-" 
lion und~ th~ 
Cluw ~lowlng for the posd- 
UI~ of .Bad~.tofs ck~me 
FREE~rgutdeto home- 
..!t~dy con-qxmd~moe .DI-. 
~mscou~.  ~. .  un=n~, 
retry, Pm~d~iogy, l"mv~. 
W~t; Toionfo, I~00-~0- 
J g~.  , 
.# 
E(~JiFMENT & MACHINERY 
LAKO single FIp harvester/ 
processor on fully guarded 
I|nkbeit LS2800, $149,000. 
19891=350 craw~ab, 4WDR, 
$14,000. 10X20 Insulated 
Iraller. Mdge, stove, heater 
$2,500. Martin (604)888- 
6963. 
FOR aAI.G 11180 
Peter's Bros. Paving And In- 
land Conlra¢l~ are dispos- 
Ing of approximately 150 
surplus pieces of major equip 
meet; Trucks, Losde~e, Trail- 
ors, Paving Equipment, BeUy 
Dumps, Ponyso Hlabs, A l -  
l,larvae, Low BadB, Exc~' 
vatom, Dozers, Truck Scales, 
Gradersand Crushing Equip 
merit. Call VIe Kampe, 
(604)49a~791, Pen~tom. 
Golfcar Inventory Blowout. 
$760 used Invermry dubcan~ 
Yemaba~ E-Z. GO. 6, Gse/ 
Be=do base from 600 - 4AOO. 
Call f~' detWs (604)248.8111, 
(so4)eee.s,~2, (4o3~2e- 
6688. F.O.B. our IDeations. 
It i] .P WANTED 
Heavy Dutg Mechanl~Shop 
Foreman with valid B.C. In- 
spe~fon Corlifl(~te requln~l 
Immediately for Truck Shop 
In Flaveletoke, B.O. Salary 
negot~zUe. Phone (604)~7- 
4810. After 5 p.m. (604)~7- 
2646 or (604)837 6625. 
Relx~er/Photographer e- 
quired for bi-weekl~ newq.~a-, 
per. 2 years expenenoe pre- 
fem~d. Send handwfltren let. 
m' end resume to: Editor, 
Pewell River News, 7080 
St., Peweg RIw', B.O., 
V6A 2C3. 
Launching fabulous mail or- 
der cate.~gue featuring ex-" 
d uive' women's dot]'~ng. 
Ol~o~nlty for limited num-. 
bar of ~ee repmeentetlves. 
Muet have ~ant base. Rot,- 
• i l l  and refer(noes ~1~. ,  
'Call (~e-7671.  
NEW & EXCITING OPPOFle' 
?UNITY, Earn In exceu of 
$1,000/week. Call (604)787- 
5811, Extension 'H'. 
Hrd.P WANTED 
LAJD OPT:? TRAIN to man- 
available. Govemment Ik 
~/onnSed home s .I.udy oenltioa- 
course. Job ~aosmm 
a~stanoe. 681-6456 or 1- 
800-665,,B,%~. 
PERSONAl.8 
Body, Mind, Stddt, f i l l  out 
who you really are. Call 1- 
800-F.O.R,. T.FLU,T.H. 
REAL ES'rATE 
Kelowna. e.o.'s But 
Estam Conne~fon, mU or 
wdte; Ja=k Parries, (eo4)e61. 
5122, (604)861-5211, 045 
- Statesmen Realty. 
Modem ath'a~ve 1-8 bed. 
room Condo Apamnent. 
~ood~ Pa,oa, Apmm=~ 
in-Suite Storage, eto. 
1200 equate feet. Beeuti~l 




~ ~idmm.  0form Land 
avallab, iZy, For INormalJon 
on both wrlm: Pro~=~l~, 
0olX. ON, BOx 6S80, B~.F, 
O~wa, ont., 1(2o 8J1. 
SERVlCD 
MAJOR ICBO and Injury 
claims. Joel A Wener Irlel 
lawyer for 22 vears. Gellod- 
~c(: (¢~4)7~i00. Con-= 
~ngenoy fee= avil lde, m- 
lured In B.O. only. 
• TRAVII. .... • 
LAEUA'6 ~=GYPT FANTASY. 
A SPECIAL MARLIN "IRAVEL 
ADVENTURE. Travel whh 
"Lae~a md Egypbn Gel- 
leagues. Rrer~i,,k id -  
n~ng, hlmdcal t0 , r~ 
,,t s~.  Re.rv.V.n..~ 
thle unique toun 
(6Od)STHt 7a. - 
li - -==-  ii 
' •i~ ; i /~:~I 
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Volume Purchasing Discountl Pricingl  
I • 
COMPUTER DESK ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT STUDENTS DESK ENTERTAINMENT PANTRY e 
Compact, sliding shelves, IVIDEO-T.V. STAND| CENTRE White finish. UNIT ISingle door, oak Iooktinish 
oak look finish. Swivel feature. Reg. $249.95 Black or oak look finish. Reg. $!29.99 

















































• PANTRY : 









MIBEO CAuse, e,- ... . .  
• Full features. 
Reg. $389.00  
=28 
DINETTE VALUES 
Butterfly table with 4 chairs 
Fold up, Euro-look. Reg. $349.99 
Save $150 -- Sale . . . .  S199.99 
5 pc. Dinette 
By Morris Chrome 










3 pc. Drop Leaf 




5 pc. Stop Sign 





, : L '  , , 
f c 
Sa le  ..... 
Order filled from Calgary Woolco Furniture 
Depot for quick FREE local deliveries lon 
orders over $100.00. : " 
Our company furniture dePOts, like Calgary 
support over 300 WooIco, •W°°lw°rthretail 
stores in Canada, over 80 inWestern. 
Canada alone. ~ 
Our company fleet of trucks offer the most 
cost effective~:.transportat!on from our 
depots to our stores. 
Do Not be fooled by others who claim to 
offer the best possible pricing in fur- 
niture, this is just obviously, not so! 
• - "Hur t  
• att Ower outpuL easy 
.^-~,,,~n & test Guu,,,.,,y, - - - , , ,a :stee l  cawly. • 
3 :PC. MATCHING 
WALL UNIT ~ 
Shelves, glass doors, 










1.6 CUBIC FOOT 





Oak look finish, 3 shelf. 
Reg. $45.95 
$29.95 
SAVE $15 .... 
4 shelf, e '~A or ,  
Reg. $54.95 ~, t ,~  
5 shelf. ¢ZAA OR 
Reg. $59.95 ~,~,,t,;~u 
• MICROWAVE 
CART 
Cupboard and drawer, 













Couch andswivel chair .... - : ......... 
By Palllser. Reg. $899.99 $599i9! 
Sia~ii $300 . -  Sili~ . .  ....... , J. 
~. "Dynasty" "Telstar Lolls" 









Reg. $504.95 Reg. $519.97 
$349.95 $399,97 
Save $155 Save $120 
S~AGIU Iw u . . . . .  • padded. 





Save $4 0 


















15 year warranty 
Best quality 
size 
39"  S INGLE 






'KING SLEEP' i i l;'39;'I$1NGILE~ 
MATTRESSES !,  
AND D0XSPRINGS ~'L: ~ 64'. DOUBLE 
lOyearwarranty! "[~i iii'~ii~ i ; .... 
Good quality & value I ~t~dz=;N ~ i
















:r $1i91:5 ; l  • $99.96 
:$139 5 I $109,95 




Jolly Buggy Jolly Rider II 
• Stroller Stroller for 2 
Foldal~e. Deluxe features. 
Rag: $!28.99 i Reg,:$193,98 
$109.99 $149.98 = 
SaveS20 Save $44 
" " ' " '  m ' :  
Joy Rider; ~AII Oriental 
Car Seat Rugs In Stock 
: wlthCanopy .; : ~ny beautiful patteme 
' Rag, $88.98 ~. to choose from, 
$73.98 L ~ 30% 
L, Save $13 OFF nee. Pmni 
G,OOD AS EVIERi PRICES INCLUDE G.S,T. 
: i '~ i oNLYAPPLIcABLE PROVINCIAL TAX TO PAY • ': ~ 
: (Reglstersdeduct G.S.T., then add P.S.T.=I soyou don,t pay P.S.T. on G.S.T.) ~:  ~i . i-~ ~.t~,~. : .,~ . . .  r..~' ~ ~'. 
